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P r e fa c e

The year 1992 has brought a  fortunate m ixture of changes and  continuity in  
the  research activity  of the institu te . Readers looking for the trad itiona l subjects 
of research will find them  in this Annual Report, bu t I hope th a t those curious 
about the news will also be satisfied.

The 81 contributions to this Annual R eport, against the background of a  
steady budget decline, still show a pretty  colourful picture. T heir d istribution  
am ong the research fields faithfully represents the activity of the  in s titu te . In th is 
Preface I will m ention a few of these results mainly to advertise them , and th e  
selection, of course, reflects my personal taste. General inform ation on the  in s titu te  
can be found in the  next section.

In previous years results in gen era l p h ysics were presented in  th e  section on 
atom ic or nuclear physics. They have grown in num ber, and to  em phasize th is, 
we p u t them  in a separate chapter now. These results show the  in terest of our 
atom ic and nuclear theorists in fundam ental problems, like general aspects of th e  
Coulomb problem  and supersym m etric quantum  mechanics.

In nu clear p h ysics  the study of nuclear reactions at low energies has been 
going on, and our interest has tin n ed  towards reactions of astrophysical interest. 
“In beam ” nuclear spectroscopy remains an im portant branch of our research, and  
in 1992 new results were produced for the isotopes 66,68Ga, 70,72As and  112,118Sb. 
The study of giant dipole resonances in conjunction w ith the neu tron  skin of heavy 
nuclei is a new line of research, which exemplifies our successful cooperation. T he 
application and  refinement of the cluster model of light nuclei keep busy some 
of our nuclear theorists, and the description of the neutron halo of 6He is a nice 
exam ple of continuity and adventure.

In our a to m ic  co llision  p h ysics  research the  study of the electron cap tu re  
and electron loss cusps was carried on. The electron cusp observed when neu tra l 
projectiles ionize the target has been further investigated to  clarify the role of 
m etastab le projectile atoms. The classical-trajectory M onte Carlo calculations of 
ion-atom  collisions continued to  be a  vigorous project. More em phasis was laid on 
the  investigation of two-electron processes, bo th  experim entally and  theoretically.

M a teria ls  sc ien ce  and an a lysis  is an expanding research field in the in 
stitu te . We do genuine solid s ta te  physics research (e.g. in superconductiv ity), 
bu t all o ther works on m aterials science and analysis originate from  nuclear and  
atom ic physics. The most obvious examples are the  energy loss studies and th e  
applications of PIX E, P IG E  and X-ray as well as electron spectroscopy in m ateria l 
analysis.

E n v iro n m en ta l research has a long trad ition  in the in stitu te . The study  of 
the  effects of the  Chernobyl reactor catastrophe will probably cap ture  the  a tten tio n  
of our readers. The radioactivity and trace elements in ground w aters, the origin 
of ground w aters and the vulnerability of the W aterworks in D ebrecen axe issues of 
local interest. Their significance may still transcend the boundaries of our region 
if they  are considered to  be representative of the sta te  of the  environm ent in
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th is  part of th e  world. The investigation of air pollution and aerosol transfer is 
believed to be a  very im portan t environm ental issue, and our PIX E, XRFA and 
ESCA  groups a re  involved in these  studies. O ur applications of m ass spectroscopy 
in  earth  s c ie n c e s  are still focussed on geochronology and hydrology.

The in s titu te  contributes to  th e  success of b io log ica l and m ed ica l research  
elsewhere by producing  isotopes for medical purposes. The im pact of environm en
ta l radioactivity an d  heavy-element pollution on hum an health  presented in the  
chap ter on environm ental research could as well be considered to  belong to bio
logical and m edical research.

Our activ ity  in  the d ev e lo p m e n t o f  m e th o d s  and in stru m en ts  is, of
course, connected to  our experim ental research and is focussed prim arily on spec
trom eters, d e tec to rs  and d a ta  acquisition systems. O ur participation  in the rad ia 
tio n  hardness te s t  of front-end electronics of detector systems is a  new adventure. 
T h e  design and  construction of special electron spectrom eters is an ongoing activ
ity. The insta lla tion  of a split-pole magnetic spectrograph transferred from Vrije 
Universiteit, A m sterdam , w ith th e  generous help of many of our colleagues there is 
expected to s ta r t  a  new line of research here. The installation of a  state-of-the-art 
com puter netw ork in  the in s titu te  in the near fu ture  will significantly improve our 
com puting and  com m unicating capabilities.

Our e d u c a tio n a l a c tiv ity  has now been organized by our Joint Physics De
p artm en t w ith L ajos Kossuth University. Several diplom a works and doctoral the
ses were com pleted in 1992. At th e  end of the year w ith the physics departm ents of 
Lajos Kossuth U niversity we s ta r te d  to  work on the  program  of a new type of PhD  
tra in ing  in physics. By now th is  work has been completed and subm itted  to  the 
A ccreditation C om m ittee. We hope th a t this PhD  program  will be approved, and 
from  Septem ber, 1993, our s tu den ts  will s tart their studies in this new framework.

I concluded th e  Preface of ou r 1991 Annual R eport w ith our plans for the 
fu tu re . Our hopes expressed th en  seem now to  come true: The N ational Founda
tion  for Scientific Resesearch (O T K A ), the N ational Com m ettee for Technological 
Development (O M F B ) and the Soros Foundation have jointly granted  a fund for a 
positron  emission tom ograph (P E T ). In January, 1993, we ordered a GE 4096 plus 
P E T  scanner. E x p e rts  from G eneral Electric m ade their first site visit in February 
1993, and I hope in  the next A nnual Report we shall be able to  show pictures 
tak en  with our new  tomograph. T he ECR project will also be funded by OTKA, 
an d  a  newly form ed group s ta r ted  work on its development. These new projects 
will continue in 1993 and we all look forward to  seeing the first results.

Debrecen, February 18, 1993
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P er so n n e l

The In stitu te  at present employs a total of 244 persons. The affiliation of 
personnel to un ists of organisation and the composition of personnel are given 
below.
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F in a n c e

The to ta l budget of the Institu te  in 1992 was 159 Million H ungarian  Forints. 
The com position of the budget and the breakdown of expenditure according to  
different categories are given below.

Project Funding (from Contract Research) (15%)

C om position o f th e In stitu te ’s B udget
M T A : Hungarian Academy of Sciences 

O T K A : National Fund for Scientific Research 
O M F B : National Com m ittee for Technological Development

Breakdown of Expenditure  
into Personnel and N on-Personnel E xpenditures
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S ta te s  in  a  p o te n t ia l  h a v in g  t im e -d e p e n d e n t
p a r a m e te r

L. Végh

We study  the solutions of the tim e-dependent Schrödinger equation

=#(r,<)ff(r,<) (!)
for a particle moving in a potential which has a param eter or param eters w ith  
strong tim e dependence. Such potentials are for exam ple a box w ith  infinite moving 
walls[1], the  harm onic oscillator w ith tim e-dependent oscillator param eter, and  
so on. The m ethod is useful if the solution of the tim e-independent Schrödinger 
equation w ith the  constant value of the potential param eter has an  analytic form.

The problem  is solved using a coupled channel m ethod. F irst Eq. (1) is w ritten  
in integral form  as

!F (r,i) =  < F ( r , i o ) + 4  [  H ( r , t ' )# ( r , t ' )d t ' .  (2)
lTl Jto

Now we introduce the Ham iltonian H \ r )  where the potential pa ram ete r is equal 
to  th a t of the  potential at the tim e t. According to th is definition H l{r) = H ( r , t ) .  
The sta tionary  eigenfunctions <p* of Н*(г)  fulfill the Schrödinger equation

Н*(г)<р\(г) = e\<p j ( r ) .  (3)

Now <F(r, t ) a t the tim e t is expanded by the stationary  eigenfunctions <p\(r) w here 
the  expansion coefficients Ci(t) are time dependent. Then the in tegral equation (2) 
can be rew ritten  as a system  of coupled integral equations for c,-(i)

^ c ,- (* )e —^e{ty>í(r) =  e *£*°Vjt°(r ) + t' “ I M V ) - (4)

The initial condition may be Ci(to) = Ski assuming th a t at to th e  particle is in a  
s ta te  w ith c* =  1. Using the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions tak en  a t the sam e 
t and introducing the notations

/ OO
dr<p]l (r V *2( r ) ,

-OO
Eq. (6) can be expressed as

d i ( t )  =  d k ( t 0 ) r i k ( t , t 0 )  + (7)

This system  of coupled Volterra-type integral equations can easily be solved nu 
merically.

1. C. S tutz and D. W. Schlitt Phys. Rev. A 2 897 (1970); H. E. W ilhelm  J. Phys. 
A 16 2149 (1983)
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A  g e n e r a l is a t io n  o f  th e  C o u lo m b  p r o b le m

G. Lévaia) and B. W. Williams6)

The past ten years have seen revived interest in  exactly solvable potentials of 
nonrelativistic quan tum  m echanics, partly  as the  result of the in troduction  of su
persym m etric quan tum  mecahnics. A lthough the  general solution of large potentia l 
families (the N atanzon [1] and N atanzon  confluent [2] potentials) have been given, 
their practical application is h indered  by technical difficulties. Some of the special 
subclasses, however, m ay avoid these drawbacks, an d  at the sam e tim e may offer 
potential shapes different from those of the sim plest solvable quan tum  mechanical 
problems. Until now only few such cases have been  studied in detail [3].

We have described [4] an exactly  solvable p o ten tia l which belongs to  the N atan 
zon confluent class. It depends on four param eters an d  can be considered the gen
eralised version of th e  Coulomb problem  which it contains as a  special case. Its 
functional form is

( ' _  C D  C t ZCt 2 C7(/ +  l)
h(r)  +  r  2(/i(r) +  r )3 16/i( r)( /i(r)  +  r )3 h(r )(h (r)  +  r ) ’

where the h(r ) function is determ ined im plicitly by the  equation

C 1/2r  =  T  ta n h -1 j  +  ( /l(r )(M r ) +  T) Y /2-

This potential is Coulom b-like for large r - s  and  has an angu lar-m om entum - 
dependent repulsive “core” (vanishing in the r  =  0 Coulomb case), which could 
be interpreted as an  effective p o ten tia l arising from  the presence of electrons oc
cupying inner atom ic shells. The energy eigenvalues depend on n  4- 1 +  1 only, and 
therefore exhibit level degeneracies sim ilar to  th a t of the Coulomb problem:

E n =  - C  ([(n  +  l +  l )2 +  D t}1' 2 -  (n  +  / +  I ) ) '  / r 2.

“) Fulbright scholar; present address: Yale University, New Haven, C T , USA 
6) Bucknell University, Lewisburg, PA, USA

References

1. G. A. Natanzon: Teor. Mat. Fiz. 38 (1979) 146.
2. P. Cordero and S. Salamó: J. Phys. A:Math. Gen. 24 (1991) 5299.
3. J. N. Ginocchio: Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 152 (1984) 203.

S. Brajamani and C. A. Singh: J. Phys. A:Math. Gen. 23 (1990) 3421.
G. Lévai: J. Phys. A:Math. Gen. 24 (1991) 131.
C. A. Singh and T. H. Devi: Phys. Lett. A 171 (1992) 249.

4. G. Lévai and B. W. Williams: to be published.
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O n th e  r e la t io n  b e tw e e n  s u p e r s y m m e tr ic  
q u a n tu m  m e c h a n ic s  a n d  t h e  p o te n t ia l  g r o u p

m e th o d

G. Lévaia)

T he symmetries characterising a  wide range of exactly solvable quantum  m echan
ical potentials can be form ulated in a  variety of ways.

The potential group m ethod [1] allows sim ultaneous description of the  bound— 
and  scattering states of large po ten tia l classes by using the  representation theory  
noncompact groups. The basis for the  un itary  irreducible representations of th e  
potential group is formed by degenerate eigenstates of potentials of the  same k ind  
b u t of different depth.

Supersymmetric quantum  mechanics [2] offers ano ther elegant m ethod of de
scribing isospectral potentials. The degeneracy of the  energy levels can be viewed 
as the consequence of supersym m etry in th is case. Adjacent m em bers of infinite 
series potentials, each having one m ore bound s ta te  than  the previous one, can be 
interpreted as supersym m etric p a rtn e r potentials.

Since the two m ethods can be applied to  the  same classes of solvable po 
tentials, furtherm ore the  ladder operators connecting the  degenerate eigenstates 
have the same structure (i.e. they  are linear differential operators) in both  cases, 
the  question w hether there  exists a  connection between the  two approaches arises 
naturally.

In order to  examine th is connection we have studied solvable potentials re
lated  to the generalised Laguerre and the Gegenbauer polynomials. Considering 
a general realisation [3] of the  generators of the  5 0 (2 ,1 )  ~  517(1,1) po ten tia l 
group relevant to this special case, we have studied  the procedure of deriving var
ious solvable potentials by m eans of variab le- and sim ilarity transform ations of 
the  group generators, and com pared their resulting form w ith the  corresponding 
supersym m etric ladder operators.

Fulbright scholar; present address: Yale University, New Haven, C T , USA

References

1. see J. Wu, Y. Alhassid and F. Gürsey: Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 196 (1989) 163, and 
references therein.

2. E. Witten: Nuci. Phys. B188 (1981) 513.
3. С. V. Sukumar: J. Phys. A:Math. Gen. 19 (1986) 2229.
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D y n a m ic  v e r s u s  k in e m a t ic  s y m m e tr y  
b r e a k in g  in  a  t w o -d im e n s io n a l  m o d e l o f  

c o l le c t iv e  m o t io n

J. Cseh
The question is addressed, w hether or not the v ibrational spectrum  of a  tw o- 
dimensional in teracting boson m odel [1] can be transfom ed into the  ro ta tional one 
via quantum  deform ation of the g roup  structu re  [2]. It turns ou t [3], th a t  although 
the spectrum  of the  q-deform ed m odel shows one or another of th e  ro tational 
like features a t different values o f th e  deform ation param eter, nevertheless, all 
the requirem ents of the  ro ta tional behaviour can no t be obtained simutaneously. 
This resu lt indicates th a t  the q u an tu m  algebraic trea tm en t can no t give analytical 
solution for the  eigenvalue problem  of the  in teracting  boson models of nuclear 
and m olecular physics in  the w hole range of the  physically relevant breaking of 
dynam ical sym m etries.
1) D. Bhaum ik, S. Sen and  B. D u tta -R o y : Am. J . Phys. 59 (1991) 719
2) D. Bonatsos, A. Faessler, P. P. Raychev, R. P. Roussev and Yu. F. Smirnov: J. 
Phys. A 2 5  (1992) L267
3) J. Cseh: J. Phys. A 2 5  (1992) L1225

F ig . 1 . C haracteristic  ratios of energies and electric transitions of the tw o- 
dimensional algebraic collective m odels. The values corresponding to  the v ibra
tional and ro tational lim its of th e  classical Lie algebraic description are denoted 
by V and  r , respectively. The curves labelled w ith q show the results of the  quantum  
algebraic model, as a  function of th e  real deform ation param eter (q = eT). T he 
lower and middle panels display tw o energy ratios of the  ground s ta te  band, while 
the upper p a rt shows the  B(E2)  ra tio s  of the in terband  0̂ " —> 2̂ " and  in traband  
2* —► 0* electric transitions.
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S im u la t io n  s tu d y  o f  n o n lin e a r  d y n a m ic s  o f
R F  S Q U ID

/
S. Mészáros and E. Kirsch

Josephson junctions (JJs) and the systems containing them  are excellent examples 
of nonlinear system s with complex dynamics. The simplest theoretical model of J J  
is the resistively shunted junction (RSJ) model which is described by the  following 
equation [1]:

с Фо d2ip 
2n dt2 +

Ф о dip 
2nR dt

+ I c sin ip =  / ( 1 )

where C, R, I c axe the junction capacitance, resistance and critical current respec
tively, Фо is the  m agnetic flux quantum , ip is the quantum  phase difference across 
the junction and I  is the external drive current. The voltage V  across the junction  
is related to the phase difference ip by the relation : V  =  E quation  (1) can
be brought to a  reduced form by appropriate scaling. It describes a  very complex 
dynam ics, provided th a t the drive current has the form of I  = Jo +  I\  sin ujt, i.e. 
it contains an ac component. One of the most im portan t systems containing J J s  
is the RF SQUID. This consists of a superconducting ring containing one JJ  (sin
gle junction superconducting ring, SJSR) coupled to  a parallel resonant circuit. 
Equations describing SJSR and RF SQUID can be easily deduced from (1) by 
adding the linear equations describing the superconducting ring and the  tank cir
cuit. These equations have different solutions for periodic external drive: boundary 
cycle, period m ultiplication and chaos. The m apping of the possible solutions can 
be calculated by numerical m ethods and compared to experim ental observations. 
The observation of chaotic dynamics in real SQUIDs is technically difficult due to  
technological reasons. An analogue simulator has been designed and constructed 
to  study complex dynamics of RSJ, SJSR and RF SQUID. The sim ulator is well 
suited to  obtain results rapidly and dem onstrate the behaviour of the systems 
on a scope screen which is very useful in education. A detailed m apping of the  
dynamics of SJSR  under sinusoidal excitation was perform ed [3],[4]. Transitions 
from  boundary cycle to chaos through Feingenbaum scenario and in term ittency  
was observed. Strange a ttracto rs were taken and their fractal dimensions were cal
culated. The results were in good agreement w ith values obtained by num erical 
sim ulations (where available) [2]. Transient chaos was observed in SJSR. SQUID 
characteristics were simulated and compared w ith those observed for real SQUIDs 
w ith reasonable qualitative agreement.
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2 S. Mészáros and É. Kirsch
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Fig. 1. Time dependence of the quantum phase difference (lower trace) and voltage 
(upper trace) in SJSR showing transient chaos

F ig . 2. Example of a strange attractor of SJSR

R eferences

1. A.Barone and G .Paterno, Physics and Applications of Josephson effects, John 
Wiley & Sons pp.428

2. R.K.Ritala and M.M.Salomaa, Phys.Rev.B. 29 (1984) 6143
3. S. Mészáros and E. Kirsch, Physica D (accepted for publication)
4. S. Mészáros and É. Kirsch, Proc. 6th Int. Symp. on Weak Superconductivity, Eds.

S. Benacka, M. Darula and M. Kedro, World Scientific, London, 1991, pp 215-222.
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T h e  E ffe c ts  o f  E le c tr o n  S c r e e n in g  a n d  
R e s o n a n c e s  in  (p , a )  R e a c t io n s  o n  10В  a n d  

Х1Б  a t T h e r m a l E n e r g ie s

C. Angulo *,S. Engstler *,C. Rolfs *,

W.H. Schulte *,E. Somorjai

‘ Institu t für Physik mit Ionenstrahlen, R uhr-U niversität Bochum ,
Germany

The fusion reactions 10B ( p ,a ) 7Be  and 11B ( p ,a ) sBe  have been studied over 
the c.m. energy range E=15 to  134 keV using intense proton beam s (of the 100 
and 400 kV accelerators at the Ruhr-University Bochum) and thick solid targets. 
In the  case of 11 B(p, a )sBe  the low energy d a ta  in term s of the astrophysical S(E)  
factor show (F ig .l.a .) an exponential enhancement (up to  a factor of 1.9) due to  
the effects of electron screening, where the deduced screening po ten tia l is larger 
than  expected. In the case of 10B ( p , a ) ‘ Be  the low energy d a ta  exhibit (F ig .l.b .) 
an enhancem ent by more than  a factor of 200, which cannot be explained by th e  
effect of electron screening only. The enhancement mostly arises here from the  
high-energy tail of an expected s-wave resonance at E r  =10 keV. The results 
offer an improved prospect for this reaction as an advanced fuel in fu tu re  fusion 
reactors th an  previously envisioned.

R eferences

1. H.W. Becker, C. Rolfs, H.P. Trautvetter: Z.Phys.A - Atomic Nuclei 327(1987)341.
2. M. Joun, H.T. Chung, J.C. Kim, H.C.Bhang, K.H. Chung:

Nucl.Phys. A533 (1991)321.
3. N.A. Roughton, M.R. Fritts, R.J. Peterson, C.S. Zaidins, C.J. Hansen:

At. Data Nucl. Data Tables 23(1979)177.
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C. Angulo,S. Engstier,C. Rolfs,W.H. Schulte,E. Somorjai

Fig. 1. Absolute S ( E ) factor for 11 B-\-p (a) and 10B + p  (b). The solid curve represents a 
fit including 2 resonances, a nonresonant (direct) process, and interference effects (a) and 
a fit for a resonance a t E r  —10 keV (b). The dashed curves represent the enhancement 
caused by electron screening
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A s tr o p h y s ic a l p —p r o c e ss:  70Ge(a, ^ ) 74Se

Zs. Fülöp, Á.Z. Kiss, C.E. Rolfs *,

E. Somorjai, H.P. Trautvetter *,

*Institu t für Physik mit Ionenstrahlen, R uhr-U niversitä t, Bochum,
Germany

The role of (<*,7 ) reactions in the  astrophysical p-process is well known, how
ever, no experim ental inform ation are available. The study of the  inverse (<2, 7 ) 
reaction could provide experim ental data, e.g. for the lightest p-nucleus, 74Se.  
The expected very low cross section of the reaction 70Ge(a,'~f)74 Se  makes a basic 
im portance of the  choice of the m aterial for ta rget backing and th a t was the  goal 
of the  first experim ents. The Та and Cu backings are the ones which on the  one 
hand, correspond to  the requirem ents of the probably necessary im plan tation  p ro 
cedure, on the other, are used mostly in (0 , 7 ) experim ents. Ge(Li) g am m a-spec tra  
have been m easured on Та (electrically heated under vacuum) and  Cu plates bom 
barded by E =  3.5 MeV alpha-beam  (with a collected charge of Q =0.18 C). T heir 
comparison showed, th a t the Cu plate  produces less gam m a-peaks a t the vicinity 
of gam m a-energies expected from the 70Ge(a , /y)74Se reaction th an  the Та p late , 
however, the to ta l gam m a-yield was higher. The gam m a-yield from contam ina
tions has been reduced strongly by the electrical heating in the  case of Та however 
not in Cu because of its extremely good heat conductivity. One of the next tasks 
is to  achieve similar reduction of contam inations for Cu plates, too. Also for back
ground reduction purpose, Ge(Li) gam m a-spectra  taken for Та w ith  and w ithout 
a BGO an ti-C om pton  device were compared. The an ti-C om pton  setup provided 
a background reduction of a factor of 4, which is very prom ising, however, the  
drawback of it is the required larger ta rge t-de tec to r distance, which can be d isad 
vantageous in our case (expected low yield from the reaction).

A 70Ge target im planted into Та backing was also bom barded by E =  3.8 MeV 
alpha-beam  (Q =0.27 C). Close geometry (w ithout BGO) was used. No significant 
gam m a-peak  originating from the 70Ge(a, 7 ) '4Se reaction was seen. Therefore the  
target was checked by measuring (p, p '7 ) reaction, PIX E as well as R u therfo rd - 
backscattering yields and only a small am ount of Ge was found in the  backing. T he 
next step is to  improve the am ount of the im planted m aterial a n d /o r  to  p repare  
evaporated 70Ge targets.
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L o w -e n e r g y  e la s t ic  s c a t te r in g  o f  a lp h a  
p a r t ic le s  fr o m  34S, 50C r, a n d  62N i

Á. Bredbacka t, M. Brenner t, K.-M. Källman t,

P. Manngáxd t, Z. Máté, S. Szilágyi, and L. Zolnai

t D epartm ent of Physics, Ábo Akademi, 20500 Ábo, F in land

The energy dependence of the  phenomenological optical potential a t low bom 
barding energies has roused an increased interest, which is m ainly due to  obser
vations on the  anom alous behaviour of this energy dependence near the  Coulomb 
barrier [1]. T he in terest in the low energy alpha scattering da ta  appears also from 
the  side of applications.

We have investigated  three m edium  light ta rge ts  (34S, 50Cr and  62Ni) a t en
ergies available a t the cyclotrons of Ábo Akademi (Turku, Finland) and Atomki. 
Angular d is tribu tions of elastically scattered alpha particles were m easured in the 
alpha energy range 12.8-20.0 MeV and then analysed w ith Saxon-W oods po ten 
tial. The resu lts are in accordance w ith the global alpha optical model study of 
England et al. [2] (F ig .l).

Fig. 1. Comparison of real volume integral values obtained in the present work (squares) 
with the values from England et al. [2] (full circles).

1. G.R. Satchler, Phys. Rep. 199 (1991) 147
2. J.B.A. England, S. Baird, D.H. Newton, T. Picazo, E.C. Pollaco, G.J. Pyle, P.M. 

Rolph, J. Alabau, E. Casal and A. Garcia, Nuci. Phys. A388 (1982) 573
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N e w  R e s u lt s  o n  th e  R e s o n a n c e  S ta te s  o f  38Ar

/
Zs. Fülöp, A. Z. Kiss, E. Koltay, E. Somorjai,

J.Keinonen *, P. Tikkanen *

*Accelerator Laboratory, D epartm ent of Physics, University of Helsinki,
SF-00170 Helsinki, F inland

We continued our а -cap tu re  m easurem ents [1] on im planted 34S  ta rg e ts  using the  
5 MV VdG accelerator of our institu te . We have found 5 new resonances in the  
£ '„= 3 .4 -3 .8 MeV region (£„= 3548 , 3673, 3688, 3698 and 3732 keV). Resonance 
strengths and decay schemes for the new resonances have been deduced. The yield 
curve for the reaction 345 ( a , 7 )38A r is shown in Fig. 1. The new resonances are 
m arked by asterisk. The energy window is £ 7=9.5-11.5 for the  solid line and 
£ y = 7.5-9.5 for the dashed line.

R eferences

1. Zs. Fülöp, A. Z. Kiss, E. Koltay, E. Somorjai, J. Keinonen, P. Tikkanen: 
Spring Meeting of Nuclear Physics Sections, (Salzburg, 1992) abstr. p.40



L o w -e n e r g y  le v e l  s c h e m e  o f  66G a  n u c le u s
J. Tímár, T. Fényes, Zs. Dombrádi, J. Kumpulainen t

and R. Julin t
t University of Jyväskylä, D epartm ent of Physics, SF 40351 Jyväskylä,

Finland

We have b u ilt a new, m ore complete level scheme of 66G a (Fig. 1). The con
struction was based  m ainly on the results obtained from our form er 7-ray, 7 7 - 
coincidence a n d  internal conversion electron m easurem ents [1]. Spin and parity  
values have b een  determ ined on the basis of m easured in ternal conversion coef
ficients, H auser-Feshbach analysis of relative level cross sections (Fig. 2), decay 
properties of levels, log ft values of /2-decay [2] and available 7 -ray angular d is tri
bution data [3,4].

This work was supported p a rtly  by the N ational Scientific Research Founda
tion  /0 T K A /.
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Fig. 2. Experimental (symbols with error bars) and theoretical (curves) relative level 
cross sections for 66 Ga as a function of the level energy. N denotes normalization point.
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I n te r a c t in g  b o s o n - fe r m io n - fe r m io n  m o d e l  
d e s c r ip t io n  o f  68G a

J. Tímár, T. Fényes, Zs. Dombrádi, S. Brant a, V. Paar “ and

Lj. Simicic “

“Departm ent o f Physics, Faculty  of Science, U niversity of Zagreb, 41000
Zagreb, C roatia

In  our earlier w orks we have stu d ied  the level scheme of 68G a w ith  different in
beam  7 - and e~-spectroscopic m ethods through (p ,n 7 ) and (a ,n 7 ) reactions [1,2]. 
In th e  present work we have calculated the 68 G a energy spectrum , m agnetic dipole 
and electric quadrupole  moments, th e  reduced tran sitio n  probabilities, gam m a
branching ratios a n d  spectroscopic factors in the fram ework of in teracting  boson- 
/erm ion-/erm ion  m odel (IBFFM ).

The calculations showed th a t it is possible to  give a reasonable, consistent 
description of the energy  spectra an d  electrom agnetic properties of the  core 66 Zn, 
single-odd 67Ga, 67 Zn, and odd-odd 68 G a nuclei using the  same family of IBFFM  
param eters.

The experim ental an d  IBFFM  theoretical energy spectra  of 68G a axe com pared 
in Fig. 1. The 68 G a electrom agnetic m om ents are given in Table I.

Table 1. Calculated elec tric  quadrupole and m agnetic dipole m om ents of the  low-lying 
s ta tes  of 68Ga com pared  to  the available experim ental d a ta .

Г7Г
IB F F M IBFFM

Q(eb)
EXP. [3] IBFFM

Mwv)
EXP. [3]

11 0.0082 ±0.0277(14)*-a< -0.0134 ±0.01175(5)'
21 -0 .026 1.03
11 -0 .025 0.92
2 i 0.036 1.81
2Г -0 .203 -1.96
4Г -0 .392 -0.84
7Г -0 .514 ±0.72(2)s< 0.67 ±0.707(14)

k signs of Ц and Q are different
at Sternheimer or other polarization correction included
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F ig .l  . IBFFM energy spectrum of 68Ga in comparison with available experimental data, 
separately for positive and negative parity levels.

This work was supported  partly  by the  N ational Scientific Research F ounda
tion (OTKA).
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S p e c tr o s c o p ic  S tu d y  o f  th e  70G e ( p ,n 7 ) 70A s
R e a c t io n

Zs. Podolyák, J. Tímár and T. X. Quang

7 -ray and in ternal conversion electron spectra (Fig. 1) of 70As from (p ,n7 ) 
reaction were m easured w ith G e(H P) and Compton-suppressed* G e(H P) 7 -ray, 
as well as w ith superconducting m agnetic lens plus Si(Li) electron spectrom eters. 
For reliable identification of 7 rays we m easured the 7 -spectra of 72Ge-)-p, 73G e-fp, 
74G e+ p and  76G e+ p  reactions, too, using enriched Ge targets. The bom barding 
proton energies and  ̂ intensities were between 8.1 - 8.7 MeV and 5 - 100 nA, re
spectively. The energy resolutions were ~ 2  keV (a t 1332 keV) for the 7 -detectors 
and ~ 2 .7  keV (a t 917 keV) for the  electron spectrom eter. Energies and relative 
intensities of m ore th a n  40 7 transitions of the 70 As nucleus have been determ ined.

Fig. 1 .  Typical 7-ray and internal conversion electron spectra from the ,0Ge(p,n7 )70As 
reaction.

In ternal conversion coefficients (IC C ) of 25 transitions have been deduced (Fig. 
2) for the  first tim e, enabling determ ination of m any new 7 -ray m ultipolarities and 
unam biguous parity  assignm ents for several 70As levels. For the norm alization of 
the experim ental ICC-s we have used the  theoretical а к  value [1] of the 176 keV

16
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pure E2 [2] 70Ge transition . ICC-s obtained w ith th is norm alization are in good 
agreem ent w ith form er results on m ultipolarities of 70 Ge and 70As 7  transitions.

We are indebted to  Dr. T. Fényes for active participation in  the  research 
program , as well as to  Dr. Z. Gácsi and Dr. A. Krasznahorkay for th e ir valuable 
help in the experim ents.

This work was supported  by the National Scientific Research Foundation 
/O T K A /.

Fig. 2. Experimental (symbols with error bars) and theoretical (curves) internal conver
sion coefficients of 70 As transitions as a function of the 7-ray energy.

* The Com pton-suppression shield was borrowed from KVI (G roningen).

R eferences
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Tables 21 (1978) 91

2. M. R. Bhat, Nuclear Data Sheets 51 (1987) 95
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S t u d y  o f  72G e ( p ,n 7 ) 72A s  R e a c t io n

D. Sohler, A. Algora and Z. Gácsi

As a continuation  of the study of 72As [1], 7 -ray, internal conversion electron 
and 7 7 -coincidence spectra  of the  72G e(p,n7 )72 As reaction were m easured w ith 
G e(H P) and superconducting m agnetic lens plus Si(Li) electron spectrom eters 
at 5.8 and 6.1 M eV proton energies. Internal conversion coefficients (ICC ) of 25 
transitions have been  determ ined (F ig .l.) , 12 of them  were obtained  for the  first 
tim e (for com parison see [2]). Unam biguous parity  assigments for the  levels below 
600 keV were deduced. A pproxim ately 20 million 77 -coincidence events were re
corded on m agnetic tapes. Typical 7 7 -coincidence gate spectra are shown in Fig.2.

We axe indeb ted  to  Prof.T .Fényes for his active participation in the research 
program . This work was supported by the N ational Scientific Research Foundation 
(O TK A ).

100 200 300 400 500 600

Fig. 1 .  Experimental internal conversion coefficients of ' 2As transitions (the curves show 
theoretical results).

R eferences
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Fig. 2. Typical 77 -coincidence spectra of 72 As. R denotes random coincidences.
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S p e c tr o s c o p ic  S tu d y  o f  74A s  fro m  
74G e ( p ,n 7 ) 74A s R e a c t io n

A.Algora, D.Sohler and Z.Gácsi

As a con tinua tion  of our s tudy  of 74 As [1], 7 -ray, internal conversion electron, 
a n d  gam m a-gam m a coincidence spectra  were m easured w ith G e(H P) 7 -ray and 
superconducting m agnetic lens p lus Si(Li) electron spectrom eters between 4.2 and 
4.7 MeV proton energies. Internal conversion coefficients of >  15 transitions (F ig .l) 
have been deduced  for the first tim e resulting in many new 7 -ray m ultipolarities 
an d  reliable p a rity  assigments for levels below 650 keV [2]. Furtherm ore, previously 
unobserved coincidence relations have been found as illustrated  in F ig.2.

The active partic ipa tion  of Prof. T. Fényes in the research program  and the 
support by the  N a tio n a l Scientific Research Foundation (O TKA ) is acknowledged.

F ig . 1. Experimental internal conversion coefficients of 74 As transitions (the curves show 
theoretical results)
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Fig. 2. Typical 77 coincidence gate spectra after background subtraction.
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G a m m a  a n d  c o n v e r s io n  e le c tr o n  
s p e c tr o s c o p ic  s tu d y  o f  th e  
112S n ( p ,n 7 ) 112Sb r e a c t io n

J. Gulyás, I. Dankó, J. Kumpulainen t and R. Julin t

^U niversity of Jyväskylä, D epartm ent of Physics 
SF-40351 Jyväskylä, F inland

As an extension of the study of the light odd-odd Sb nuclei [1-3], 7 -ray spec
tra  of the  112Sn(p ,n ,7 ) 112Sb reaction were m easured at Ep=8.7, 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 and 
9.6 M eV proton energies with G e(H P) detectors. Self-supporting targets, from iso- 
topically enriched (u p  to  81.6 %) 112Sb, were used in the experim ents. For the  
sake of reliable identification of 7 -rays, we studied (p,n) reaction on different tin  
isotopes, too. A pproxim ately 18 m illion 77 -coincidence events were recorded on 
m agnetic tapes a t E p= 9.3 MeV and  a subsequent gating procedure was used for 
the analysis of the  coincidence spectra . Typical ga ted  77 -coincidence spectra  are 
shown in Fig. 1.

A bout 50 7 -transitions (including 39 new ones, compared to  ref. [4]) were 
assigned to 112 Sb. A ngular d istribution  da ta  have been obtained for five gamma- 
rays a t Ep=8.7 MeV.

In ternal conversion electron spectra  were m easured w ith an interm ediate- 
image-lens electron spectrom eter a t Ep=9.2 MeV. Prelim inary experim ental in
ternal conversion coefficients for 13 112Sb transitions were found.

A more com plete level scheme of 112Sb, m ultipolarities of transitions and 
gam m a-ray branching ratios have been deduced. D eterm inations of spins and pari
ties of the  excited s ta te s , based on transition  m ultipolarities and gam m a-ray angu
lar d istribution d a ta , as well, as Hauser-Feshbach analysis of (p,n) reaction cross 
sections, are in progress.

T his work was supported  partly  by the N ational Scientific Research Founda
tion /O T K A /.
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CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig. 1. Selected gamma-gamma coincidence spectra of the 112Sn(p,n7 )112Sb reaction. 
The background was subtracted.



In tr u d e r  s t a t e s  in  118 S b  n u c le u s

J. Gulyás, T. Fényes and M. Fayez F. M. Hassan

It is known th a t system atic A J  =  1 bands are  built on low- lying 9 /2 + proton 
hole (two-particle-one hole) s ta tes  in  113>115>117>119>121>123Sb nuclei [1]. The 9 /2 + 
states axe fed by a bandlike cascade of J  —► J  — 1 gam m a-ray transitions and w ith 
J  —► J  — 2 crossovers. The experim ental level energies of the 117Sb я^"Д  in truder 
band are presented in Fig. 1. In tru d er bands of o th e r odd-A Sb nuclei are very 
similar.

A J  — 1 collective bands have been  observed also in 114,116Sb [2,3] and 118,120Sb
[4] nuclei, based on 8"  states. T he level spacing properties show strong resemblance 
with the band  observed in odd-A  nuclei. In our form er work [5] the  8" ,  9“ , 10" 
and 11"  m em bers of the band have been observed in  118Sb from  (a ,n 7 ) reaction. 
The results are presented in the  right side of Fig. 1, together w ith  the d a ta  of 
Vajda et al. [4] on the 12" and 13" states.

In the  framework of the  in teracting  boson-ferm ion and in teracting  boson- 
fermion-fermion models we have calculated the energy levels of the  in truder bands 
of 117Sb and  118Sb. In th is simple calculations we have supposed th a t there is a 
proton hole in the 118Те core, and  th e  configuration mixing w ith  o ther states have 
been neglected. In 118Sb the  1186 keV 8"  s ta te  of the  f l - g ^ r - h n ^  m u^ ip lef was 
considered as the  head of the  band. T he obtained results are shown in Fig. 1 (sub
scripts IBFM  and  IBFFM ). Aside from  the low-energy part, w here configuration 
mixing is expected w ith o ther 8" ,  9 "  and 10" s ta tes , ra ther good agreem ent have 
been observed between experim ent and  theory. T he wave functions of the states 
contain different phonon com ponents and the dom inating configurations contain 
higher and higher phonon num ber com ponents w ith  increasing spin.

This work was supported  by th e  N ational Scientific Research Foundation 
(OTKA).
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Fig. 1. The experimental and theoretical level energies of the intruder bands i 
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I n te r a c t in g  b o s o n - fe r m io n - fe r m io n  m o d e l  
d e s c r ip t io n  o f  118S b

J. Gulyás, T. Fényes, M. Fayez F. M. Hassan and

Zs. Dombrádi

During the last few years we have extensively studied  the  level scheme of 118 Sb 
from (p ,n7 ) and (o ,n 7 ) reactions w ith  different in-beam  7 - and e~-spectroscopic 
m ethods [1,2]. In the  present work we have calculated the  energy spectra  of the  
low-lying positive and  negative parity  s ta tes  of 118Sb, the  m agnetic dipole and 
electric quadrupole m om ents, the E 2/M 1 m ixing and  gam m a branching ratios in 
the framework of the  in te rac tin g -boson-f erm ion-/erm ion model (IBFFM ). The 
theoretical and experim ental energy sp ec tra  are com pared in Fig. 1. The calcu
lations give resonable description b o th  of the  energy spectra  and electrom agnetic 
properties of the low-lying states of 118Sb.

A more detailed description of the  obtained  results is given in [3].
This work was p a rtly  supported  by the  N ational Scientific Research Founda

tion (OTKA).
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Fig. 1. Experimental and IBFFM theoretical energy spectra of 118Sb, separately for 
positive and negative parity states. Thick solid lines connect levels, having the same 
dominating configuration. The abscissa is scaled according to J ( J  +  1), where J  is the 
spin of the state.
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S tr u c tu r e  o f  o d d -o d d  S b  n u c le i

T. Fényes, Zs. Dombrádi, Z. Gácsi and J. Gulyas

The energy splitting of p ro ton-neu tron  m ultiplet s ta tes  of n 6 >118>120>122>124Sb 
was calculated on the basis of the  ”parabolic ru le” . A bout 70 p-n m ultiplet states 
have been identified and conclusions have been draw n on the  applicability of the  
parabolic ru le, as a simple guideline for experim ental investigations.

In the fram ew ork of in te rac ting  6oson-/erm ion-/erm ion  /  odd-odd trunca ted  
juadrupole phonon  model (IB F F M /O T Q M ) we have calculated the  level energies, 
magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole m om ents, th e  reduced transition  p roba
bilities, gam m a-branching and  gam m a E2/M 1 m ixing ratios for 116.118.120.122>124Sb 
nuclei in a  system atic  way.

The energy splitting of p ro ton-neu tron  m ultip lets shows a great variety as a  
function of th e  spin ( J )  of th e  s ta te  (Fig. 1, thick lines). The splitting  is different 
for different m ultiplets, and  even for the  same m ultip let it often changes w ith 
changing n eu tro n  number. T h e  IB FFM  calculations give account bo th  of regular 
(parabolic or doublet) and irregular (non parabolic) sp litting  of m ultiplets (Fig. 1, 
th in  lines). We have analysed the  effect of dynam ical and exchange core-particle 
interactions on the  energy sp litting  of m ultiplets. T he theoretical electrom agnetic 
moments, tran sitio n  probabilities, gam m a-branching and  m ixing ratios are also in 
a  reasonable agreem ent w ith th e  experim ental da ta.

The param eters of the calculations (p ro ton  single particle and neutron  quasi
particle energies, occupation probabilities, etc.) show a sm ooth variation for dif
ferent Sb nuclei, allowing a  consistent description of Sb nuclei in a wide region.

The ob ta ined  results are published in detail in [1]. This work was supported  
partly  by the  N ational Scientific Research Foundation (O TK A ).
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Fig. 1. Systematics of energy splitting of different p-n multiplets of odd-odd Sb nuclei. 
The abscissa is scaled according to J ( J  -f 1), where J  is the spin of the state.
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7 -d e c a y  o f  th e  G ia n t  D ip o le  R e s o n a n c e  to  
D iffe r e n t  F in a l S ta te s  in  T in  I s o to p e s

V.Yu. Ponomarev (a’6) and A. Krasznahorkay
Recently the ex cita tio n  cross section of the G iant Dipole Resonance (GDR) was m ea

sured in  inelastic а -scatte ring  in coincidence with the  7 -decay of the G D R  to  get inform ation 
for th e  neutron skin thickness of the  116Sn, 124Sn and  208P b  nuclei [1]. One interesting phe
nom enon has also b een  observed in these experiments. In 208Pb we got G D R  decay only to  
the g round  state (70) as we expected, while in tin  isotopes the decay to  the  2* s ta te  (72+) 
was alm ost as itense as 70 .

T he  data  have b een  analyzed w ith in  the quasiparticle phonon m odel (Q PM ) [2]. The 
decay of the GDR in to  the  2* s ta te  is explained as a  result of mixing of the GDR and the 
G D R  bu ilt on the first 2+ state. T he mixing between these two modes has been calculated 
microscopically. The behavior of the  experim ental cross sections as a  function of excitation 
energy is described ra th e r  well by th e  calculation (see in Fig. 1.) w ithou t introducing an 
artifical width of the  GD R.
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F ig . l .  M easured differential cross section for inelastic а -sca ttering  in coincidence with the 7 0 -decay 
(top  p a r t)  and with th e  (7,+ ) decay (b o tto m  part) of 116Sn and 124Sn as a function of excitation  
energy in  comparison w ith  the QPM  calculations. The solid line corresponds to  the excitation  of 
the  G D R , the dashed line  the GQR, do tt-dashed  line th e  GM R, do tted  line contribution of the  
com pound  decay and  long-dashed line: is the  sum of all contributions.
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E n e r g y  L o ss  o f  L ig h t Io n s in  C R 39  N u c le a r  
T rack  D e te c to r  M a te r ia l

/
Zs. Fülöp, A.Z. Kiss, E. Somorjai, I. Hunyadi,

E. Rauhala * and J. Räisänen *

* Accelerator Laboratory, D epartm ent of Physics, University of Helsinki,
SF-00170 Helsinki, F inland

This year we continued our earlier programme to  measure stopping  powers of 
different kind of m etallic and composite foils [1], m ost recently the LR -115 nuclear 
track detector m aterial [2] for protons and helium ions. The m easurem ents were 
perform ed in the transm ission geom etry in the energy range of p ro tons and alpha 
particles provided by the Van de Graaff accelerator of the Institu te . As p a rt of our 
cooperation project w ith the Accelerator Laboratory of the University of Helsinki 
the  extension of the  energy loss measurem ents to  ions of higher Z num ber like 
oxygen has been started .

The object of the present study is to  provide experim ental stopping  power 
d a ta  for a num ber of light ions in the nuclear track detector m ateria l m entioned 
above and to  compare these d a ta  to  the predictions of two recent sem iem pirical 
models (Ziegler, 1980 [3] and TRIM -91 [4]) for calculating the stopping powers.
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T h e  n e u tr o n  h a lo  o f  6H e

A. Csótó, К. Varga and R. G. Lovas

The light nuclei of large neu tron  or proton excess, such as 6He, 8He, 8Li, 
8B , 11 Li, have recently become accessible to experim ents, which have revealed 
th e ir halo-like nucleon distributions. The structu re  of these nuclei m ust be greatly 
affected by nucleon exchange and  cluster rearrangem ent effects, which calls for 
microscopic approaches in th e ir theoretical description. Our dynam ical microscopic 
m ulticonfiguration m ulticluster model developed recently [1] is general enough to  
lend itself to  th e  description of such nuclei.

Our first concern  has been to  describe 6He in an a + n + n  m odel. Along w ith 
m any other nuclei of this breed, this nucleus is borrom ean, which means th a t 
removal of any of th e  three clusters causes the rest to  split into two. This underlines 
th e  im portance of treating  th e  intercluster relative motions as rigorously as in 
ou r three-cluster model of the  6Li ground s ta te  [2]. In this the о -cluster s ta te  is 
a  sum of Os shell-m odel s ta tes w ith different size param eters, which allows the  
a  cluster to  be d isto rted  by th e  two neutrons. T he intercluster m otions contain 
all partial waves of any significance. The effective nucleon-nucleon in teraction 
contains central, Coulomb, sp in -o rb it and tensor parts . Except for the  tensor p a rt, 
we now adopted  a  M innesota force [3], supplem ented with the spin-orbit term  of 
Ref. [4]. Some of the  param eters of this force have been fitted to a  +  N  and N  + N  
phase shifts an d  N  + N  effective-range param eters. The tensor force param eters 
have been fitted  to  the sp litting  of the p-wave N  — N  phase shifts. However, in 
these N  — N  calculations a single-channel approxim ation is used, which is not 
consistent w ith  th e  use of a tensor force in the description of 6 He. T ha t is why 
we have carried through the 6He calculations b o th  w ith and w ithout the tensor 
force. We em phasize th a t, in con trast to other models used for th is system, in our 
m odel the tw o-neutron  system  is unbound, thus the  borrom ean n a tu re  of 6 He is 
reproduced. In  respect of 6 He, our model is free of param eters.

Up till now we have calculated  the tw o-neutron separation energy and the  
various rms rad ii of 6He. The resu lts are shown in the  first row of tab le  1. (In these 
calculations th e  tensor force was excluded; its inclusion decreases the  separation 
energies by as little  as 0.09 M eV.) As we can see, 6 He is underbound by about
0.23 MeV. U ntil now the best semi-microscopic theoretical estim ate was Usep=0.5  
MeV [5]. The b e st three-body m odels [6] give values for the separation energy 
very similar to  ours. To check th e  effect of the separation energy on the radii, we 
slightly read justed  one param eter of our force so as to  give the correct Esep (row 2 
in  table 1). T he  calculated thickness of the neutron  halo, r n — r p, is substantially  
larger than  th e  experim ental value. It is very unlikely th a t our m odel is in such 
a  gross error, w hich indicates th a t  the experim ental radii, which were ex tracted  
from  certain reac tio n  cross sections [7], may not be reliable.
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Table 1. Separation  energy and  m atter, proton and neutron rms radii

Param eters E sep (MeV) rm (fm) rp (fm) r n (fm)

Best for subsystem s 0.740 2.440 1.790 2.707
Best for 6 He 0.976 2.388 1.761 2.647

Experim ent [5,7] 0.976 2.48T0.03 2 .21Í0 .03 2 .61 Í0 .03

Table 2. Two-nucleon separation energies in MeV

6He, 0+ 6 Li, 1+ 6 Li, 0+

Present work 0.740 4.911 -0 .1 6 5
Three-body m odel [6] 0.138 3.849 -0 .1 8 7

Experim ent 0.976 3.70 0.137

We have perform ed sim ilar calculations for two states of 6Li, the  ( 1+) ground 
s ta te  and the  (0+ ) isobaric analogue of 6He. The results, sum m arized in table 2, 
are similar to  those of a three-body model [6]. W hat is neglected in bo th  models 
is cluster rearrangem ent. In accord w ith our earlier finding for 6Li [8], the t -f t 
contribution has proved substantial. In fact, w ith this contribution, 6He has be
come overbound by about 0.35 MeV. This can be explained by recalling th a t th e  
effective force is tailored for a  state  space th a t does not include rearrangem ent 
channels, and hence is more restrictive than  the {a  +  n +  n; t +  t} s ta te  space.

Calculation of other physical quantities (spectroscopic am plitudes, dipole 
strengths, /3-decay branching ratios) as well as the description of some of th e  
o ther above m entioned nuclei (8Li, 8B) are also in progress.
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M u lt ic lu s te r  m o d e l  o f  t h e  6 8H e  is o to p e s

K. Vaxga, Y. Suzuki 1 2, A. Csótó and R. G. Lovas

The experim ental and  theoretical study of light neutron-rich nuclei is one of 
the m ost developing areas of nuclear physics. A lthough considerable effort has been 
focussed on the understanding  of the  s truc tu re  of these nuclei, we believe th a t our 
cluster approach is m ore fundam ental and m ore microscopic th an  o ther models.

In our form alism  we trea t the  isotopes 6H e= a-f-n+ n , 7 Н е = о : + п - | - п + п  and 
8H e= 0!+n-t-n-t-n-|-n as 3- 4- and 5-body systems, respectively. We use the conven
tional cluster model, i.e. the  wave function Ф of th e  system  is an antisym m etrized 
product of the in ternal wave function of the  a lpha particle  and the  wave functions 
of the  relative m otions. The wave function of the  relative m otion is expanded in 
term s of Gaussians <̂>/m(r)  =  YliLi  Cir1 е~х'г*Yim(r)  and we incorporate all the 
possible arrangem ents (e.g. &eHe — <Fa+ (n+n) +  i^(Q+n)+n) bu t we lim it ourselves 
to  low partia l waves /=0,1,2. For these loosely bound  system s th is approxim ation 
seems to  be realistic.

To determ ine the  nonlinear param eters A, we use the “stochastic variational 
m ethod” [1]. At the  *th step of th is procedure the  optim al value of {A^} is chosen 
from n random -num ber sets by the  tria l and erro r m ethod  and each step gives a 
new term  to  the expansion. This step-by-step  optim ization  is an au tom atic  seaxch 
for the  appropriate param eters and reduces the dim ension of the  basis considerably. 
The convergence of energy for the  6 He ground s ta te  is shown in Figure 1.

We have calculated the spectroscopic 
am plitude for the removal of two neutrons 
and found, in agreem ent w ith previous semi- 
microscopic three-body models [2], th a t  the 
“dineutron” and “cigar-like” configurations 
play im portan t roles. The spectroscopic fac
tor is around 1.2 . We also determ ined the 
transverse m om entum  distribution  of the 
alpha particle. Sim ilar calculations for 7 He 
and 8He are under way.
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L o c a l p o te n t ia ls  fro m  R G M  p h a se  s h if t s

S. G. Cooper^, R. S. Mackintosh^ A. Csótó and R. G. Lovas

tPhysics D epartm ent, The Open University, M ilton Keynes, UK

Inversion of phenomenological phase shifts and microscopic m ethods repre
sent two extrem es in the description of com posite-particle scattering. W hile in the  
form er the  colliding partners are regarded as structureless and the ir local interac
tion is sought, in the  la tte r the process is described in term s of the  in teraction of 
the ir constituents. In this work we combine the  two approaches to  see w hether the  
phenom ena observed when the inverse approach is applied to  em pirical d a ta  are 
borne out by the microscopic model. To this end we use the  phase shifts resulting 
from  the  microscopic resonating-group model (RGM ) as “experim ental d a ta” in 
the  inverse approach.

We exam ine the  elastic scattering of nucleons off 4He between zero energy 
and  the  t (or h)+d  threshold. We use essentially the same RGM as recently in 
an analysis of the | + resonance above the t+ d  threshold [1]. In th is  model the  
intrinsic states of the fragm ents are Os states, in the nucleon-nucleon in teraction 
tensor as well as spin-orbit term s axe included, and the coupling to  th e  t (or h)-\-d 
channel is taken into account. We adopt the  inverse scattering m ethod  in  the form 
applied to  the nucleon+4He system  earlier [2].

We have derived nucleon- 4 He potentials for the whole energy range as well as 
for narrow  energy regions. We tried to construct potentials for all p a rtia l waves 
and  for specific partia l waves as well. We have com pared results ob ta ined  by the  
use of the  full RGM with those in which the channel coupling is sw itched off.

The results w ith the full RGM resemble those obtained w ith the  ac tua l exper
im ental phase shifts [2]. In particular, it is possible to  find an energy independent 
po ten tia l for each partia l wave, bu t the potentials for m ultiple p a rtia l waves are 
m ostly energy dependent. The potentials for only even and for only odd partia l 
waves behave sensibly, but those which fit all partial waves sim ultaneously behave 
erratically, thus showing th a t the parity dependence is a genuine physical effect. 
The ‘o d d ’ potentia l has a longer range th an  the ‘even’ potential, an effect also 
found [2] by inverting empirical phase shifts. The channel-coupling effects for even 
partial-w ave potentials are stronger than  for the odd wave potentials.
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28S i  b a n d s  in  t e r m s  o f  24M g  +  a  
c o n f ig u r a t io n

J. Cseh

The collective bands of the 28 Si  nucleus provide an  excellent possibility for check
ing th e  model space of the  semimicroscopic algebraic cluster model [1,2]. The rea
son is th a t the b an d -s tru c tu re  of th e  low -energy s ta tes  are established on the  basis 
of prim ary experim ental data, and  in  addition to  m any of these bands S U (3) quan
tum  num bers are associated w ithout supposing any cluster struc tu re  [3]. Therefore 
the energy spectrum  of the 17(3) dynam ical sym m etry  can be expected to  approx
im ate well the experim ental situa tion . Furtherm ore, in this nucleus the sd shell 
is half-filled, thus the  Pauli princip le plays a  cruical role in the  cluster model 
description of the g round-sta te  region.

It turns out [2], th a t all the  know n bands are reproduced by the 2AM g  + a  
model calculation w ith in  the dynam ical sym m etry  approxim ation (Fig. 1). The 
T  = 0 states w ith known sp in -parities  and excitation  energies not larger th an  
W .bM eV  [4], as well as the densities of low -spin s ta tes  in a  highly excited energy 
region [5] can also be obtained from  the  same calculation [6].
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2 J. Cseh

Fig. 1 . Band structure of 28Si  in comparison with the model spectrum of the 2A Mg  +  
a system. The bands are labelled by the ( Л quant um numbers. In the model 
spectrum the relative motion quantum number пж is given below the SU(3) labels. In 
the experimental part the excited shell model configurations are also indicated, so e.g. (3)1 
means: (0)4(1)12(2)11(3)1. When no such configuration is shown, it should be understood 
as (0)4(1)12(2)12. Further notations: ß  : /З-instable, О: oblate (Л <  /z), P: prolate (A > /z).
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A  u n if ie d  t r a tm e n t  o f  t h e  g r o u n d —s t a t e  
r e g io n  a n d  th e  m o le c u la r  r e s o n a n c e s  in  th e

24 M g  n u c le u s

J. Cseh, G. Lévai and W. Scheid a)
A semimicroscopic algebraic 12 C + 12 C  cluster m odel is applied to  describe the  
struc tu re  of the 2AM g  nucleus. T he  spectrum  of th e  T  =  0 states is analysed in 
term s of this configuration w ith 12C  clusters allowed to  occupy the ir 0+ (0.0 MeV), 
2+ (4.439 MeV) and  4 + (14.083 M eV) states. A bout a  hundred experim ental levels 
below E x ~  16 M eV are assigned to  model bands. A large num ber of observed 
reduced E 2 tran sitio n  probabilities are  reproduced reasonably well indicating the  
approxim ate realisation  of 517(3) dynam ical sym m etry. The spectrum  of molecular 
resonances is also ob ta ined  in relatively  good agreem ent w ith the  experim ental 
data. E 2 transitions w ith in  this region are found to  be significantly weaker th an  
w hat has been p red ic ted  by o ther models.

02  4 6 8 10 12 1 3 5 7 9

J

F ig . 1 . The positive  and negative parity  T  =  0 energy levels of the 24M g  
nucleus displayed separately  in ro ta tio n a l diagram  form. The lines indicate the  
positions of the calcu la ted  model bands. (D ashed lines indicate bands w ith К  = 0 
which contain only every second possible J  value.)

a) In s titu t für T heoretische Physik Justus-L ieb ig -U niversitä t, Giessen, FRG
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B a n d  s tr u c tu r e  o f  224R a  in  te r m s  o f  a  
2 1 0 P 6  +  14C  m o d e l

J. Cseh, R. K. Guptaa) and W. Scheid b)

T he low-lying bands of th e  224 Ra  nucleus are calculated in term s of a semimicro- 
scopic algebraic 210 Pb +  14 C  c luster m odel [1]. The relative m otion of the clusters 
is described by the  vibron m odel, while th e ir internal structu res are handled by  
the  shell model. For the light cluster a  real shell scheme, and  for the  heavy one a  
pseudo shell m odel in used. T he energy spectrum  is shown in Fig. 1. O ne-body  
transition  operators give good agreem ent w ith  the  available B E ( 2) values, a n d  
produce no E(  1) transitions.

F ig . 1 . Low-lying bands in the  energy spectrum  of 224Ra  in comparison w ith  
the  210 Pb +  14 C  model calculation. In the  rig h t-h an d  part the  bands are charac
terised  by the (Л, ц ) К 7Г q uan tum  num bers.
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O n  t h e  b in a r y  f is s io n  m o d e s  o f  
g r o u n d —s t a t e —lik e c o n f ig u r a t io n s  in  sd  s h e ll

n u c le i

J. Cseh

An in terpreta tion  of th e  fission process of light nuclei was pu t forward recently
[1], based on two essential ingredients: i) a m echanism  which excites the  nucleus 
above the  fission th resho ld  in such a  way th a t its s tru c tu re  rem ain sim ilar to  th a t 
of the  ground s ta te  b an d , and ii) the  rearrangm ent of the  nucleons from  the  parent 
nucleus into the dau g h ter ones, governed by the Pauli blocking effect. Technically 
this la tte r  requirem ent was form ulated in term s of H arvey’s prescription [2]. In 
order to  aid the investigations of th is k ind  we have determ ined system atically the 
allowed and forbidden b inary  fission m odes of the g ro u n d -sta te -lik e  configurations 
in sd shell nuclei [3]. Those fragm entations were considered in which all the  nuclei 
axe stab il isotopes. In s tead  of H arvey’s prescription we have used a  m ore concise 
1/(3) selection rule, w hich have a sim ilar physical con tan t [4]. Illustrative examples 
are given in Table 1.

T a b le  1 . Allowed and forbidden b inary  fission m odes of g round-sta te-like  
configurations in som e sd shell nuclei according to  th e  17(3) selection rule (for 
nuclei in the first h a lf of the sd shell all the b inary  fragm entations into stabil 
isotopes axe allowed).

Nucleus Allowed Forbidden

28 Si 14N  + 14iV 160  + 12 C

29 St 17 0  + n c 19 F +  10 В 15iV + 14iV 160  + 13 c
20N e  + 9 Be 23N a +  6 Li

30 Si 21 N e  + 9 Be 23 N a  +  7 Li 15 N  + 15 N 17o  + i3 c
180  + 12C 19F  + U B

31 p 19F  + 12 c 21N  e +  10 В 160  + 15N 170  + 14N
20 N e  + UB 23 N a  +  8 Be
24 M g  + 7 Li 25 M g  +  6Li

32 5 20 N e + 12C 160  + 160

1) B. R. Fulton and  W . D. M. Rae: J . Phys. G 1 6  (1990) 333
2) M. Harvey: P roc 2nd Conf. on C lustering Phenom ena in nuclei, College Park, 
1975, USDERA rep o rt O R O -4856-26 p  549
3) J. Cseh to be published
4) J . Cseh and W. Scheid: J. Phys. G 1 8  (1992) 1419
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16О +  а  c lu s te r  s t a t e s  in  te r m s  o f  a  Uq(3 ) 
a n h a r m o n ic  o s c il la to r  m o d e l

J. Cseh

The dynam ical sym m etry of C7(3) D  0(3)  D 0(2),  as well as its  q-deform ed 
version [1] is applied for the description of some 160  -f a  cluster bands in 20N e .  
The energy spectrum  and  the cluster specroscopic factors are calculated, and  th e  
question is investigated, w hether the q-deform ed model gives a  b e tte r  descrip tion 
of the experim ental d a ta  [2]. As far as the  energy spectrum  is concerned, the  best 
agreement is obatined w ith the deform ation param eter of q = e0-125, bu t th is  
deform ation damages the  fit of the spectroscopic factors w ith zero deform ation. 
Nevertheless, the averall description of the q-deform ed model tu rn s  ou t to  be 
slightly better, than  th a t of the classical Lie algebraic model.
1) A. Del Sol Mesa, G. Loyola, M. M oshinsky and V. Velázquez: UNAM  prep rin t 
(1992): Q uantum  groups and the  recovery of U(3) sym m etry
2) J. Cseh: subm itted to  the J. Phys. G

F ig . 1 . Experim ental energies and a lpha-particle  spectroscopic factors of th e  
0 ~̂, 0“ , 0^  and 0^  bands of 20N e  (central panel) in com parison w ith the  160  +  
a  cluster model calculations in term s of the undeform ed (lower panel) and  q -  
deformed (upper panel) U(3) dynam ical symmetry.
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P a r t ia l  d e c a y  w id th s  fr o m  t h e  g ia n t  
m o n o p o lé  r e s o n a n c e  in  208P b

E. Maglione 1, R. J. Liotta 2,T. Vertse

P artia l w idths of the  giant m onopolé resonance in the  208 Pb  are calculated in 
the fram e of the  continuum  RPA (C R PA ) exactly, i.e. w ithout fu rther approxim a
tion and com pared to  those calculated by o ther au thors as well as the  experim ental 
da ta  available [1].

The to ta l H am iltonian is H  — H 0 + V.  T he u n p ertu rb ed  H 0 has W oods-Saxon, 
spin-orbit and  Coulomb potentia l term s and  the  residual in teraction V  is separable 
and it corresponds to  a  field Q \n(r  ) — f \ ( r ) Y \ n ( r ), which is also the  external 
field in the  response function. The S-m atrix  is

Sr,' -  Sr -<e2 t6 c
2.ТГ < Xí'<_V t ó <+) > - H r  < X i'(_)|VG<+>(£)V|x?+) > (1)

where is the CRPA Green function and the scattering  solution of Ho has the 
form

X C£ +\ r P, r h ) =  е г5си е( г р ) ф ( г к ) (2)

where <̂ >(г/,) is the wave function of a hole, i.e. the  daughter nucleus 207Pb, e is the 
kinetic energy of the escaping particle, i. e. £ — and u f ( r p) is the  correspond
ing scattering wave function. The physical resonances th a t we are in terested  in are 
given by the  complex poles of the  G reen function and  therefore we keep only the  
last term  of equation (1). We assum e th a t the S-m atrix  can be param etrized in the 
standard  form  and associate the residues of e q .(l)  w ith th e  partia l decay widths. 
Performing a  partia l wave expansion of u f and using th e  spectral representation 
of G^+) the  escape w idth  from the  resonance n acquires the  simple form

_  a  Kl  v
1 n,h — t 2 , I 1 VnAh к 2 jh  +  1

_ I 4_ (_ly-H/i+A r
X E  , -------- (2; + 1) < jl/2A 0tf» l/2  > 2 ( /  * U< o M /A (r )« r ))2 (3)

V J
where Т1п\  = <  0 |Q a|™ > 2 is the residue of the response function and h labels the 
hole state . T he energy of the  escaping partic le  is the  complex quantity  e =  u>n — e&.

The complex poles of the  Green function are the  sam e as those in the  (corre
lated) response function R.  In our case of a separable in teraction  R  has a  simple 
form

R(£) =  Ro(€) / ( l  +  kxRo(£)) (4)
where k\  is the  streng th  of the in teraction  and R o(£) is the  uncorrelated particle- 
hole response function a t the  complex energy £. Therefore the  roots of the denom 
inator in eq.(4) £  =  u n can be calculated  from the  equation

R o M  — - 1 / k a . (5)
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2 E. Maglione , R. J. Liotta,T. Vertse

We fixed the streng th  к by choosing шо =  (13.6 — г‘0.17) MeV in eq.(5). T h en  we 
solved eq. (5) and  found th a t there are th ree  roots (pieces of the  giant resonance) 
which carry m ost of the EW SR. According to  the experiments[2,3] these pieces 
are located w ithin the range of the giant resonance, which has a  to ta l w id th  of 
2.4±0.3 MeV. In table 1 the partial decay w idths, calculated according to  eq. 
(4), corresponding to each pieces of the g iant resonance axe also presented. I t is 
interesting to  notice th a t the wider the  resonance is the m ore the  sum  of the  p a rtia l 
decay widths differs from the  to ta l escape w id th  (i. e. -2Im(u/n )).

Hole sta te lA.c/il \r 2,ch\ |Рз.сА| РсЛ

( 1/ 2 ) - 3 22 14 17
(13/2)+ 0 4 6 4
(5 /2 ) - 20 114 69 88
(3 /2 ) - 7 43 27 33
(7 /2 )" 47 197 104 149

Sum 77 380 220 291
Ratio 0.05 1.12 1.10

Table 1. Partial contributions to  the escape w idths, (in keV) corresponding to  th e  
three m ain fragm ents of the giant m onopolé resonance located a t energies 
u>i=(12.579 - i 0.747)MeV, u/2=(13.600 - i 0.169)MeV and u/3=(14.086 - 
i 0.100)MeV. The corresponding percentages Pn of the  EW SR  are P i =  7%, 
P2 =  40% and P 3 =  23%. In the last row is the ra tio  Ylh Гп,сн/( —2Jm(u?n )).

Since the  three pieces of the giant resonance are no t resolved in the  experi
ments, the partia l decay w idth from the g ian t resonance to  a  hole s ta te  in 207P b  
should correspond to a weighted average of the  three pieces. We either can neglect 
interference effects and define Pcд =  X^n=i IVn |P „ iĈ | where the  weight is defined 
as W n =  |P „ a | / ( |P i | +  |P 2I "h |Я 3|) or calculate the branching ratios B ch of eq .(6 ) 
in which the interference of the overlaping pieces of the giant resonance is tak en  
into account.

Hole s ta te Experim ent Theory

ref. [3] ref. [2] ref. [3] ref. [4] th is work
( 1/ 2) - 140±35 0 5 76 17
(13/2)+ 75±35 6 2 4
(5 /2 ) - 70±15 <35 92 410 88
(3 /2 )" 50±10 75±40 8 156 33
(7 /2 ) - 165±40 <140±30 174 241 149

Stun 425±100 325±105 285 885 291

Table 2 . Comparisson of experim ental and theoretical partia l escape w idths (in keV ).
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Partial widths from GMR in 208 Pb 3

In table 2 we compare our results w ith experim ental values[2,3] as well as 
th e  other two calculations th a t we are aware of[3,4]. O ur calculated partia l decay 
w idths are closer to  the experim ental values of ref. [2] th an  those of ref. [3], bu t 
substantial differences still exist. There is a  ra th e r good agreem ent between our 
calculation and  th a t  of ref. [3], specially considering the  sensitivity of the calculated 
partia l decay w id th s  to changes in the  residual in teraction and also the approxi
m ations perform ed in ref. [3] w hich m ay play some role in the differences between 
th e  two calculations. We do no t agree w ith the  theoretical results of ref. [4].

Calculation o f the branching ratios shows th a t the  interference among the  
pieces of the g ian t resonance play an  im portan t role. T he energy averaged braching 
ra tios are calcu la ted  as

В ch = - i ( T  ) / у  |К „ |.
“  Uп -  а>*, (6)

O ur values for th e  branching ra tio s  in table 3 agree well w ith th a t values of ref. [5] 
where the sp read ing  width is no t included.

Decay channel ref. [5] B ch

( 1 /2 ) " + ( 1 3 /2 ) + 0.14 0.13
( 5 /2 ) - 0.38 0.39
( 3 /2 ) - 0.30 0.23
( 7 /2 ) - 0.17 0.24

Table 3. Branching ra tio s  B ch, eq. (6 ). The values of ref.[5] correspond to  a Skyrme 
calculation w ith  coupling to  the  continuum  only.
This work w as supported in p a rt by the O TK A  Foundation H ungary (contract 

num ber 3010).
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R e s o n a n c e  S ta te  E x p a n s io n s  o f  t h e  
C o n tin u u m

P. Lind \  R. J. Liotta 2, E. Maglione 3, T. Vertse

There are several ways of performing resonant state  expansions. They all use 
some or all of the  following states: a) antibound states, b) bound sta tes, c) c ap tu r
ing resonances and d) decaying resonances. The identity (or p ro jection) opera to r 
can be w ritten  as

1 =  r} Y '  \un ><  ü„ | +  — /  Iф(к) > dk < ф(к*)I ( 1)
» * Jl

where un and ф(к) are the resonance and continuum  wave functions and L  is 
a  contour in the  complex fc-plane. Neglecting the  integral one can express th e  
expansion of a m atrix  element as

<  f \g  > =  V < f  К  > <  й п \д > . (2)
n

where /  and g are regular functions. If the set {n} contains s ta tes  of the type b 
and d only, 77 = 1  and the resulting expansion is called ’’Berggren expansion” (B E ), 
while one refers to  the expansion (2) as ’’Mittag-Leffler expansion” (M LE) if all 
states of the type a — d are included and rj — | .  The BE allows for a convenient 
physical in terp re ta tion  of the calculated quantities in terms of single-particle s ta tes  
and the MLE is of m athem atical nature and it is be tte r in reproducing the correct 
sym m etries moreover it verifies the relation

0 =  ^  <  / K  >  -jy- <  ü n \ f  > (3)
n n

if the contribution of the continuum  integral is neglected. The draw back of th e  
M LE is th a t th e  corresponding elements in the set {n} do not define a s tan d a rd  
complete set. Thus, since the operator (1) is not idem potent it cannot be con
sidered as a unity  operator in a shell-model sense (although the  basis states are  
orthogonal). We analyse in detail the convergence properties of th e  BE and M LE 
as the num ber of resonances n is increased. We use single-particle states gener
ated  by a local W oods-Saxon potential w ith spin-orbit and Coulom b interactions 
corresponding to  th e  case of 208Pb. The convergence of the expansion in e q .(l)  is 
tested  by com puting the quantity

rj = V E n  < fWn >< Un| /  >  r .s
< / I /  > ' W

In table 1 the values of BE and MLE of U and the  M LE of eq.(3) are presented. O ne 
sees th a t the expansions (2) and (3) are valid if enough resonances are included 
and  th a t contributions of unphysical states are substantial. One can prove only for
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th e  MLE th a t it  should converge to  the correct value if the central po tentia l is of 
lim ited range. T h e  MLE converges better to the  correct value th a n  the BE while 
th e  BE do not converge exactly to  the correct values because the  contribution of 
th e  integral is n o t negligible. Nevertheless cancellations in the im aginary part of 
th e  BE make th e  final error m uch sm aller than  th a t of the dom inant contributions.

Table 1. Neutron f5/ 2 single-particle states. The energy en is in MeV. The values of 
BEi and M L E ! correspond to  the  quantity U (eq. (4)) for the  BE and MLE, 
respectively. T h e  values of M LE 0 correspond to eq. (3). T he dashed line in 
the column B E i indicates an tibound  states.

e71 BEi M LEj MLEo

-2 4 .7 8 + 0.00Í 0.27 4-O.OOi 0.14 + 0 .00Í 0.00 -0.13Í
-2 4 .7 8 + 0 .00Í 0.27 + 0 .00Í 0.00 + 0 .00Í
-8 .0 8 + 0.00Í 0.78 + 0 .00Í 0.52 + 0 .00Í 0.00 -0.41i
-5 .81 + 0.00Í 0.64 + 0 .00Í 0.00 -0.18i
-1 .5 2 -1.37i 0.77 + 0 .0Ü 0.63 + 0 .00Í 0.00 - 0 .20i

-1 .3 7 -11.75Í 1.20 -0.39i 1.06 4-O.OOi 0.00 - 0 .12i
2.70 -2.32i 1.15 -0.53i 1.02 + 0 .00Í 0.00 -0.47i

9.74 - 18.97i 1.55 +0.25Í 1.41 + 0 .00Í 0.00 +0.38Í
22.12 -21.90i 0.62 -0.26Í 0.49 + 0 .00Í 0.00 -0.29i
33.34 -26.90Í 1.43 -0.05i 1.29 + 0 .00Í 0.00 +0.04Í
49.32 -32.06i 0.97 +0.07Í 0.84 + 0 .00Í 0.00 +0.03Í
66.14 -36.l l i 1.21 -O .lli 1.08 4-O.OOi 0.00 -0.03i
85.09 -40.94i 1.10 +0.03Í 0.97 + 0 .00Í 0.00 + 0 .02Í
106.10 -45.28Í 1.14 -0.05i 1.01 + 0 .OOi 0.00 -O.Oli

We tested th e  accuracy of using the BE and M LE also in the  case of particle- 
hole excitations. G ian t multipole resonances were calculated exactly i.e. using the  
continuum  RPA (C R PA ) for 208P b  and with the use of resonant s ta te  expansions 
in  calculating th e  s.p. Green function  in the p-h response function. The positions 
of the  poles of th e  p -h  response function given by the  CRPA were reproduced w ith 
th e  accuracy of 3-5 decimal digits using the BE and the MLE while the largest 
deviation from th e  CRPA results in the corresponding residues was about 15%. 
O ne advantage o f th e  expansion m ethods is th a t the corresponding codes run at 
least 30 times fa s te r  than  the C R PA  code.

This work w as subm itted to  th e  Phys. Rev. C and supported in part by the  
O TK A  Foundation Hungary (con trac t number 3010).
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M anne Siegbahn Institu te  of Physics, Stockholm,
Dip. di Fisica ” G . Galilei” , V ia Marzolo 8 , Padova and INFN, Lab. Naz. di Leg- 

naro , Legnaro
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S y s te m a t ic  S tu d y  o f  th e  E C C  C u sp  a t  
Im p a c t  o f  N e u tr a l A to m s

L. Sarkadi, P.A. Závodszky, M. Kuzel t ? R . Maier t ? J .  

Pálinkás, L. Gulyás, E. Takács, L. Tóth, D. Berenyi and K.O.

Groeneveld 1

The process of the electron capture into the continuum  of the projectile (E C C ) 
is well understood theoretically in the case of charged bom barding particles. T he 
cusp-shaped peak in the spectrum  of the forward ejected electrons due to  ECC 
can be explained by means of the diverging norm alization constant of the  final 
electronic projectile continuum  state  at threshold in the field of the  long-range 
Coulomb interaction. As an unexpected result, however, a sharp  cusp was ob
served also a t im pact of neu tral atoms [1], i.e. for fully screened Coulomb p o ten tia l 
characterized by short interaction range. In the experiment the  ECC process was 
identified in He0 (300 keV) on He, Ar collisions by m easuring the cusp peak in the  
electron spectrum  in coincidence w ith the outgoing He0 atom s. The observation 
(confirmed recently in another experiment [2]) has in itia ted  several theoretical in
vestigations [3]. To provide a be tter da ta  basis for comparison w ith the theories, 
in the present work we have carried out a system atic experim ental study of th e  
process, especially for its dependence on the im pact energy. The He0 -  Ar collision 
system  was chosen for this purpose.

The experim ental arrangem ent was similar to th a t used in our previous in
vestigations [4]. The He0 beam  was produced by neutralization of a He+ beam  
obtained from the 1.5 MV Van de Graaff accelerator of ATOMKI. An electro
static  "beam  cleaner” was used to deflect the charged com ponent out of the  beam . 
The electrons ejected from a gas je t target were energy analyzed by a double-stage 
cylindrical m irror electron spectrom eter w ith an energy resolution Л Е / Е  =  0.4% 
and acceptance angle 0 O =  1.9°. The outgoing particles were charge-state an a
lyzed and counted by a fast particle detector. The pulses from the la tte r de tec to r 
served as gate signals to  the  electron spectrum  to  identify the  different reaction  
channels: the  electrons in coincidence w ith He0 are produced by ECC; coincidences 
w ith He+ are due to  projectile ionization (ELC, electron loss into the  continuum ); 
and coincidences w ith He2+ are due to  double ionization of the projectile (D ELC , 
double electron loss into the  continuum).

F ig .l. shows the contributions ("fractions” ) of the different reaction channels 
(ECC, ELC, DELC) to the  to ta l cusp yield as functions of the im pact energy. 
The yield of the ECC channel strongly increases w ith decreasing energy, and  it 
becomes the  dom inant channel below 100 keV.

We have also determ ined absolute single differential cross sections (SDCS) for 
the ECC cusp production by neutral He atoms. We have com pared the ob ta ined  
values to  those obtained by He+ bom bardm ent. The difference between the  SDCS
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values m easured at im pact of neutral and charged projectiles is surprisingly small 
(20-40%), particu larly  a t larger collision energies.

In an o th e r experim ent perform ed a t the 2.5 MV Van de G raaff accelerator of 
the Institu t fü r Kernphysik of the J.W . G oethe U niversität (F rankfu rt/M ) we have 
investigated th e  role of those He atom s in the neutral beam  which are in excited 
m etastable s ta te s  [5]. The fraction of such atom s is estim ated to  range from 25% to  
35%. We used the  technique of the collisional quenching to  reduce the m etastab le  
fraction of th e  beam . At 400 keV im pact energy we observed a dram atic decrease 
of the ECC cusp yield (by a  factor of about 3) when the m etastable atom s were 
completely quenched. T he results of th is experim ent are under evaluation.

Fig.1. The contributions of the ECC, ELC and DELC channels to the total cusp pro
duction as functions of the impact energy in He0 on Ar collisions.
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C o n tr ib u t io n  o f  T ra n sfer  I o n iz a t io n  t o  C u sp  
E le c tr o n  P r o d u c t io n  in  H e -*" o n  A r

C o llis io n s

P.A. Závodszky, L. Sarkadi, J.A. Tanis(a), D. Berényi, J. 

Pálinkás, V.L. Plano(6), L. Gulyás, E. Takács and L. Tóth

In a previous system atic study [1] carried out a t the In stitu te , the  role of 
the different processes contributing to  the cusp peak appearing in the  spectrum  
of forward ejected electrons was investigated. For 50-150 keV /am u He+ -  He, Ar 
collisions it was found th a t, in addition to the one-electron processes (electron 
capture to  the continuum , ECC and electron loss to  the continum m , ELC), a 
two-electron process contributes significantly to the to ta l cusp production . This 
process, known as transfer ionization (T I), involves the sim ultaneous cap ture  of 
two target electrons by the  projectile: one into a bound sta te  and  ano ther in to  a 
continuum  state. T I was observed to  increase rapidly w ith decreasing projectile 
velocity. In similar work by Tanis et al. [2] using low-energy (5 keV /am u) 0 6+ 
projectiles on a He ta rge t, the two-electron process (T I) was found to  dom inate 
the corresponding one-electron process (ECC). This la tte r finding indicated the 
presence of strong correlation between the two participating electrons in TI.

The increasing role of TI w ith decreasing energy for He+ im pact, as well 
as its dom inance for heavy-ion bom bardm ent, have m otivated us to  extend the  
previous m easurem ents to lower energies, where evidence for electron correlation 
was expected also for light-ion im pact. We chose the He+ —► A r collision system  
for this study.

As in ref. [1], the ECC, ELC and T I reaction channels were identified by de
tecting cusp electrons in coincidence w ith  outgoing charge-state analysed H e1+,2+,° 
(for details of the experim ental arrangem ent, see also the  abstract on a sim ilar topic 
by Sarkadi et al. in th is volume). Special care was taken to ensure single-collision 
conditions (this is particularly  im portan t when one measures a two-electron pro
cess). From the  m easurem ents we have determ ined the contributions (’’fractions” ) 
of the different reaction channels as functions of the target pressure and  ex trapo
lated them  to  zero pressure. A strong pressure dependence was found for the TI 
fraction which could be explained in term s of a double collision process. Specif
ically, before reaching the target region the He+ projectile is first neutralized, 
following which an ECC process takes place in a subsequent collision betw een the  
neutral He and  a ta rget atom  [3] leading to the same outgoing p roducts (He0 and 
e~) as in the  T I process.

F ig .l. shows the ECC, ELC and TI fractions as functions of the  projectile 
energy. W ith  decreasing projectile energy the relative contribution of the  two- 
electron T I process increases sharply, and below 45 keV /am u it exceeds the  one- 
electron ELC process. The dom inant cusp-production m echanism  in the  energy 
range investigated, however, is the one-electron ECC process.
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The increasing strength  of T I at low im pact velocities does not necessarily 
m ean tha t the  role of the electron correlation in the cusp-electron production 
increases, however. C orrelation effects could be unveiled by com paring the experi
m ental d a ta  w ith  the  results of theoretical calculations based on the  independent 
electron approxim ation as well as w ith the predictions of models which include cor
relation. U nfortunately, no theory  exists at present for the sim ultaneous capture  
of electrons in to  bound and continuum  states.

Fig. 1. Energy dependence of the contributions of the different reaction channels to the 
total cusp-electron production for He+ impact on Ar. The curves are drawn to guide the 
eye.
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Resonant double-electron capture in H e2++H e collision

L. G u lyás an d  Gy. Szabó

Recently the first Bom approximation with correct boundary conditions (BIB) 
/1/ is satisfactorily used for the description o f single electron capture phenomena. It 
gives values comparable to the ones o f higher-order models (CDW , CDW-EIS, etc...) 
at not too high impact velocities where the Thomas scattering is negligible /2/.

In the present study the total cross-section o f the resonant double electron 
capture in high energy,

He2+ + H e (ls2) -► H e (ls2) + He2+ 0 )

collision has been calculated in the frame o f the B IB  model. The 'prior' form o f the 
transition amplitude for process (1) in the B IB  model is the following:

Т Г ( Р )  =  J J J d r , d r P .d r P2e ‘K fr> f ( r P l> r p2 )  

xelK‘r‘ cpx (rT1, rT2 )E(R )
_ rpi

(2 )

where p is the momentum transferred to the projectile, ZK (K=P,T) is the charge of the 
Kth nucleus, rjQ. are the position vectors o f the kth electron relative to the nucleus K. 
The vector o f the internuclear axis is denoted by R, further, (rf) are the position 
vectors of the center o f mass system ZT-er e2 (ZP-er e2) relative to ZP (ZT), K, and Kf 
are the initial and final momenta and

E (R ) = expji Z ^ Z j  2) ln (v R -v R )..

+ .Z I ( ^ - 2) ln(v R _ v R ) | 5

<p{(rp„ r P2) and <p. (rT1,rT2) are the initial and final electronic ground states, which are 
described by the configuration-interaction (Cl) wave function /3/ in order to avoid the 
independent approximation. Namely, Eqs. 2 ,3. show that the electron-electron 
repulsion l / r12 enters the problem only through the unperturbed initial and final wave 
functions (static correlation). Uncorrelated bound state wave functions, (a product o f 
К-shell one electronic hydrogen-like orbitals with a variationally determined nuclear 
charge Z=1.67 and a product o f 5-z HF Clementi-Roetti orbitals /4f) were also applied 
for comparison. The figure gives the comparison o f the present calculation with 
experiments and with other first order theoretical approximations.
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Figure: Total double capture cross sections for He2-1- - He collision. Theories are for 
the resonant collisions ( ls2- ls2). Present BIB calculation using the: solid line, C l ; 
dashed line, 5-z HF ; dotted line, hydrogen-like wave functions. Full line+lozenge: 
first Bom approach (Ref. 5 ); full line+triangle: two state atomic approach (Ref. 6). 
Experiments for capture into all bound states: full circles: Ref. 7 ; full triangles: Ref. 
8 ; full squares: Ref.9.
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X -r a y  p r o d u c t io n  o f  К -A u g e r  tr a n s it io n s  o f  
e le m e n ts  Z = 1 3 -2 6  in  so lid s

L. Kövér, A. Némethy, I. Cserny, D. Varga

Due to the advantage of the high photoionization cross sections exciting near the 
ionization threshold and to the present developments in instrumentation, applications of 
the X-ray induced Auger spectroscopy have been gained an increasing attention recently, 
especially the extension towards the studies of high (E>1.5 keV) energy transitions. 
The data obtainable in this energy region enhance the possibilities for the chemical 
identification of surface species considerably and studies of the structures of high energy 
Auger spectra contribute to the better understanding of dynamical processes in solids, 
involving deep core and valence levels. Laboratory experiments are useful from the point 
of view of establishing optimum experimental conditions for the respective synchrotron 
applications as well.

The advantage of the high near threshold cross section can be amplified by the pos
sibility of using a wider part of a continuous photon energy spectrum for exciting Auger 
transitions, contrary to the case of producing Auger electrons by narrow characteristic 
X-ray lines. On the other hand, X-rays with energy higher than the respective ioniza
tion threshold, can produce photoelectrons contributing adversely to the background of 
the excited Auger spectrum. Therefore, avoiding this effect, an optimum photon energy 
bandwidth can be selected.

In the experiments, the results of which are presented here, we demonstrate the 
attainable gain in K-Auger production at high energy resolution by using a Mo anode, 
comparing the respective yields to that obtainable by using an A1 anode (conventional 
in XPS).

The experiments were made by using our new home built electron spectrometer 
(ESA-31) with a 180°, 250 mm working radius hemispherical analyzer, floatable up to 
10 kV, a multielement zoom input lens and a max. 30 kV, 30 mA dual (Al, Mo) anode 
X-ray source with an Al filter foil of 0.9 fxm thickness. The analyser works in the pass 
energy range 20-500 eV with a resolution of 5*10~3. In the present measurements the 
fixed retardation ratio (FRR) working mode was used with a retardation factor of 20.

Fig. 1 summarizes the measured KLL yields using Al and Mo anodes, respectively, 
with same source parameters (20 kV, 15 mA), as well as the effects of increasing the 
values of the tube parameters. The results show that the Mo anode, mainly due to the 
Mo Lai0 characteristic X-ray lines lying close to the respective ionization thresholds 
in energy, is especially advantageous for exciting K-Auger transitions of Al, Si and P, 
ensuring an intensity gain of almost one order of magnitude relatively to tha t obtainable 
by Al bremsstrahlung.

The K-Auger yields for the elements with atomic numbers 16-26 are strongly affected 
by the absorption of the emitted photons in the respective anode material. As it can be 
expected, an increase of the tube voltage results in the greatest increase in the region 
of Ti-Fe, where the Auger production is due to the bremsstrahlung part of the X-ray 
spectra.

Fig. 2 shows the X-ray excited P KLL Auger spectra from a GaP single crystal 
sample and demonstrates the energy resolution achieved. A factor of over 20 gain in 
P KLL Auger intensity was obtained exciting by Mo X-rays from a high voltage (25 kV, 
20 mA) source, in comparison with the corresponding yield obtained by using Al X-rays 
from a tube operating with conventional (15 kV, 15 mA) parameters.
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The higher efficiency in K-Auger production allows to use higher energy resolution, 
taking possible to a tta in  better accuracy in determining spectroscopic data.

Fig. 1. Measured KLL Auger yields excited by A1 and Mo X-rays, respectively.

K inetic Energy (eV)

Fig. 2. P KLL Auger spectra excited from a GaP single crystal by A1 and Mo X-rays, 
using different source parameters.
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A l K a / s a t e l l i t e  p o la r iz a t io n  m e a s u r e m e n ts  
in  m e ta l  a n d  in  sa p p h ir e  ( A I 2 O 3 )  u s in g  

d ifferen t p r o je c t i le s

V . P. P e tu k h o v  а, I. T ö rö k , P. Z áv o d szk y , J . P á l in k á s ,

L. S a rk a d i, S. M . B lo k h in  2

i n s t i tu te  of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia. 
2Rostov S tate  University, Rostov-on-Don, Russia

In the last year we s tarted  a series of m easurem ents to  determ ine the  degree 
of polarization of alum inium  K Q satellites in m etal and in oxides (sapphire) [1]. 
Similar m easurem ents and related theoretical estim ations were perform ed earlier 
for the A1 m etal only [2-8]. A short description of our experim ental procedure 
was given in refs. [1,9]. Here we report the results obtained for 3.2 MeV He+ ion 
bom bardm ent.

The spec tra  were evaluated by the EWA code [10]. The nominal energies of th e  
distinct satellite  features like К а/, К а3, К а4 [11] were used in the fitting. For b o th  
target m aterials, and for bo th  measuring positions (i. e. parallel and perpendicular 
relative to  th e  incoming ion beam ) the intensities of the  satellite features have been 
determ ined, relative to  the  K al peak. The degree of polarization was calculated  
from these relative intensities.

In our sp ec tra  there was an instrum ental distortion of the peak shapes: we had  
some unknow n-shaped tailing at the high-energy side. In the fitting  th is ta il was 
approxim ated by an exponential function, and this increased the erro r of our d a ta  
considerably. T he obtained polarization values for the  К а/ line were 0.40±0.15 for 
the m etal and  0.18±0.09 for the oxide.

The results of these m easurem ents [12] are com pared in Fig. 1. to  the  values 
obtained by others [2-8]. Similar m easurem ents have been perform ed recently in 
Berlin at the  Hum boldt University, w ith  the participation of one of the au thors 
(V. P. P.), w here the targets were also A1 m etal and sapphire, b u t the  bom barding 
particles were 350 keV protons. The experim ents were perform ed also by a  p o 
larim éter of Moscow-design. They have similar result: the degree of polarization  
of A1 K a< satellite  line in oxide is about half of th a t of the m etal.

The decrease of polarization for the К а/ line in sapphire relative to  th a t in 
m etal can be caused by several mechanisms, which are discussed in ou r paper [12].

An a ttem p t has been m ade by modifying the Soller collim ator to  avoid th e  
peak shape distorsion. A new series of m easurem ents was perform ed using 1 M eV 
proton projectiles. The evaluation of the  spectra is in progress.

Further experim ental investigations are being planned to ob ta in  m ore accu
ra te  polarization values also for other satellite lines and for o ther com pounds. 
The theoretical explanation for the observed large difference in polarization  is yet 
missing.
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Fig. 1. The P po lariza tion  fraction of the  line (K a »+K a ” ) of alum inium  bom barded by 
different projectiles.
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E xperim ental study o f  tw o-center electron-electron  
interaction  in energetic atom ic co llisions

B. Sulik'\  N. Stolterfoht*, S. Ricz, /. Kádár,
L. Xiao+, G. Schiwietz*, P. Grande*, R. Köhrbritek*, К. Sommer* and M. Grether*

In atomic collisions, when both partners carry electrons, the Coulomb-field of the 
nuclei may be strongly screened. In some cases, inelastic processes can be dominated 
by the collision of projectile and target electrons, i.e. by dielectronic processes [1].

Both screening effects and dielectronic processes are manifestations of the two- 
center electron-electron interaction [2]. They were treated first by Bates and Griffing 
[3,4] for H+H collisions within the framework of the plane wave Bom approximation.

Two center electron-electron interactions turned out to be particularly important in 
projectile spectroscopy, where the examined projectile ion is excited or ionized by a 
neutral target atom. Recently, it has been demonstrated that dielectronic processes 
provide a large contribution to the electron loss of the projectile [5].

In the present study, we investigate a collision process where the nuclear 
contribution is negligible compared to the dielectronic one. According to the theory 
[2,3], it may occur for projectile excitations belonging to small momentum and energy 
transfer values, i.e. for far collisions. Then the target nucleus is almost completely 
screened and the main contribution originates from electron-electron collisions. In our 
study, different target gases (H2, He, CH4, N2, Ne, Ar) in a gas cell have been 
bombarded by 80 and 120 MeV Ne6+ ions on the beamline of the VICKSI accelerator 
facility in Hahn-Meitner Institute, Berlin. The electron spectra were analysed in energy 
by a tandem electron spectrometer at zero degree to the beam direction [6]. The process 
to be studied was a 2s-nl excitation followed by a Coster-Kronig (C-K) transition:

Ne6+ ls\2s,2p (metastable) -------> ls\2p,nl (n > 7) ------ > Is2,2s + e'c.K

The metastable fraction of the beam is around 35 %. Fig. 1 displays an electron 
spectrum under zero degree. The C-K peak groups are sitting on the two sides of the 
electron loss (EL) cusp. Their intensities are proportional to the cross sections of 2s-nl 
excitations summed over the orbital angular momentum quantum number 1.

The pressure in the gas cell , i.e. the number-density of the scattering centers was 
kept constant, and the relative cross sections of different targets could be determined.

According to our calculations [2], one may expect that the 2s - nl cross sections are 
proportional to the number of electrons per scattering center at large impact energies. 
Fig. 2 shows that our masured data are in agreement with the above consideration.
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Fig. 1 A zero degree electron spectrum

Fig. 2 Coster-Kronig production cross sections normalized to the half of the H2 cross 
section and divided by the number of electrons per target centers. Line: theory.
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Alignm ent o f the ls2 p  vacancy states o f neon  
doubly ionized by 700-2000 keV proton im pact

E. Takács, S. Ricz, J. V égh, I. K ádár, J. Pálinkás, 
В. Sulik, L. T óth , D. B erényi and N. M. K abachn ik+

+ Institute o f Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University

We have investigated the angular distribution of different KL2 3  - KLL2 3  
Auger electrons emitted from the decay of ls2p vacancy states of doubly ionized Ne by 
700-2000 keV protons. From the measured anisotropy of the different Auger lines the 
alignment of the double-vacancy states has been deduced.

The electron spectra were recorded at 13 different angles simultaneously by the 
ESA-21 triple pass electrostatic electron spectrometer [1]. The Ne beam from an 
effusion target were crossed by the bombarding proton beam obtained from the 5 MV 
Van de Graaf accelerator of ATOMKI. The evaluation was carried out by the EWA 
computer code [2 ].

Fig. 1 shows the energy dependence of the measured and calculated alignment 
parameter. It can be seen that the absolute value of the alignment parameter increases as 
the energy of the projectile decreases, and its sign is negative in the whole energy 
range. From the results of our SCA calculations ( Semi-Classical Approximation ) we 
have shown that the results obtained with Hartree-Slater wave functions differ from the 
results with hydrogen like wave functions, moreover, the Hartree-Slater results are 
closer to the experimental data ( see Fig. 1 ). We have found indications that beside the 
direct Coulomb double ionization we must consider another mechanism of double 
vacancy production to explain our observations. Taking into account the shake-off 
process, and calculating an effective alignment we have got a better agreement with our 
experimental results (see Fig. 1). In this way it becames possible to explain the results 
of Ricz et al. [3] for high-energy proton collisions, and the results of Albiez et al. |4J 
for electron bombardment.
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FIG. 1. The projectile energy dependence of the Я 2 alignment parameter of the Ne 
Is*2s22p5 states. Dotted line: the results of the calculations within the framework of 
the straight line semi-classical approximation and independent electron model with 
hydrogen-like wave functions; Solid line: same calculation as for the dotted line except 
that Hartree-Slater wave functions were used; Dashed line: the Я 2 effective alignment 
parameter ( shake-off corrected ) using the Hartree-Slater data for the double ionization 
of Ne and the 2.38% for shake-off probability of Is shell of Ne ( see Ref. [5] ). Open 
circles: experimental results of the present measurement; Full circles: experimental data 
of Ref. [3].
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S o m e  a s p e c ts  o f  P I X E  w ith  c r y s ta l  
s p e c tr o m e te r ,  u s in g  d iffe r e n t o r d e r s  o f

r e f le c t io n .

I. T ö rö k  a n d  T . B o n d a r

In trad itional x-ray crystal spectrom etry the element concentration  is m ea
sured by the  intensity of most intense x-ray line in the first o rder reflection. If 
the  atom ic num ber of two elements are very different, they are m easured using 
different analyzer crystals. However closely spaced higher order an d  lower order 
reflections can be used to  determ ine element concentration ra tio s  even in such 
cases in a  single scan, using the same analyzer crystal. The m ethod  is based on 
em pirical calibration curves giving the peak area ratios as a function of element (or 
its com pound) concentration ratio. If the low intensity  higher o rder peak comes 
from the m ajor element and the lower order strong reflection peak  is originated 
from  a m inor element, one can determine efficiently a minor lower Z element in 
a sample of a  m ajor higher Z element. As an exam ple, we have m easured small 
am ounts of Mg in the presence of much Ca, using first order Mg K a and th ird  
order Ca K a lines excited by proton bom bardm ent. Such m easurem ents can be 
optim ized [1-8].

For o ther element pairs, e. g., in sem iconductor industry or in  m aterials sci
ence, one can use the m ethod efficiently, because in  these industries many small 
accelerators are already in use. Table 1. lists elem ent com binations for which th e  
m ethod can be used in principle, having proper 2 0  values.

Table 1. is partly  taken from the paper [9]. In this paper discussions can 
be found on the effect of the aging of the analyzer crystal, and  on the possible 
use of heavier bom barding particles. Regarding the  crystal aging our m ethod is 
advantageous, when a single analyzer crystal is used, where the aging is similar for 
bo th  elem ent’s x-ray lines, so less recalibration is needed, if one uses the crystal 
for long time.

The heavier bom barding particles are not advantageous, because they produce 
m any vacancies also in the  outer shells, giving a much wider satellite  region in the  
spectra. The increased satellite spectrum  regions of the interesting elements can 
be overlapped for heavy ions, disturbing the evaluation.

The high resolution PIX E m ethod is available a t many accelerators. We began 
to  publish a  series of papers on the existing system s and their applications [10]. 
In the first p a rt of the survey 7 facilities are discussed. Perhaps from  discussing 
as much x-ray crystal spectrom eter - accelerator system  as possible, a  prom ising 
direction for the high resolution PIXE research can be drawn.

This work was partly  supported by the OTKA grants No. 1184-85, and No. 
3011.
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Table 1.. Element pairs (and a triad), for which in principle the concentration ratio can
be measured by determining the peak area ratio of neighbouring x -ray lines of different
orders of reflection.

e l e m e n t a n a l y z e r
No. o r d e r No. o r d e r No o r d e r c r y s t a l
1 l i n e  o f 2 l i n e o f 3 l i n e  o f

r e f  1 . r e f  1. r e f  1 .
Mg Ka 1 . Ca к а * 3 . ADP{1 0 1 }
S i Ka 1 . V к а 3. ADP{1 0 1 }
S i Ka 1 . V к а 3 . EDDT
S i к а 1 . V к а 3 . PET
S i Ka 1 . V к а 3. q u a r t z { 1 0 0 }
Na Ka i  • к к а 3. gypsum
S i Ka 1 . Cr к а 3 . EDDT1
P Ka 1 . Mn к а 3 . g r a p h i t e f  002 >
A1 Ka ! • T i Ka 3 . q u a r t z { 1 0 0 } 2
S Ka 1 . T i Ka 2 . N a C l{2 0 0 }
Cl KQ 1 . Cu к а 3 . N a C l{ 2 0 0 }
P Kß 2 . In La l . 2 3 . g y p s u m {0 2 0 }
Ca Ka 2 . Cr Ka 3. A D P {200}
Co KB 1 , 3 , 5  2 - Y Ka 4 . L i F { 2 0 0 }
Sr La l ,2  ! • Ca Ka 2 . ADP{2 0 0 } 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Ba Lß l . 3 . 4  2 - Ni Ka 3 . Co Kß l . 3  3 * N a C l{ 2001

R em arks: * P r o v e d  i n  p r a c t i c e .
1 The S i  Kß i n t e r f e r e s  w i t h  t h e  Cr Ka3 4 l i n e s .
2 The A1 Ka5  6 i n t e r f e r e s  w i t h  t h e  T i  £ a i / K a 3 4

l i n e s .  ' '
3 The Ca Ka 5 ^6 i n t e r f e r e s  w i t h  t h e  Sr Lß4 l i n e .
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Screening in  sem iclassical tre a tm e n t o f energetic
atom ic collisions

S. R ic z , B. Sulik*, I. K ádár an d  N. Stolterfoht*

In atomic collisions, when the exciting partner carries electrons, the Coulomb-field 
of its nucleus is screened [1]. This effect is particularly important in projectile 
spectroscopy, where the projectile ion is excited by a neutral target atom.

The screening effect has been described by Bates and Griffing for H°+H° collisions
[2] within the framework of the plane wave Born approximation (PWBA). A similar 
method has been used also in the semiclassical approximation (SCA) [3,4]. However, 
within these approximations simple solutions can be found only in first order.

In the present study, we determine R  dependent matrix elements wich are suitable 
for higher order calculations within the framework of the time dependent perturbation 
theory. We utilize the multipole expansion for H-like screening potentials [6]:

where / j+w and Aj+Vi are the modified Bessel functions of fractional order, Pj is the 
Legendre polynomial of j-th degree, rK denotes the smaller and r ,  the higher component 
of the R  and r. For H-like wavefunctions, the radial matrix elements are analytical.

There is usually considered [4] that screening matrix elements at small intemuclear 
distances as well as excitation probabilities at small impact parameters tend to those 
values wich can be calculated for the bare (unscreened) nucleus. By the present method 
we have shown that these considerations are not true in many collision systems.
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and the identity
d n+l e~ax (2)

d ( - a ) n + 1 X
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Sem iclassical tre a tm e n t o f co llis ional 
d ie lectro n ic  processes

B. Sulik* an d  N. Stolterfoht*

In projectile spectroscopy, when one investigate the final state of the projectile, the 
target electrons may play different roles in the collision process. They may screen the 
field o f the target nucleus, remaining in their initial states during the collision. However, 
target electrons can change their states via electron-electron interaction with simultaneous 
transitions on the projectile. This dielectronic process, wich can be treated as electron 
correlation [1] usually increases the cross section of projectile transitions [2].

The contribution o f the screening effect can be calculated within the framework of 
SCA, but there is no general impact parameter treatment of the dielectronic contribution 
[3,4]. An approximate solution has been developed in PWBA to take into account ah 
the dielectronic contributions originating from different final states of the target 
electrons, without performing a summation over all the non-negligible terms [2]. This 
closure approximation has been justified by both detailed calculations and experiments.

Recently, we have shown that a closure approximation for the dielectronic process 
can be introduced in SCA, providing equivalent total cross sections to PWBA. The 
probability of a projectile transition induced by a target electron can be given in the form

Pdielih) = f d r  \ V0( f ) \2 P ( £ + r )  -  Pdoud^h) {1)

where b is the impact parameter, Wfr)  is the ground state wavefunction of the target, 
p  is the probability o f a transition induced by a unit charge, and pc,oud is a probability 
induced by the charge cloud of the electron moving as a whole along a straight line 
trajectory. The first term  in eq. (1) is the probability induced by a unit charge averaged 
over the impact param eter region determined by the ground state of the target.

Our calculations show that dielectronic processes contribute significantly to the 
production of ls22s 2S - ls2p22D transition of energetic Li-like projectiles colliding with 
noble gas target atom s, in agreement with our Ne7+ + inert gas and 0 5+ + He data [5].
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T w o -e le c tr o n  p r o c e s se s  in  io n iz a t io n  o f  
m o le c u la r  h y d r o g e n

L. Nagy and L. Végh

Cross sections for two-electron processes th a t occur during collisions of fast 
charged projectiles w ith H 2 were recently reported by Edwards et al [1-3].

These processes included double ionization, single ionization plus excitation 
and double excitation. The production of these dissociative states were analyzed 
at specified angles of the molecular axis relative to the beam  direction.

The events above can be produced by several interactions [1,4]. The double 
collision m echanism  was investigated in our preceeding paper [5]. In the  present 
paper we calculate the  differential cross sections relative to  the o rien ta tion  of the  
molecular axes for double ionization and ionization plus excitation of the  2sag 
s ta te  considering shake-off or shake-up processes. O ur aim is to  investigate the  
im portance of the  considered interactions (shake-up and shake-off) in two-electron 
processes in ionization of # 2-

In com puting the cross sections we have used the semiclassical approxim ation, 
assum ing a straight-line trajectory  for the projectile. As in paper [5], we have 
described the ground s ta te  of the H2 w ith the simple H eitler-London-type wave 
functions. The final state, in case of the double ionization is a p roduct of two 
continuum  wave functions, and in case of the ionization plus excitation is a product 
of a continuum  wave function centered at the center of the molecule and a two- 
center m olecular wave function of the H£  excited state. The tw o-center wave 
functions are expanded into series in term s of the Legendre polynom ials w ith the  
angle between the position vector of the electron (relative to  the center of the  
molecule) and the molecular axis in their argum ent.

If the initial s ta te  is a product of two single-electron wave functions, in com
puting the probability am plitudes one can apply the formulas of M cG uire [4]. In 
our case for the double collision the amplitudes has the form

floe = + (~ 1),9+L9](̂ >k1li7i(+ 00’_ 00)lcb-pb(cosu;1»
b Lg

{<t>l2\U2(+ o o ,-o o )\cLgPLg(cosu2)),

where q  are the  coefficients of the Legendre-expansion and Ut are  the  single
electron evolution operators. Similarly for the shake-off process we obtain:

aso  =  t1 +  ( - l ) l' + i '](^£1|£M+°°> - ° ° ) K - Pb (cosu;i))(^k2 \cLgPLg(cosu;2))-
19 Lg

In case of the shake-up, the situation is more simple, because c ig is nonzero only 
for L g — 0, and the to ta l am plitude is a simple product of two single-electron 
am plitudes. The overlap integral between the ground state  and the  excited s ta te  
is nonzero only for the 2sag state , so there is no shake-up contribution  for the
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exciting of the  2p a u and 2pnu s ta tes. Applying the  first-order pertu rba tion  theory 
in expressing th e  evolution opera to r, one gets the well-known SCA am plitudes. 
Since in our m odel there is no interference between te double collision and the  
shake-off processes, we cannot reproduce the the dependence of the  cross sections 
on the  sign of th e  projectile charge.

For double ionization our results are in good agreement w ith  experim ental 
d a ta  except for th e  dependence on the sign of the projectile charge. The cross 
sections are no t to o  senstive to  th e  ground s ta te  wave function. One can conclude, 
th e  double collision and shake-off are dom inant processes for the double ionization 
in the  considered energy interval. Shake-off becomes the most im portan t above 
500 keV proton energy. As for the  angular dependece our results are in b e tte r  
agreement w ith th e  da ta  for positively charged projectile.

In case of th e  ionization and  the  excitation of the 2sag s tate , the  calculated 
cross section are  by  one order of m agnitude lower than  the experim ental ones. The 
shake-up and th e  double collision processes has approxim ately the  same im por
tance, but the re su lts  are very sensitive to  the  ground s ta te  wave function. For 
fu rth e r investigations one has to  use more accurate molecular wave functions, and  
would take in accoun t other kind of interactions, too.
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C T M C  c a lc u la t io n s  for  a  p o s itr o n -h y d r o g e n
a to m  s c a t te r in g

Károly Tőkési, Ronald E. Olson*

^Department o f Physics, University of Missouri-Rolla 

Rolla, MO 654OI-O249 USA

Theoretical investigations of the positron-hydrogen atom collisions have been carried 
out from the ground state of atomic hydrogen in the incident positron energy range 10-500 
eV by using the classical Trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method [1,2]. We calculated 
the total cross sections, the energy and angular differential cross sections of the elastic 
and inelastic (excitation) scattering, direct and transfer ionization processes. The total 
cross sections of the charge transfer to the bound state, the n and nl capture processes 
have been described by using the positronium (ps) formation, and the single differential 
cross sections of the above processes are shown. The present results are compared with 
existing theoretical and experimental calculations.

The results of our CTMC calculations for total ionization processes are shown in 
Fig. 1 where the existing experimental and theoretical results are compared. Calculations 
in the classical picture gave very close results in the low energy range and higher than 
100 eV positron energy. Our CTMC results gave a higher cross section value from 30 eV 
to 100 eV.

Fig. 2 shows the electron-capture cross sections product, the n levels at different 
projectile velocities. In all energy ranges the n = l capture is dominating. From 25 eV 
bombardment energy the n dependent cross section function is the same. Increasing the 
projectile energy the cross sections decrease. We got an anomalous behavior under 25 eV 
positron energy. Decreasing the positron energy the higher n levels capture cross sections 
decrease dramatically. At this energy range the n = l capture cross sections are close to 
each other.
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Fig. 1. Positron impact - total ionization cross section of atomic hydrogen. Open circles: 
present CTMC results, square: Spicher et al (1989) [3], broken curve: Mukherjee et al 
(1989) [4], dash-double-dot curve: Wetmore and Olson (1986) [5], full curve: Gosh et al 
(1985) [6], solid-triangle: Abrines and Percival (1966) [7] , solid-circle: Ohsaki et al (1985) 
[8]

Fig. 2 . Electron-capture cross sections product n levels for e+ +  H° system at various 
energies.
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D o u b le  s c a t te r in g  in v o lv in g  c o r r e la t io n  in  
p r o je c t i le  io n iz a t io n  in  H  +  H ,H e  c o ll is io n s  

a t b a ck w a r d  o b s e r v a t io n  a n g le .

Jianyi Wang*, Ronald E. Olson* and Károly Tőkési

* Department of Physics, University o f Missouri-Rolla 

Rolla, MO 6 5 4 OI-O2 4 9  USA

The effects of electron-electron interactions (scattering correlation) are studied in 
atomic collisions between structured particles. Recent developments in experiments and 
theory reveal signatures of correlation effects. We investigate one such signature involving 
projectile ionization at backward observation angle in collisions of H on H and He targets. 
The correlation is treated in a multiple scattering sequence. Quantum mechanically the 
series is truncated to include single scattering of the projectile electron with the target 
electron, and double scattering in which the projectile electron first scatters at the target 
electron, followed by another scatterint at the target nucleus. We find tha t the ionization 
cross section is dominated by double scattering at large electron emission angles. Work is 
in progress to identify the corresponding classical two-step process similar to the Thomas 
capture mechanism, but withut the restriction on the geometric angle.

We show in Fig. 1 as an example the electron loss for a symmetric system 0.5 MeV/u 
H + H at 130 . The quantal results are obtained by truncating the Born series to include 
single scattering and double scattering [1]. The classical calculation is performed as a 
full four-body system in the classical trajectory Monte Carlo method (CTMC) [2,3]. 
Fig 2 shows the DDCS results of the full 4-body CTMC calculations and the Fig 3. 
shows the DDCS results of the reduced 4-body CTMC calculations ( switching off the 
interaction between the projectile electron and the target nucleus) at different observation 
angle. The most striking feature is the overwhelming dominance of double scattering over 
single scattering. It illustrates that the momentum mismatch is so large that a two-step 
collision is favored over a single-step one. It also demonstrates that correlation may play 
an important role in multiple scattering, even though it is negligible when treated in a 
Single (or direct) step. Considering the small magnitude of cross sections, the classical 
and quantal results are in reasonable agreement, especially in the shape of the peak. This 
is not too surprising due to the very classical nature of the process.
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F ig . 1. Doubly differential cross section for electron loss in 0.5 MeV/u H+H at 130 . 
Solid line - quantal result for single and double scattering, dashed line - quantal result 
for single scattering only, circles - full 4-body CTMC result.

F ig . 2. Present DDCS results of the full 
4-body CTMC calculations in 0.5 M eV/u 
H-t-H at different observation angle

Fig. 3. Present DDCS results of the re
duced 4-body CTMC calculations in 0.5 
MeV/u H+H at different observation an
gle
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T h e o r e t ic a l  in v e s t ig a t io n  o f  th e  E C C  p e a k  
for c h a r g e d  p a r t ic le  w ith  th e  C T M C  m e th o d

Károly Tőkési, Takeshi Mukoyama*

* Division of States and Structures, Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto 
University, Uji, Kyoto, 611 Japan

Using the Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo Method (CTMC) [1,2,3], we have calcu
lated the energy spectra of the target electrons ejected in p + H° at an impact energy of 
25 keV. We have developed a simple way to determine the ECC peak with charged par
ticles. This study has shown that the electronic spectrum is very sensitive to the energy 
and solid angle windows used for the evaluation of the calculated data.

All the numerical computations in the present work have been performed on the 
CRAY Y-MP2E supercomputer in the Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University.

The calculated results of the DDCS for the 25-keV protons on hydrogen is shown 
in Fig. 1. The total number of histories was 2 X 106. The ejected electron spectrum 
was observed at 0.2°, corresponding to the solid angle window of 0.4 sr, and the energy 
window was 0.22 eV. It is clear from the figure that the calculated shape of the ECC 
peak is similar to the shape observed by Dahl [4] and by Gibson and Reid [5] for 100-keV 
protons on He.

Fig. 1. Calculated shape of the ECC peak in the case of 25 keV p +  H° collisions. The 
energy window was set to 0.22 eV and the solid angle window 0.4 sr.
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Since it is well known that the peak position of the ECC sharply depends on the 
observed angle and the CTMC method is considered as the "theoretical experiement” , 
We tested the evaluation procedure of the data. We change the energy and solid angle 
windows, see Table 1, and computed the position of the cusp peak. In the present case 
of the equivalent electron energy, the cusp peak position should be at Ee =  13.5eV\

Table 1 . Calculated dependence of peak position on the energy and solid angle windows.

AE  (eV) A© (sr) Peak position (eV)

1.0 1.0 12.5
1.0 0.8 12.8
0.44 0.8 13.0
0.44 0.4 13.2
0.22 0.4 13.4

We have shown that the ECC electrons come only from the transfer ionization pro
cess. This fact was a great surprise for us, because we described the transfer ionization 
process over 40 au. from the collision center. Since the Coulomb force is a long range 
force, this indicates tha t the effect of this force cannot be neglected until 104 4- 105 au.

We described that the position of the ECC peak strongly depends on the evaluation 
procedure, ie. if we decrease the solid angle or energy windows, the peak position moves 
to the exact theoretical value (E  =  Ee)•

The present calculation method could reduce the total CPU time about 50%. It is 
very useful, because this type of calculations requires several billion trajectories.
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M a g n e t ic  f lu x  d y n a m ic s  in  h ig h  t e m p e r a tu r e
su p e r c o n d u c to r s

S. Mészáros, К. Vad, G. Halász and N. Hegman

The structu re  and dynamics of magnetic vortices play a decisive role in m acro
scopic electrodynam ical properties of high tem perature superconductors (H TSCs). 
Critical current density, energy loss, m agnetization and high frequency properties 
of HTSC m aterials were studied experimentally by measuring the:

-  tem peratu re, m agnetic field and transport current dependence of voltage in 
four-probe arrangem ent

-  tem peratu re, m agnetic field, excitation am plitude and frequency dependence 
of complex ac m agnetic susceptibility

In order to elim inate heating effects a special pulsed current m ethod combined 
w ith He gas stream  cooling was used. The tem perature  ranged from  5 К to  150 
K, while the m agnetic field from environmental fields to 6 T. In addition to the 
conventional low frequency (100 Hz -  10 kHz) ac susceptibility m easurem ents, 
high frequency m easurem ents were performed in the radiofrequency (R F) range,
i.e. from 20 MHz to 500 MHz to make the period of excitation com parable to  the  
expected relaxation tim es of the magnetic flux lattice. To perform R F susceptibility 
m easurem ents a special com puter controlled RF lock-in system was designed and 
constructed. Studies were carried out on YBaCuO ceramics and single crystals 
and B i(Pb)SrC aC uO  screen-printed films.

Transport and susceptibility measurements dem onstrated the im portance of 
grain boundary weak couplings in magnetic properties of HTSCs. The critical 
current density, its m agnetic field dependence and the irreversibility of this de
pendence can be explained by taking the Josephson junction network formed at 
grain boundaries into account [1]. We found th a t weak couplings are present in 
YBaCuO single crystals too, as can be seen in Fig 1. The presence of Joseph
son junctions was dem onstrated in screen-printed films by direct observation of 
macroscopic quantum  interference (see Fig 2). The current-volt age characteris
tics of screen-printed films with different film widths show properties of large size 
Josephson junctions and of m ultijunction SQUIDs depending on current density, 
tem peratu re  and m agnetic field. The chaotic m otion of magnetic flux in the grain 
boundary junctions of these films was dem onstrated as is shown in Fig 2. The most 
im portan t conclusion is th a t the understanding of superconductive properties of 
grain boundaries in HTSCs is one of the key points as far as their description and 
applications are concerned [2].
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Fig. 1. Static magnetic field dependence of the real part of ac susceptibility of an 
YBaCuO single crystal at different temperatures. The presence of the dip around zero 
field and the linear dependence at higher fields is a clear indication of a Josephson net
work.

Time

Fig. 2. Quantum interference patterns in a screen printed film: -  a: output voltage as a 
function of external field at fixed current -  b and c: output voltage at fixed current and 
magnetic field -  lowermost trace: change of the magnetic field in time
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E ffect o f  Pb im purity o f  chem icals on the adsorption  o f  
phosphonic acids on iron electrodes - an X P S  study

I. Csemy, L. Kövér, L. Varallyait and J. Kónyát
t  Isotope Laboratory, Kossuth University, H-4032 Debrecen, Egyetem tér 1., Hungary

Pb impurity has been observed in an XPS study, investigating the adsorption o f  a corrosion 
inhibitor material, 1-hydroxy-ethane 1,1-diphosphonic acid (HEDP) on Fe samples. The 
experiments revealed, that the Pb impurity originates from one o f the applied chemicals. 
Testing the applied materials (distilled water, sodium perchlorate and HEDP) individually, 
no visible Pb 4 f XPS signal could be detected from the impurity. Mixing these materials 
together, however, resulted a well detectable signal (Fig. 1), suggesting that a strong 
enrichment o f Pb takes place at the sample surface.

Fig. 1. Pb 4 f XPS spectra from Fe samples which were dipped into one o f  the solutions a 
through d respectively: cl distilled water, b. 0.5 MNaCIO4 , c. 2.4x10'^ M  HEDP, <L 0.5 M  
NaCl04  + 2.4x1 O' 3  M  HEDP.
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Substituting the HEDP with NTA (nitrilo triacetate, another compound that preferably 
forms metal complexes, especially with Pb) gives similar results, confirming that the Pb 
impurity originates from the sodium perchlorate (Merck product, "pro analysi" quality), 
and it is enriched on the sample surface during the adsorption procedure by the help o f 
organic molecules.

The amount o f the Pb impurity in the solution has been determined by the "standard 
addition" method adding known quantity o f  Pb(NC>3)2 to the solution used for sample 
preparation. Analyzing the Al XPS line o f  the constituents (Pb 4f, P 2p) and measuring 
the Mo L a excited P KLL Auger spectra the effects caused by the added Pb standard have 
been followed.

In the region o f 0.2-2 mg/dm-^ Pb addition the Pb 4 f XPS signal increased almost linearly 
with the increasing amount o f the standard added. The amount o f Pb impurity in the 
solution has been determined from a linear regression:

cpfj = (0.22 ±  0.07) mg/dm^.

This value is below the upper limit (Pb < 0.0005 % which corresponds to 0.35 mg/dm^) 
specified by the manufacturer, Merck. The Np/Np^ atomic concentration ratio in the 
solution can be determined from the concentration o f the constituents (c jjed P=2-4x10'3 M, 
cpb=0.22 mg/dm^, atomic weight o f  Pb=207.19).

The ratio of the atomic concentrations on the sample surface can be determined from the 
P 2p and Pb 4 f XPS line intensities, taking into account the respective photoionization 
cross sections. Supposing a homogeneous surface layer we get:

Np/Npy=Ip 2px<JPb 4 f/JPb 4 f X(JP 2p.

Table 1. The Np/Npfr atomic concentration ratios obtained for the solution and fo r  the 
sample surface, as a function o f  the amount o f  Pb standard added. In these calculations a 
photoionization cross section ratio o f  a p £ 4f / o p  2p = -22.74/1.19 was used [1].

Pb addition
[mg/dm^]

Np/Npb 
in the solution

Np/Npb 
on the surface

Enrichment 
o f Pb

0.0 4520 21.2 213

0.2 2367 9.73 243

1.0 815 1.85 440

2.0 448 0.82 546

During the determination o f the amount o f  Pb impurity by using the "standard addition" 
method, the adsorption o f HEDP was also followed. In the region o f 0.2 - 2 mg/dm^ Pb 
addition the phosphor signals decreased rapidly and showed reverse proportionality. Above 
2 mg/dm^ Pb addition the effects are much smaller, near saturation takes place.
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The decrease in the adsorption o f  HEDP has been observed from the opposite side as well: 
the amount o f  HEDP remaining in the solution after the adsorption process has been 
measured by radioisotope tracing method [2]. The results show that 2 mg/dm^ Pb addition 
nearly halves the amount o f  the adsorbed HEDP, in accordance with the results o f  the XPS 
measurements.

Fig. 2. AI K a excited Pb 4 f (filled circles) and P 2p (filled triangles) photoelectron line 
intensities and Mo L a  excited P KL2L 5 line intensity (hollow triangles) as a function o f  the 
amount o f Pb standard added.

The fact, that the intensities o f the P 2p and P KLL signals have been found to be strongly 
influenced by the amount o f the added standard, proves, that even a small amount o f  
impurity (which may be contained in chemicals o f analytical purity) can produce 
significant effects in similar adsorption experiments, when an enrichment o f impurities can 
take place by the help of formation of organo-metal complexes.

The authors gratefully acknowledge valuable discussions with D. Varga and F. H. Kármán. 
This work was supported in part by OTKA under Contract No. 1808.
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E n erg y  loss o f  p ro to n s in  (110) Si
cry sta ls

F. Ditrói, J.D . Meyer**, R.W. Michelmann**, D. Kislat** and K. Bethge** 
** Institute for Nuclear Physics, J.W. Goethe University, Frankfurt

The energy loss of energetic protons in silicon was investigated in near to  low 
index and random  directions. Energetic ions traversing a crystal in directions 
near to low index crystal axes can be steered by the atom ic potentials of the 
crystal in such a way, tha t they are passing through lower electron densities than 
the average electron density in the crystal. Such ions have longer range and an 
inhomogenous lateral distribution after penetrating a depth in the lattice (flux- 
peaking). Following the path of the individual ions in the crystal one recognizes 
tha t they test different electron densities (or stopping powers) on their way up 
to a given depth. The shape and the param eters of the energy distribution were 
found to be dependent on the kind and the energy of the bom barding particle 
and the mode of channeling (axial or planar) and the sample thickness.

To describe the path  and the param eters of charged particles penetrating 
through a crystal, a model based on the different interactions between the ions 
and the crystal atoms and electrons was developed. This m odel1 can be used 
generally for m aterials analysis, it was tested on (110) Si.

The motion of the impinging ions within the crystal can be described by 
M onte-Carlo calculations which give the energy, angle and position of the single 
ions after each step. Taking into account the therm al vibrations of the crystal 
constituents, the measurable distribution of the ions, their angles and energies 
could be determ ined using an appropriate number of ions. As a working step the 
distance between two crystal planes was chosen, and so many neighbouring atoms 
were involved into the calculations, th a t the contribution of the next not involved 
atoms must have been less than 0.1% in every single case (for force, stopping, 
straggling, scattering contributions). The ions were impinged homogeneously 
distributed w ithin a unit cell (x-y plane, which is perpendicular to the ion beam) 
and during their m otion were always translated back to  the same unit cell in case 
they leave it (translation invariancy).

To control the capability of our model and theory, the sim ulated energy dis
tributions were compared with experim ental data and other calculations. In a 
first comparison protons of 300 keV impinging on a 705 nm thick Si crystal were 
used. The random  distribution was taken from TRIM 92 calculation [1], the (110) 
channeling spectrum  was taken from the literature ( see Fig. 1.) [3]. To simulate 
the spectra the MABIC program was developed, based on the above described 
theory. To reach be tte r the experim ental conditions of an electrostatic energy 
analyzer, each spectrum , excluding the experimental one was redistributed by 1

1 MABIC, Materietis Analysis by Ion Channeling
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using a Gauss function with 1 keV FWHM (detector resolution). At least 4000 
ions were necessary for the simulation to cover appropriately the  whole im pact 
param eter range. All spectra were normalised to unit height. Fig. 1. shows a 
good agreement for both (random and channeling) direction. The random TR IM  
spectrum  is «  10 % wider than our result. This can be explained because in 
TRIM Bohr straggling is used, which is no more valid in this energy range [2]. In 
MABIC the energy (velocity) and electron density dependent straggling is used, 
which gives a better result.

The new model which takes into account the main interactions and processes 
influencing the motion of charged particles in crystal lattice proved to be useful to  
describe the energy loss (stopping power) an energy distribution of protons, and 
yields results in good agreements with the experiments and other calculations. 1

Fig. 1. Random  (left) and (110) axial channeling (right) transm ission energy spectra  of 
300 keV protons on a 705 nm silicon crystal. The random  spectrum  was sim ulated 
with TRIM 92 (trim -ran) and with MABIC program  (calc-ran). The channeling 
sim ulation (calc-110) is compared with an experim ental spectrum  (exp-110)[3].

1. J.F . Ziegler, The Stopping Power and Ranges of Ions in M atter, V ol.l., 
Pergamon Press, New York, 1985

2. E. Bonderup, P. Hvelpund, Phys. Rev. A 4(2)(1971)562

3. K. Lenkheit, Ch. Trikalinos, L.L. Balashov, N.M. K abachnik, V.I. Shulga, 
phys. stat. sol. (b) 161(1990)513
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S tu d ies o f D en sity  R eduction  in Stacked G as T argets

F. Tárkányi, S. Takács, S.J. H eselius*, O. Solin* and J. Bergman* 
* A cce lera tor  Laboratory, A b o  A kadem i, Turku, Finland

Penetration  o f  energetic charged  particle beam s in gas targets has b een  
studied  by several au thor [1]. A n in crease o f the penetration  depth o f  the particles  
with increasing b eam  intensities has b e e n  observed due to  the density reduction  in 
the gas volum e w h ere  the particles passing through. U sing  parallel beam s o f  
charged particles for m easuring cross-sections, excitation  functions or thick-target 
yields for d ifferent n uclear reactions in  gas targets on e  must consider that the  
particles are scattered  and the b eam  diam eter gradually expands w ith increasing  
depth. T herefore, it is im portant to  check  the shape o f  the beam  and density  
distribution o f the gas for nuclear data m easurem ent. It can be used  to op tim ize the  
shape and the geom etr ica l m easures o f  the target cham bers used for rad ioisotope  
production, which is especially  im portant w hen the target is an expensive enriched  
m aterial.

T he charged particles make th e target gas atom s glow  w hile passing through. 
T he em itted  light g ives  a possibility to  study the beam  broadening e ffect and the  
asym m etry o f the b ea m  in gas targets optically. In p resen t work this optical m ethod  
was applied  to study th e behaviour o f  different beam s in stacked gas targets on  
vertical and on h orizonta l beam  line sim ultaneously w ith the so called  foil activation  
tech n iq u e [2]. M easuring  excitation function  for a nuclear reaction in gas cells  
placed  behind each  o th er the ca lcu lated  [3] and the experim entally  determ ined  
beam  shape in the ce lls  are not always not in agreem ent. T he obtained  values  
usually differ rem arkably for the last ce lls  o f a long stack.

F igure 1. The sh ap e  o f  proton b eam  through a stacked gas cells.
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T h e m ain reason, as it can be seen  on  Fig. 1 , is th e  extrem e b eam  
broadening. M ultiple scattering o f  the beam  in the w indow  foils o f  the gas cells  and  
by the target gas, as w ell as reduction o f gas density and heath con vection  seriously  
affect the energy loss and the penetration o f the beam  through th e  stack.

Investigation o f  this effect is o f  im portance for production  o f  PE T  iso top es, 
therefore, the interaction o f high intensity charged particle b eam s w ith d en se gas  
targets are under investigation. O n the basis o f  m easured data a m od el is under  
d evelopm ent.
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Status R ep ort on N u clear  D ata P rogram  fbr P ractica l
A pplication

F. Tárkányi, S. Takács, F. Szelecsényi, Z. K ovács, L. Vasváry, P. M ikecz

In the last on e  year p eriod  the nuclear data m easuring and com pilation  
program  has b e e n  continued in  collaboration  with o th er institutes and w ith support 
o f  different organizations. Papers published in the fram e o f this program  during 
1992 are listed  u n der [1-5]. T he m ain activities for the year 1992 are as follow:

Experimental work

E xcitation  functions o f  p roton  induced nuclear reactions on natT i, natCr, natFe, 
natC o, natNi, natM o and na*W in alloy have been  m easured. E xperim ent to  determ ine  
the excitation fun ction  o f  3 H e, a  and d induced reactions on natural Ti, Cu and N i 
for application o f  thin layer activation  (T L A ) techn ique and m onitoring o f  charged  
particle b eam s have b een  contin u ed  in co llaboration  with D ep artm en t o f  
R adiopharm aceuticals, N uclear R esearch  Institute, R ez , C zehoslovakia.

N ew  m easu rem en t o f excitation  function o f proton  induced nuclear reactions  
on  natural and en riched  Kr has b e e n  perform ed in collaboration  w ith th e Institute  
für N uclearchem ie, Forschungszentrum  Jülich G m b H , Jülich, F R G .

T he e ffe c t  o f  density reduction  in gas targets has b een  started for nuclear  
data m easurem ent in  collaboration  w ith A ccelerator Laboratory o f  Ä b o  A kadem i, 
Turku, Finland.

Establishment o f charged particle database for practical applications

W ith support o f  H ungarian N ational C om m ittee for T echnical D ev elo p m en t  
and International A tom ic E nergy A gency estab lishm ent o f  a charged particle  
database has b e e n  started. T he database will support different applications iso top e  
production for nuclear m edicine, application o f T L A  technique, charged  particle  
nuclear analytical m ethods and m onitoring charged particle beam s. T h e  data files  
and the necessary  program s is p lan n ed  to be installed  into the com p u ter network.
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Compilation and evaluation of nuclear reaction cross-sections induced by 
charged particles

T here is a growing n eed  for constant supply o f  im proved nuclear data in  
com piled  and evaluated  form  and w ritten in internationally agreed  E X F O R  form ats  
for m any d ifferent application. In collaboration with IA E A  N uclear D ata  G roup  
installation  o f  com puter codes for E X F O R  softw are (ed ition , retrieval) and for  
E X F O R  based  data evaluation (num erical form at, p lotting) has b e e n  started. 
C om pilation  and evaluation o f  cross sections for com m on used  b iom ed ica l iso top es  
67G a and m In, and for p, d, a  and 3H e induced m onitor reactions on  Cu, Ti, N i and  
F e are under developm ent.
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P I X Y K L M  C o m p u te r  P a c k a g e  for  P I X E
A n a ly s e s

Gy. Szabó, I. Borbély-Kiss, I. Kuti

O ur program package, shortly  in troduced in [1], has been im proved considering 
the  new requirem ents and our experience given by the  application of the previous 
version. Changes w ere done for an  easier handling  and  to  extend the  applicability 
of th e  program.

One part of th e  PIXYKLM  th e  P F IT  program , which perform s the spectra 
fitting  and concentration  calculation, has been modified for decreasing the speed 
of calculation and  has been ex tended  to  the  next possibilities. It calculates dead 
tim e correction using an external pulse generator or NZ-870, NZ-871 and NZ-881 
signal processor. I t can read an d  use the d a ta  stored  in the spectrum  file given 
by th e  ANAL90 p rogram  [2]. If it is necessary, one can use the energy calibration 
w ith  three param eters. It can hand le  50 elem ents w ith  m axim um  40 lines belonging 
to  an  element in th e  range Z—12-83, and so th e  consideration of M lines is also 
possible.

The second p a r t  of the program  package called KLM calculates the  effective X- 
ray  production cross section for th e  concentration calculation. It has been extended 
to  handling M lines as well. At p resen t the m ost acceptable procedure to  determ ine 
M ionization cross sections is based  on PW B A  calculations w ith Dirac-Hartree- 
S later wave functions [3], this tab le  contains cross section d a ta  for protons in the  
60 KeV - 2 MeV energy range. Because of th is tab le  is one of the  input file for 
KLM , it works for M lines only for the  above m entioned energy range. The atom ic 
physical constants for the calculation of M X -ray production  cross sections are not 
published for all elem ents and are known from  theoretical calculations only for 
some elements. T h e  missing values are taken by interpolation.

The concentration calculation by this program  package is based on the m ethod 
using calculated absolute yields. This program  calculates the X -ray production 
cross section in a  physically exact way from th e  m odels applied for the  ionization 
cross section and  tre a ts  the con tribu tion  of secondary X-ray and pile-up effects in 
a  m athem atically exact way.

This PIXYKLM  program  package among th e  published sim ilar program s can 
be considered th e  m ost com plete and  it containes the less approxim ations. A de
ta iled  description an d  a few exam ples can be found in reference [4]. 1
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In flu e n c e  o f  C o m p to n  S c a t te r in g  o n  
F lu o r e sc e n t  L in e  S h a p e s

M.Kis-Varga and J.Végh

The scattering processes play an im portant role in X-ray fluorescence analysis, 
especially at higher energies of fluorescent and exciting radiation in thick and light 
m atrices . W hile the  Rayleigh and Compton scattering of exciting rad iation , as 
well as the  Rayleigh scattering of the fluorescent radiation do not influence the  
shape of the characteristic line, the Com pton scattering of th a t rad ia tion  appears 
as a shelf on the low energy side of the photopeak.

To describe this region He et al. [1] used a broad Gaussian. Cam pbell et al. [2] 
reported  the use of a sym m etrical flat shelf ranging from the C om pton energy of 
180° scattering to  the  energy of the photopeak. From thick, pure elem ent sam ples 
they observed 1-5 % contribution of Com pton scattering.

We studied the  line shapes by measuring the fluorescent rad iation  from light 
m atrices of different thickness. Excitations were made: with Am-241 annular source 
in conventional X R F arrangem ent; w ith Am-241 point source by using well col
lim ated beam  in 45°/45° geometry; with a low power, changeable anode X-ray 
tube in 45°/45° geometry; with a 2 kW Siemens FK 60-04 Mo anode tube  in a  
three axis secondary target arrangem ent, described earlier [3]. The line shape fits 
were perform ed w ith the EWA code [4], by using the same response function as 
Cam pbell et al. [2], except the flat shelf: we used an asym m etrical tru n ca ted  shelf, 
which b e tte r describes the lower slope of Com pton shelf due to  m ultiple, large 
angle scattering (see Fig. 1).

As seen in Fig. 2, the Com pton contribution to the photopeak increases w ith 
sample thickness and  w ith the energy of fluorescent radiation. For thick sample, a t 
30 keV the Com pton shelf/photopeak area ratio, m easured in conventional X R F 
geometry, exceeds 20 %.

The m easured line shapes were compared w ith the sim ulated profiles calculated 
on transpo rt theory basis with the SHAPE code of Fernandez and Sum ini [5]. T he 
Com pton shelf/m ain  Gaussian ratios m easured in narrow beam  geom etry are close 
to the sim ulated values for lower atomic num ber elements (Y and Zr) excited w ith 
low energy (<30 keV) radiation, bu t the Fernandez model gives higher ratios for 
havier elements by using 60 keV energy excitation source. A detailed description 
of the work is given in [6].
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Energy(keV)

Fig. 1. The least squares fit of CdK-lines measured with annular shaped Am-241 exci
tation.

Fig. 2. Compton shelf/photopeak area ratios as a function of characteristic X-ray energy 
for samples of 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 1 д/c m 2. Uppermost curve: theoretical calculation for 
infinite thickness obtained by SHAPE code [5].
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E s c a p e  p e a k  a n d  S iK  lin e  in te n s it ie s  in  
S i(L i)  d e te c to r s  w ith  d e a d  la y e r

G. Kalinka

Experim ental investigations [1-7] on the n a tu re  of low energy X-ray spectra  
taken w ith Si(Li) detectors have led to  the hypothesis of the  universal existence 
of entrance windows, composed of an outer perfectly dead region of thickness x^, 
w ith charge collection efficiency rj — 0 , and an inner incom plete charge collection 
region w ith thickness x p  and 0 <  r/ <  1, followed by the innerm ost sensitive 
detector region of p =  1.

In order to  te st the validity of this model, theoretical expressions for escape 
and SiK line intensities, bo th  being higly sensitive to  variations of x d and xp ,  have 
been derived w ith  the  following assumptions:

(i) A collim ated beam  is incident normal onto the surface of a  p lanar detector, 
whose lateral dimension and thickness are much larger than  i j  +  i ß .

(ii) An escape event will be generated, if a  SiK photon em itted  from th e  
sensitive region escapes to the  outer dead layer or vacuum, w ithout absorption in 
the  interm ediate incomplete charge collection region.

(iii) A SiK event will be recorded, if a SiK photon excited in the  outer dead  
layer reaches the  sensitive region.

The expressions under discussion are :

I e s c  =  2 ^ o  e x P [ ~ P o ( x d +  x d ) ] J k u k {  е х р ( - т х о )
1 _  Pi_ l n  ( P i  +  P o

P o Pi

exp(p 0 X D ) 
P o

and

Ei[-(p,i -I- po)xd] ~ exp(-poXD) Ei(-piXD) 

-exp[-(pi  + p0)xD] In + Píxd Ei(-piXD)^ (1)

I s m  =  ^ I o J K U K ^ [ e x p ( - p tx d) -  e x p ( - p 0Xd) ] exp( - p i XD)

+  —  ex p[ -p 0( xd +  x D)] 
P  о

Ei[(po -  Pi)(xd + x D)] -  Ei[(pо -  Pi)xD)

- [ 1  -  po(xd +  x D )] exp[p0(xd + x D )] Ei[—pi (xd +  x 0 )] 

+ (1  -  P o x d )  exp(p.QXD) E i ( - p i X D) | , ( 2 )
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where J0 is th e  intensity of th e  incident rad iation , J k  and u>k  are the jum p 
fac to r and fluorescence yield for th e  К -shell, [1q and щ  are the lineax a ttenuation  
coefficients of silicon for the incom ing and SiK rad iation  respectively, while E i ( x ) 
denotes the exponential integral function.

Since these expressions are valid for arbitrary  x j ,  х д  values, experim ents w ith 
Si(Li) detectors having  extrem ely thick entrance windows (x j =  О -5- 5/лп, xd  =
0. 2.i-15/xm) to  enhance  the tiny effects hardly observable w ith norm al Si(Li)s have 
been  carried ou t to  check the m odel and the above formulas at the  same time. In 
tw o from three cases the results are  very convincing [8].
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D e te r m in a t io n  o f  r e lia b le  К / A r  a g e s  in  c a se  
o f  c o r r e la te d  К  an d  e x c e s s  A r  

c o n c e n tr a t io n s :  A  c a se  s tu d y  for  th e  a lk a lic  
o liv in e  b a sa lt  o f  S o m o sk a , 

S lo v a k ia n -H u n g a r ia n  b o u n d a r y

K. Balogh, D. Vass x, L. Ravasz-Baranyai 2

1Geologicky Ústav Dionyza Stura, CS-81704 Bratislava, M lynská dolina 1,
Slovak Republik

2H ungarian Geological Survey, H-1442 Budapest, P f 106, Hungary

O n the basis o f  previous studies (Balogh et ah, 1981; K antor & W iegerova, 
1981; B alogh  et al., 1986) 2.5 - 2.0 M a age was expected  for the alkalic olivine basalt 
o f  Som oska, Slovakian-H ungarian boundary. Contrary to  this expectation , a set o f  
K /A r m easurem ents perform ed on different fractions (prepared  by m agnetic and  
heavy liquid separation) resulted ages from  7.27 M a to 4.65 M a (Tab. 1) and isochron  
ages show  similarly great scatter from  6.02 M a to 4.31 M a (Fig. 1); the fit o f  the points  
to the straight lines is poor. It has b een  dem onstrated, that linear relation o f  К  and  
A r(ex) concentrations m ay cause erroneously old isochron ages and it is difficult to  
recognize this bias, since the value o f  the 4 0 Ar/36Ar - 4 0 K /36Ar and 4 0 A r(rad) - 40K  
isochron ages is similar.

O n the ground o f  correlation o f К  and A r(atm ) concentrations in the  
fractions o f  the Som oska basalt, similar relation betw een  the К  and A r(ex )  
concentrations could not be excluded, thus, the reality o f  old K /Ar as w ell as isochron  
ages rem ained questionable. T he correlation o f  К  and A r cocentrations is 
conceivab le if  both elem en ts are incom patible with the m inerals constituting the rock.

Fig. 1. Isochron diagrams
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H o w ev er , by selectin g  fractions o f  similar A r(atm ) concentrations ( 0 ^ 5 , 
D 2 M 7 , D 2 M j and  D 4 M 3  in T ab le  1 and m arked with arrows in Fig. 1) very accurate  
isochron ages o f  4.06 ±  0 .06  M a and 4.08 ±  0.03 M a w ere obtained , which are  
interpreted in  term s o f the real age o f  the Som oska basalt. This dem onstrates th e use  
o f  A r(atm ) co n ten t in extending the applicability o f  K/Ar isochron m ethods and  
proves that b asa ltic  volcanism  in the study area started at least 4 .08 - 4.06 M a ago.

Table 1. K/Ar ages of fractions of the basalt from SomoSka.

Fraction К

%

40Ar(rad) 

IO' 7 ccSTP/g

4®Ar(rad)

4®Ar(tot)

4®Ar(atm) 

10-6  ccSTP/g

40Ar 

36 Ar

40K/36A r Age 

xlO'® Ma

grain size: 0.1 - 0.15 mm

D i M7 2.14 4.310 0.00 1.72 369.7 1.64 5.18±0.38

D j M5 2.182 4.001 0.265 1.11 402.0 2.58 4.72±0.28

D i М3 2.132 3.860 0.150 2.19 347.6 1.28 4.65 ± 0 .44

D j M i 1.884 4.317 0.110 3.49 332.0 0.71 5.89±0.75

D2 M7 1.760 3.345 0.240 1.06 388.8 2.19 4.89 ±0.31

D 2  M4 1.689 3.881 0.170 1.90 339.7 1.17 5.80 ± 0 .49

D 2 М2 1.698 3.142 0.20 1.26 369.7 1.78 4.70 ±0.35

D 2 M 1 0.743 1.723 0.140 1.06 343.6 0.93 5.96±0.60

grain size: 0.043 0.1 mm

W .r.l. 1.819 3.782 0.156 2.05 350.1 1.18 5.35 ±0 .48

W.r.2. 1.932 3.871 0.135 2.48 341.6 1.02 5.15±0.51

D 1 M3 2.389 5.227 0.178 2.41 359.5 1.30 5.62 ±0 .45

D i M i 2.107 5.959 0.190 2.54 364.8 1.09 7.27±0.56

d 2 m 3 2.223 4.428 0.146 2.59 346.0 1.13 5.12±0.47

D 2 М2 2.282 5.559 0.168 2.75 355.2 1.09 6.26±0.53

D 2 M 1 2.145 4.942 0.123 3.52 336.9 0.80 5.92 ±0 .67

D 3 M2 2.109 4.992 0.254 1.47 396.1 1.89 6.08 ±0 .37

D 4 M3 1.173 2.404 0.184 1.07 362.1 1.45 5.27 ±0 .38

D 4 М2 1.162 2.251 0.338 0.44 446.4 3.47 4.98 ±0 .20

D i M i 0.678 1.625 0.156 0.88 350.1 1.02 6.16±0.53
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G eochronological studies w ith  the K /A r  m ethod in  1992
K. Balogh, E. Árva-Sós. Z. Pécskay

A  short summ ary o f chronologic results published in 1992 will be g iven
below .

In accordance with the expectations, K/Ar data verified that S-H arghita is 
younger than N -H arghita. O n the basis o f detailed  investigations 2 -3 M a w as  
estab lished  for the duration o f  volcanic activity o f the Kakukk M ts. [1]. T he latites o f  
Fruska G ora (N . Serbia) crystallized near the E ocen e  - O ligocene boundary, i.e. th ey  
are m ore or less coeva l with the P aleogen e volcanic rocks that are presen t in H ungary  
along the D arno-line [2,3]. A  summary o f  chronologic studies perform ed on  T ertiary  
volcan ites in H ungary has been  prepared [4]. T he presence o f  L ow er R hyolitic  
T u ff level in the central part o f the D anube - T isza Interfluve w as proved by  
m easuring 19.0 M a on  a biotite from  borehole Lajosm izse-1 [5]. Early O ligocen e age  
o f 30.9 ±  0.9 M a has b een  estab-lished for the Perelik  volcanic m assif (C entral 
R h od op es, Bulgaria) [6]. Lower C retaceous age was m easured  on dikes uncovered  by  
b oreh o les betw een  the M ecsek  and Villányi Mts., SW  Hungary. T he dikes rep resent  
a differentiation series o f an alkali basaltic magma, and the K/Ar age is regarded as  
the tim e o f  m agm atic activity. T he rejuvenating effect o f  the A ustrian orogen ic p h a se  
(cca 100 M a) can be observed only on rocks from the tecton ic b lock  rep resen ted  by 
b oreh o les N agykozár-2 and M áriakém énd-З [Ъ.

G ranites w ere studied from  a 450 km^ area in SW  Sinai, Egypt. H orn b len d e  
and b iotite  w ere dated. T he older as-sem blages (d iorite - tonalite - granod iorite) 
resulted  ages from  653 ±  26 M a to 567 ±  22 M a, w hile from  602  ±  23 M a to  
568 ±  22 M a ages w ere obtained for the younger (m onzogranite - syenogranite - 
alkali feldspar granite) assem blages. (C oop.: A . M. A bdel-K arim , G eo l. D ep t. F ac. 
Sei., Z agazig U niv., Egypt).

D ating o f  basaltic rocks from  the C erova V rchovina hills, Slovakia w as  
continued  and an age o f  about 1.3 M a was indicated for the term ination o f  basaltic  
volcanic activity. (C oop.: D . V ass, G U D S , Bratislava, Slovakia).

A ges from  103 M a to 78 M a w ere m easured on  biotites fro m  the S o p ro n  M ts. 
T h ese  are older than the Rb/Sr and FT ages and unusually large (4UA r r  ”Ar =  842)  
enrichm ent o f  radiogenic Ar was observed in a fluid inclusion in a hydrotherm al 
quartz. (C oop.: I. D unkl, G eochem . R es. Lab. Hung. A cad . Sei., B udapest).

T he age o f  hydrotherm al m ineralization o f  N agybörzsöny has b een  directly  
determ ined  as 14.6 ±  0.5 M a by dating hydrom uscovite. This show s that 
hydrotherm al m ineralization was not separated in tim e from  the volcan ic activity. 
(C oop.: B. Nagy, H ung. G eol. Inst., B udapest).

T he K/Ar ages m easured in 1992 confirm that the volcanic activity in th e  
Baia M are zone is partly contem -poraneous with that in the Tokaj, O as and V ihorlat 
M ts., and differs from  the Calim ani - Gurghiu - H arghita zone w here it lasted until 
the Q uaternary. (C oop.: O. E delstein  et al., C U A R T . S. A . Baia M are, R om ania).

M iddle Jurassic age was deduced for the ophiolitic rocks o f  D arn o  H ill (N  
H ungary), suggesting their similarity in age with the rock suites o f  Szarvaskő. O n the  
other hand, the ophiolites o f  the Bódva V alley are older, but all the ophiolitic series  
w ere affected  during the Austrian tectonophase. (C oop.: S. Józsa, D ep t. Petrogr. 
G eoch em ., E ötvös U niv., Budapest).
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R a d o n  m o n ito r in g  a t a g e o lo g ic a lly  a c t iv e
a rea

J. Hakl and I. Hunyadi

The N orthern  foreground of M átra  m ountain in Hungary was well known for 
a  long tim e for their hydrocarbon deposits. In the last decades in several places 
carbon dioxide upflows at the surface were also reported, which intensity was 
changing bo th  in tim e and space.

In January  1992, drastically increased CO2 levels were m easured in a  few 
houses of M átraderecske village, located in the same area, w ith concentrations 
often exceeding 2 % vv. in some parts  of the houses.

It was found th a t CO2 originates from a satu rated  deep Triassic karst w ater 
reservoir, from  where it m igrates to  the surface near the s tru c tu ra l faults of th e  
covering s tra ta .

Since the  beginning in was clear th a t 222Rn can be well used as a  tracer of 
underground fluid motions in the areal mapping of this process and  possibly can 
also be found a t increased levels in the exposed houses.

Two series of radon m easurem ents were applied using nuclear track  detector 
technique to  localise the gas seepage phenomena. A quick search for the active 
areas was perform ed using one week long exposure time. The radon  concentration 
profile was m easured along three lines of 1 m deep shallow drills, running N-S (one 
line) and E-W  (two lines) and crossing the expected exposed area. S tarting  at th e  
same tim e a  spatially more extended radon survey was perform ed in 130 houses 
of the village w ith two m onths exposition time.

The results of bo th  radon surveys revealed a structure w ith sim ilar character 
showing the  same enhanced regions in N orthern and Central p a rt of the village. 
These regions w ith enhanced gas upflow were also well identified by o ther geological 
and geophysical m ethods.

The m ean radon activity concentration for studied dwellings is 517 B q /m 3, 
which value for the 70 houses located in the critical region is 929 B q /m 3. T he 
highest values exceeded 8000 B q /m 3 levels. In these houses successful m itigation 
actions were already completed.

This work was supported in p a rt by the City Hall of M átraderecske.
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E x te r n a l  E x p o s u r e  o f  th e  P o p u la t io n  in  
S u m m e r  1992  in  R e g io n s  C o n ta m in a te d  b y  

th e  C h e r n o b y l R e a c to r  C a ta s tr o p h e

I.Uray

Six years a fter th e  Chernobyl catastrophe there  are still regions of Ukraine, 
Bjelorussia and R ussia  with a  considerable level of contam ination. This fact is a 
continuous problem  of the officials and  of about 15 millions of people living here, 
respectively. B oth  sides require th e  possible exact knowledge about the  present 
situation , of course. W ithin the scope of a large scale expedition, sponsored by the  
Federal Republic of Germany, th e  external exposure of the population was investi
ga ted  among o thers. Using precision measuring technics, connections between the 
contam ination level, different social factors and the level of the external exposure 
were examined.

For the m easurem ents LiF therm olum inescent detectors (TLD-100, Harshaw) 
and a  SOLARO reader have been used. Using the BET m ethod [1] and a special 
evaluation and correction program  FASTGLOW  (unpublished) a m easuring accu
racy of about 10 p e r cent of a week background exposure has been obtained. By 
th is technics a sh o rt (max. 2 weeks) exposition, consequently a quickly ro ta tion  of 
the  dosim eters and  m ore reliable exposition circum stances have been arranged. As 
b o th  the  d istribu tion  of the contam ination and the circle of movement of different 
persons were very different, a correct value of a ’’personally characteristic” m ean 
dose ra te  is m easurad . An active an d  correct cooperation w ith the population is 
necessary, but it w ould be inpossible for a longer m easuring period.

In  a four m o n th  period the dosim etric control of 3600 persons has been car
ried ou t. A lot o f localities of different characters and contam ination levels, ( 
from  contam ination free ones to  a  contam ination of 4.07M Bq/m 2,) in different 
distances (30-300km) from C hernobyl have been chosen. A questionary enclosed 
to  th e  dosimeters h as  solved the collection of the most im portan t social d a ta  for the  
single m easurem ents: place of residence, sex, age, characteristic way of the  work 
(indoor, outdoor o r mixed), and th e  character of the living home (wooden, brick 
or concret). A m ean  value of the  contam ination is known from a lot of Russian 
m easurem ents for every locality [2]. The correlation between the m ean values of 
the contam ination a n d  of the m easured dose ra te  in the case of the small villages 
w ith  agricultural character is ex trem ly  high (the correlation coefficient is 0.996). 
In th e  localities w ith  mixed living and working conditions the p icture is more 
complicated. The u rb a n  character is in general a restriction factor of the  radiation 
level, b u t the decrease of the m easured dose ra te  is different for the  different so
cial groups. The specific dose ra te  (th e  values of the  dose ra te /con tam ination  in 
/rSvm2/M B qh u n its ) is 0.1414 for th e  indoor and 0.2077 for the ou tdoor groups. 
This value is 0.2196 in  the case of people living in wooden houses and is 0.1278 for 
those living in brick or concrete buildings, 0.1963 for male and 0.1820 for female. 
T here is an unam bigiios minimum for the age-groups between 20-49 years, while
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the dose ra te  m easured for children is about 30, and for the old people near 60 per 
cent higher.

The efficiency of a high scale Russian decontam ination action in year 1989 
was also investigated. A decrease of the radiation level is m easurable at different 
groups of the  inhabitan ts, bu t the degree of it is only m oderate. On the  o ther 
hand, in these villages one find a bright dose ra te  d istribution, the  effectiveness 
of the decontam ination for different groups of the  inhabitants seems to be very 
different.

Six years after the Chernobyl catastrophe the m ain problem  is the  137-Cs con
tam ination. Because of its long half life and of the slow m igration th e  present stage 
changes only slowly. The distribution of the activity is very casual, its  concentra
tion in a few m eter distance may change m any orders of m agnitude. There are 
places in a distance of 2-300 kilometers with higher contam ination, th an  th a t a t 
the  border of the  30km zone. In this situation the accurate dosim etric control, the  
dosis reconstruction and the determ ination of the collective dose are very difficult, 
the decontam ination is scarcely possible, and the sense of fear of the population 
is very high.
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A n  X P S  a n d  E P M A  s t u d y  o f  s iz e  
f r a c t io n a te d  a m b ie n t  a e r o s o l p a r t ic le s  

c o l le c te d  in  u r b a n  a n d  r u r a l a r e a s

J. Tóth, I. Beszeda *, F. Medve 2, I. Bozsik-Gál 3

aD ept. of Solid S ta te  Phys. , Lajos K ossuth  Univ. (K LTE),
H - 4010 Debrecen 1, Pf. 37.

la b o r a to r y  of Hygiene of Am bient Air, N ational Public H ealth Centre of 
C ounty H ajdú-B ihar (ÁNTSZ), H-4001 Debrecen, Pf. 115. 

3Electricity Works, M átrai Power P lan t Corp., H-3272 V isonta, Pf. 21.

Surface and bulk analytical investigations of am bient aerosol particles were 
carried out by XPS and EPM A , respectively. T he instrum entation  used were: 
the homemade XAES m easure system  of the  ATOM KI [1,2] and  the  AMRAY 
18301 SEM equipped with EDAX EDS which belongs to  the KLTE. [XPS: X-ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy; EPM A: Electron Probe M icro-Analysis; XAES: X- 
ray excited Auger Electron Spectroscopy; SEM: Scanning Electron Microscope; 
EDS: Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrom eter],

The size fractions of particles sam pled were (0.5-1, 1-2, 2-4, 4-8, 8-16, >16 /im) 
as before [3]. For sampling tw o types of cascade im pactors were used, a Battelle- 
type (with six stages) developed in the  P IX E  group of ATOM KI and  an OH-611-C 
type produced by the R&D Inst, of Iron Industry, B udapest.

By the help of the good sensitivity of our new XAES instrum entation  XPS 
spectra of S, N, C were m easured on samples collected using 3 hour sampling 
periods (I, II and  III) in the day tim e (m orning peak  hours (I), noon hours (II) and 
afternoon peak hours (III)), respectively in the  heavy traffic centre of Debrecen. In 
all of the periods we pum ped abou t 2 m 3 air th rough  the  B attelle im pactor at a  flow 
ra te  of 12 1/m. Using the OH-611-C im pactor we m easured the m ass of 220 /xg/m3 
of the to ta l flying dust (sizes below 15 / i m )  at a flow ra te  about 70 m 3/h o u r in 
the tim e period overlapped well w ith the  o ther 3 ones. The sam pling period a t the  
rural sites in the  neighbourhood of a coal fired power plant (V isonta near town 
Gyöngyös in the  m ountains M átra , H ungary) was 6 horns long. All of our sampling 
periods were short enough and  set up in the day tim e no t to overlap w ith  the night 
tim e, which are im portan t from  the  point of view of representative sam pling [4].

In the experim ents a special sam pler consisting of a th in  P T F E  (polytetra- 
fluorethylene) layer on the surface of a  g raphite  backing was used which proved 
to  be optim al from  the point of view of bo th  XPS and EDX (Energy Dispersive 
X-ray Spectroscopy) techniques. F irst the  XPS m easurem ents were carried out on 
the samples. T hen the same sam ples were coated w ith  a  very th in  carbon layer 
(the thickness of a  few tim es 10 nm ) to  minim ize the  charging effects. In this 
way we were able to  get good spatial resolution BSE (backseattering electron), SE 
(secondary electron) and EDX (Energy Dispersive X -ray) images by EPM A.
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Prelim inary results coming from XPS and EDX on the fine fractions (0.5-1, 
1-2 /zm) of the particles are given in the  next paragraphs.

Assigning the S and N peaks in the XPS spectra, it was found th a t the S was 
in the chemical s ta te  of SO4-  and the N was in the  NH* (nam ed after [5]) s ta te  in  
bo th  of the fine fractions. From the XPS peak areas of S and N we obtained  th e  
S O ^ /N H *  photoelectron intensity ratios. At the  Debrecen site in the 0.5-1 /zm 
fraction, in all of the 3 hour periods I, II and III th is ratio  was 0.5, while in th e  
1-2 /zm fraction the respective tem poral ratios were 0.1, 0.3 and  0.5, respectively. 
At the power plant sites № 1 (about 50 m to  the plum e) and № 2  (about 2.5 km  
to  the plume) the ratios were 0.8 and 0.7 in the 0.5-1 /zm fraction, respectively 
and 0.1 and 0.3 in the 1-2 /zm fraction, respectively. These ratios are very different 
from the ra tio  of 1.0 can be found in the com pound (N114)2804 except in the case 
of plant sites in the 0.5-1 /zm fraction.

At the Debrecen sampling site in the 1-2 /zm fraction the S /S i atom ic concen
tra tion  ratios in the tim e periods I, II and III were 0.5, 1.0 and  1.5, respectively 
from the surface by XPS and 0.3, 0.2 and 0.4, respectively from  the  bulk by EDX. 
From the ratios a strong surface enrichm ent of S and a  gradual increase of S content 
in the surface layers from the  m orning to  the afternoon period can be concluded. 
In the 0.5-1 /zm fraction the  Si peaks could not be detected  by X PS, the bulk S /S i 
ratios were 0.9, 0.2 and 1.0 by EDX. The tendencies of the tem poral changes of 
the  bulk S/Si ratios were similar in bo th  of the fractions, bu t the  m orning an d  
afternoon ratios related to  the noon ones were a  factor of 3 and 2.5 tim es higher in 
the  smaller fraction th an  in the larger one indicating enrichm ent of S in the  bulk  
in the m orning and in the afternoon.

An interesting result is coming from the  tem poral (the Debrecen site) an d  
spatial (the power plant sites) XPS m easurem ents, too. The X PS peak areas of S in 
the 0.5-1 /zm fraction related  to  the peak areas of S in the 1-2 /zm fraction were 6 , 3 
and 2 in the tim e periods I, II and III, respectively. From the  spatial m easurem ents 
these ratios were 5 and 10, a t site № 1 and site № 2 , respectively. The conclusion is 
very similar to  the conclusion of the review article [6], namely th a t the  continental 
airborne sulphate is m ainly in the smaller size fraction ( around 0.5 /zm ) .

The d a ta  in terpreta tion  (f.e. images by EPM A ) and the com parison of our re 
sults w ith o ther d a ta  (SO2, NO2 concentrations, m eteorological d a ta ) are presently  
under way.
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We have been in terested  in studying the P b  concentrations of atm ospheric 
particulates in D ebrecen city for m ore th an  two years. The toxicity of lead inhaled 
is well known and  its  chronic effects on hum ans have been extensively studied
[1]. Dam age to  the  central nervous system  - causing lead encepholopathy and 
neuropathy - is a m arked  and common feature, especially in children w ith their low 
Pb tolerance. In children, chronic P b  poisoning may result in physical brain  dam age 
with perm anent sequelae, including behavioral problems, intellectual im pairm ent, 
and hyperactiv ity  [2]. In our city th e  m otor traffic can be regarded as the m ain 
source of lead in a irborne  particles. T he aim of our m easurem ents has been to  
determ ine the trends in the variation of Pb  level throughout a longer period of 
time.

Atm ospheric aerosol samples were collected weekly at three different loca
tions: ” A” Dósa N ádor square (center), ”B” Dobozi street (east) and ” C” Medical 
University School (D O T E , north) in Debrecen city from July 1990 to  June 1992. 
On the  whole, 204 sam ples were taken  by the N ational Public H ealth  Center of 
County H ajdú-B ihar (a ir pollution m onitoring is one of their regular tasks) and 
put a t our disposal for analysis. The atm ospheric aerosols were collected on two 
types of glass fiber filters: Sartorius SM 13400 and Paraplan. The analysis of a t
mospheric samples were carried out w ith  an autom atic m easuring and evaluating 
XRF system  based on an ATOM KI-Type SiLi x-ray spectrom eter [3], an au to 
m atic sam ple changer equipm ent [4], and  an IBM com patible AT. The resolution 
of the spectrom eter was 165 eV at the  M nA a line. For the excitation of charac
teristic x-ray fines 1-125 (200 MBq activ ity) ring shaped radioisotope x-ray source 
was used. M easurem ent times were 3600s. All the spectra  were analyzed by the 
AXIL program  [5] an d  the ’’Sensitivity Calculation” procedure was used for the 
determ ination of concentration values of Pb.

The average concentration d a ta  of lead are sum m arized in Fig. 1, and Fig. 2, 
through two years. It can be seen th a t the  lead concentration values are higher in 
the center of the city th an  they are in  the  outskirts ”B” and ”C” . This is quite 
expectable because location ”A” is m uch more congested w ith traffic th an  places 
”B” and  ” C” . The m onthly  concentrations of lead averaged for the  three sites are 
p lotted in Fig. 2. S tudying  the variation of Pb  concentration as a function of tim e 
we can see th a t there  is an abrupt decrease at the beginning of 1991 which could 
probably be a ttr ib u te d  to  the 100% increase of the price of the fuel at the end
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of 1990. It can also bee seen th a t the Pb concentrations are som ew hat bu t not 
significantly higher in the first half of 1991 than  in the same period of 1992 (200 
±9 0n gPb /m3 and П0±120пдРЬ/т3 separately). This may be th e  consequence 
of the  reduction of P b  concentration (from 0 .4gP b /l to 0.2 gPb/1) in benzine, 
supposing th a t the m otor traffic rem ained the same in the two tim e interval.

F ig. 1. Monthly average Pb concentrations at the three sampling sites.

Fig. 2 . Average Pb concentration in atmospheric aerosol in Debrecen city.
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S tu d ie s  O n  B r o m in e  : L ea d  R a t io s  In  C ar
E x h a u s t  G a s

Atef Ali*, J. Bacsó and I. Uzonyi

* Nuclear Physiscs D epartm ent, College of Science, Minia University, Egypt

Br and P b  elem ents are regarded generally as reliable indicators of hum an 
activity, considering particu larly  car exhaust, which is the m ajor contributor of 
P b  and Br in fine and coarse airborne particles of the  atm osphere [1]. Namely, 
Pb-ethyl is added  to  the benzine (in 0.2g /1 quantity) to  improve its anti-knocking 
properties and  th is  com pound burns into PbBrCl [2]. Therefore, w hen analyzing 
airborne particles B r/P b  ratio  is used as a tracer for car exhaust gas [2]. The aim 
of our experim ent has been to  determ ine the B r/P b  ra tio  in fresh car exhaust gas 
an d  to  investigate the  efficiency of a  special lead trap  filter constructed  by a local 
firm.

Samples w ere taken directly  from car exhaust tu b e  w ith a sim ple technique 
(see Fig. 1) w hich consisted of a  m etal cylinder, a  holder, a glass tube (w ater 
tra p ), an air volum e counter and  a vacuum pum p w ith  flaw rate  of 5 m 3/h . The 
gas samples were filtra ted  on ash free filter paper (free from Br and Pb) w ith and 
w ithout the lead  tra p  filter. A ltogether, 10 independent experim ents were carried 
o u t at different tim es using a  SKODA car and benzine of 92-type. T he analysis 
of the  gas exhaust samples was carried out w ith an autom atic m easuring and 
evaluating X R F system  explained in a previous article in this A nnual Report. A 
typical x-ray sp ec tru m  representing car exhaust gas sample is shown in Fig. 2.

Br and P b  concentration d a ta  measured w ith and  w ithout the  lead trap  filter 
are presented in  Table 1. It is seen th a t the lead tra p  filter reduces the quantity  
of P b  and Br em itted  from th e  exhaust tube to  the atm osphere from  805 ±  218 
to  644 ±  112 ц д Р Ь / т 3 and from  229 ±  40 to  194 ±  35 f igBr / m3 . The efficiency 
of th is lead tra p  filter is about 20% . B r/P b  ratios in our results are 0.31 ±  0.10 
w ith  lead trap  filter and 0.29 ±  0.04 w ithout it which are very close to  the ones 
m easured in E ng land  (0.25 ±  0.01 ) [3] and in M ölndal (0.24), Sweden [2]. It is also 
seen th a t B r /P b  ra tio  has a relatively high fluctuation (0.22-0.47 w ith  lead trap  
filter and 0.26-0.37 w ithout it) and  their average is lower than  the  expectable one 
(0.386) calculated from the stochiom etric ratio  of the  PbBrCl. Therefore, these 
results, in accordance w ith o th er investigators’ da ta , m ean limit in the  estim ation 
of P b  content of aerosol particles which can be a ttr ib u te d  to  car exhaust by using 
th e  stochiom etrical B r/P b  ra tio  (0.386) for the separation.
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up for sample collection from the exhaust tube.

W ith Lead Trap Filter W ithout LT .F ilter

Results
N um ber Pb Br Br/Pb Pb Br Br/Pb

1 - - - 969 264 0 .2720

2 - - - 837 234 0.2792

3 688 151 0.2197 • - -

4 - • - 995 263 0 .2647

5 691 187 0.2710 - - -

6 - - - 772 215 0 .2779

7 781 219 0.2799 - - -

8 - - - 451 167 0.3693

9 510 240 0.4704 - - -

10 548 175 0.3200 - - -

Average 
±  S.D.

644
±112

194 
±  35

0.3122
±0.0954

805
±218

229 
±  40

0 .2926
± 0 .0 4 3 2

Fig. 2. A typical X-ray spectrum 
of exhaust gas sample.

Table 1. Br and Pb concentrations 
in car exhaust gas.
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A p p lic a t io n  o f  G la ss  F ib e r  F ilte r s  in  E D
X R F  A n a ly s is

Atef Ali*, I. Uzonyi and J. Bacsó

*Nuclear Physiscs D epartm ent, College of Science, Minia University, Egypt

A system atical study of th e  applicability of glass fiber prefilters in energy 
dispersive x-ray fluorescence analysis (ED X R F) has been carried out. As it was 
discussed in a  previous article of ours in this Annual Report, airborne particles 
collected on glass fiber prefilters were given to  us for X R F analysis. Having some 
disadvantageous features —too high blank values, unequal penetration  of particles 
into the filter m ate ria l, etc.— they  are rarely used in ED XRF analysis. In order to  
get reliable an a ly tica l results we had  to  investigate which elem ents can or can not 
be analyzed using  th is filter m aterial. The aerosol samples were collected on two 
different types o f glass fiber prefilters: SARTORIUS SM 134 00 and  PARAPLAN 
(Hungarian p ro d u c t) . The diam eter of filters was 257mm and the loaded areas were 
230mm in d iam eter. The border p a rt was free from particles and it was selected 
as a  blank m a te ria l in the analysis, since different sheets produced significantly 
different characteristic  x-ray yields still from the same paper type.

From each of the  two different filter types used for the collection of samples 
one was selected for the study. They were expected to  give the lowest character
istic intensities for most of the  elem ents (in order to  study the  least m easurable 
m aterial) because the  sample collection was carried out in the ou tsk irt of Debre
cen city where th e  m otor traffic is relatively low. From both  of the  loaded and 
clean areas of each  kind of filter 5-5 disks were analyzed by ED X R F m ethod. The 
experim ental conditions were th e  same as discussed in our previous article except 
th a t (depending on  the characteristic energies of elements, E <  5KeV or E>5K eV ) 
Fe-55 (26GBq) an d  1-125 (400M Bq) ring shaped radioisotope sources were used 
for the excitation  . The m easurem ent tim es were 5000s (1-125) and  300s (Fe-55) 
respectively.

Results are  sum m arized in Table 1. Average values of the five independent 
m easurem ents of characteristic x-ray peak counts are reported together w ith their 
standard  deviation . Elements having significantly higher characteristic peak in ten
sities in the sam ple  th an  in the  blank area are regarded as m easurable ones. For 
the  determ ination of significant differences unpaired T-test was used. It is seen, 
th a t  selecting p < 0 .0 1  significance level, only the S and P b  elements are m easurable 
from  the 24 elem ents analyzed. T he blank glass fiber filter contains almost all of 
the  elements to  b e  measured, such as Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Ba, Mn, Fe, Co, 
Ni, Cu, Zn, B r, R b , Sr, Zr, Mo, which is in good accordance w ith  the  lite ra tu re  
d a ta  [1]. Fortunately , in case of lead, the filters have blank values low enough to  
measure Pb quantitatively . It has to  be m entioned th a t the blank values, m easured 
for Au and P b  elem ents, are only an artefact of the SiLi spectrom eter itself.
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These results show , in accordance w ith  other literature d a ta  [2], th a t besides P b  
element, glass fiber prefilters have very limited value in m ultielem ental analysis of 
airborne samples.

Table 1. Characteristic peak counts of elements measured with Fe-55 (Si-Ва) and 1-125 
(M n-Pb) source excitation using two different types of glass fiber prefilters: Sartorius 
and Paraplan. (*) Denotes significant differences (p<0.05).

SARTORIOS

SXKPLK В LAKK
E l e a . K a a n ±  8 . D . K a a n ±  8 . D . T - a t a t P
S i 1 4 3 9 2 2 5 0 1 5 3 0 2 4 4 0 - 4 . 0 0 . 0 0 4 *
p K l 47 88 89 1 . 5 0 . 1 7 8
8 4 2 7 7 8 1 4 4 3 0 7 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 *
C l > 1 4 1 1 2 3 8 7 2 9 2 . 5 0 . 0 3 9 *
К 2 9 5 8 4 3 4 2 3 0 5 1 7 1 3 3 9 - 1 . 5 0 . 1 4 9
C a Э 0 9 8 5 2 0 3 7 2 8 9 5 5 2 0 1 4 1 . 4 0 . 1 5 2
T i 9 2 3 4 2 8 4 9 1 3 4 7 2 4 4 2 5 - 1 . 3 0 . 2 2 4
B a 6 5 0 6 9 2 8 5 4 4 4 0 0 4 1 0 1 3 3 0 . 2 0 . 8 2 7

Kn 2 1 1 2 8 1 9 8 1 1 0 . 9 0 . 3 7 2
P a 5 9 1 1 4 0 3 5 2 5 4 3 . 2 0 . 0 1 3 *
Co 39 2 9 57 22 - 1 . 1 0 . 3 0 4
N i 1 1 0 2 4 94 3 4 0 . 8 0 . 4 5 3
Cu 2 5 8 4 0 2 4 0 49 - 0 . 1 0 . 9 2 3
Zn 4 7 2 7 9 7 9 3 4 4 4 8 0 3 2 7 2 . 1 0 . 0 7 1
Be 13 1 1 - 1 13 1 . 8 0 . 1 1 1
ВГ 4 4 2 0 45 13 0 . 1 0 . 9 2 7
Rb 7 9 8 4 1 8 2 1 5 5 - 0 . 8 0 . 4 4 3
s r 2 9 1 4 8 5 2 8 5 9 7 0 1 . 1 0 . 2 8 7
z r 2 5 9 3 0 2 2 7 22 2 . 0 0 . 0 8 5
MO 39 1 3 4 5 2 5 - 0 . 5 0 . 4 4 9
Cd - 1 4 2 1 2 5 4 - 0 . 4 0 . 5 7 4
AU 73 39 88 3 1 - 0 . 7 0 . 5 2 4
Я д 3 2 4 1 14 0 . 2 0 . 8 4 5
P b 2 8 9 2 3 1 3 8 32 8 . 4 0 . 0 0 0 *

PARAPLAN

SAMPLE BLANK
E l a a . M a a n 1  8 . D . K a a n ±  8 . D . T - B t a t P
s i 1 9 5 4 5 3 8 5 2 0 3 3 3 2 2 5 - 3 . 9 0 . 0 0 5 *
p 4 9 3 48 5 1 1 49 - 0 . 5 0 . 4 4 3
8 1 2 4 9 7 7 3 7 4 32 2 3 . 4 0 . 0 0 0 *
C I 1 7 7 33 2 4 4 24 - 4 . 9 0 . 0 0 1 *
к 1 1 1 3 3 1 9 2 1 0 7 3 4 1 3 4 3 . 8 0 . 0 0 5 *
c a 1 1 0 9 0 5 1 2 4 9 1 1 2 8 4 0 8 1 9 - 2 . 9 0 . 0 1 9 *
T i 4 4 1 1 4 8 5 7 4 1 2 8 0 . 7 0 . 5 0 9
Ba 1 5 3 1 4 1 1 4 4 4 1 5 7 - 1 . 5 0 . 1 4 3

Mn 2 4 2 5 1 5 2 8 0 . 4 0 . 5 5 7
P a 4 3 1 4 4 4 3 7 32 - 0 . 2 0 . 8 2 9
Co 1 8 23 7 1 0 1 . 0 0 . 3 5 7
K i 4 0 12 3 5 2 5 0 . 4 0 . 4 8 1
CU 42 30 2 1 10 2 . 9 0 . 0 1 9 *
Zn 1 1 4 7 49 1 0 7 4 4 1 2 . 1 0 . 0 7 1
S a 1 0 39 1 3 1 1 - 0 . 2 0 . 8 7 2
ВГ 8 1 2 4 3 1 43 2 . 2 0 . 0 4 0
Rb 78 33 74 23 0 . 2 0 . 8 1 4
s r 2 3 3 2 7 2 0 9 23 1 . 4 0 . 1 5 4
z r 3 4 2 45 3 4 4 17 0 .8 0 . 4 3 4
Mo 5 4 2 0 4 0 34 0 . 9 0 . 3 9 7
Cd 3 12 1 3 8 0 . 1 0 . 9 3 0
AU 7 5 2 0 47 2 4 0 . 4 0 . 5 4 2
нд 1 7 12 22 19 - 0 . 4 0 . 4 9 1
P b 2 3 4 19 1 3 9 28 4 . 4 0 . 0 0 0 *
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P I X E  D a t a  S e t  o n  A tm o s p h e r ic  A e r o s o l  
E v a lu a te d  b y  W in d  S e c to r  a n d  T a rg e t  

T r a n s fo r m a t io n  F a c to r  A n a ly s e s

I. Borbély-Kiss, E. Koltay, Gy. Szabó

In the present work [1] a  P IX E  d a ta  set containing elem ental concentrations 
in nearly 200 aerosol sam ples collected between M arch 1988 and  December 1989 
have been subjected  to  a twofold analysis. On the  one hand a subdivision of the  
samples into five w ind sectors has been m ade on th e  basis of calculated 850 h P a  
air trajectories provided by A. M olnár, L. Bozó, E. M észáros and  J. M. H arris
[2]. The variation of some regional signatures w ith w ind sectors has been observed 
and compared w ith  sim ilar d a ta  from  earlier publications dealing w ith aerosol in 
the  Swedish atm osphere and  in the  Black Sea region. On the  o ther hand  to ta l 
da ta , i.e. unresolved w ith respect to  wind direction, have been subjected to  ta rget 
transform ation factor analysis. The calculations were perform ed w ith  the com puter 
code FANTASIA.

Our a ttem p t to  source region identification is based in the  first case on th e  
evaluation of 104 samples devided in to  five groups according to  the wind sectors 
given by the analysis of air tra jecto ries. Derived M n*/V * ratios are presented in 
F ig .lA  as the length  of the vectors directed  along the  bisectrices of the  wind sector. 
O ur da ta  in sectors 1 and 5 are in accordance w ith the  accepted W est-European 
m ean value. T he high value in sector 2 indicates high East-E uropean  emission. 
The high value in sector 4 is considered as an effect of South-European sources. 
In Fig.IB  the Zn/V * ratio  is represented by the polygon. The effect of South- 
European sources does not show up in sector 4. In sector 2 a high anthropogenic 
contribution is well indicated. For the  sake of a com parison wind sector diagram s 
were constructed and presented in F ig s .lA -lB  from the  d a ta  by Swietlicki [3] taken 
w ith PIXE m ethod at a ru ral site in Sweden and from  those by Hacisalihoglu et 
al. [4] received from  IN A A on sam ples collected over the  Black Sea. The Swedish 
m easurem ents reveal low absolute concentrations and  signature values, b u t dia
grams point again towards the  m iddle or eastern  p a rt of Europe. The scale of the  
polygon does not apply to  the  Black Sea case because the  published d a ta  allowed 
only to determ ine its  shape (the  m ean ra tio  M n*/V *= 5 .8  gives an  idea about the  
m agnitudes) from  which the  same conclusion can be draw n. All three cases give a 
fairly strong support to  the  guess th a t M iddle-East Europe plays a  non-negligible 
role in the emission of aerosols w ith  high values of signatures M n*/V * and Zn/V *.

The results of the  target transform ation  facto r analysis are obtained in the  
form of source profiles, i.e. contribu tion  of the  revealed factors in  arb itra ry  units, 
and as source scores, i.e. contribu tion  of the  factors (sources) to  the  atm ospheric 
aerosol norm alized to  the m easured concentrations. The yearly d a ta  as well as 
their subdivision to  sum m er and  w inter parts  were trea ted .

The in terp re ta tion  of the factors in term s of aerosol sources is som ewhat arb i
trary. The first factor heavily loaded w ith  elem ents of low enrichm ent factor, repre-
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sents the soil as source. The second factor containing m uch Pb , S and  soil-degraded 
elem ents is considered as a mixed source of dust and exhaust particles, typical for 
m otor vehicle traffic. The th ird  factor is in terpretab le  as coal-com bustion mixed 
w ith oil-burning. The fourth factor highly correlated w ith Cl and heavily loaded 
w ith S may be identified as domestic heating. It is very likely th a t the  fifth factor 
contains mostly emissions related to  industrial m etallurgy.

The evaluation of the source scores indicates, as shown in Fig.2, th a t  the five- 
factor solution exhausts the m easured elem ental concentrations alm ost completely. 
The sums of the calculated scores axe generally close to  100 %.

For more reliable inform ation a  new larger set of samples is being collected 
under well-controlled conditions.

F ig. 1 A and  B. Wind sector distribution polygons for regional signatures (data taken 
from [1,3,4]
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Fig . 2. Contribution of the revealed factors to atmospheric elemental concentrations 
(source scores)
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A e r o s o l  S a m p lin g  a n d  A n a ly s is  b y  P I X E

I. Borbély-Kiss, E. Koltay, Gy. Szabó,

A regular aerosol sam pling has been continued in co llaboration  w ith  C en tra l 
In s titu te  of A tm ospheric Physics.

Further 132 aerosol sam ples collected in D ebrecen (in  A TO M K I) has been  
analysed by PIX E. E lem ental concentration  of Al, Si, S, Cl, K , C a, T i, V, C r, M n, 
Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Br, Ba, P b  has been calcu lated  for each sam ples.

Yearly and  m onthly averages of th e  concentrations for th e  above m entioned  
elem ents has been calculated together w ith  the  enrichm ent factors. O n the  basis of 
enrichm ent factors we could identify the  origin of elem ents (soil or an thropogenic).

The resu lts of th is analysis has been presented on the  II. H ungarian  A erosol 
Conference in  Debrecen.

ELEMENTAL COHCKHTRATIOHS in ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOL PARTICLES in
ng/m3

BELGIUM
H I

DAHMARE
[2]

HUHGART 
1991-1992

ELK- BRUSSELS COPENHAGEN ESBJERG K-PUSZTA DEBRECEN |
HEBT urban urban suburban rural rur al suburban 1
AI 853.0 344.0 289.0 294 429
Si 340 1946.0 749.0 650.0 662 1534 1
P 129 85
S 2220 1429 2673
Cl 24 86
К 192 218 520
Ca 300 345 816
Ti 23 100.0 33.0 32.0 17 52
V 19.0 9.5 10.0 2 9
Cr 5.6 1.8 1.9 7 23
Mn 17 27.0 12.0 11.0 10 16
Fe 780 1466.0 336.0 318.0 256 775
Co 1 16
Hi 8.9 3.6 3.2 2 7
Cu 51 52.7 10.6 4.7 2 13
Zn 113 151.0 49.4 53.1 24 57
As 3 32
Se 0.6 0.6 0.7 1 <3
Br 125 257.0 22.7 29.2 42 22
Ba 62.1 9.5 8.5 <20 32
Pb 480 909.0 105.0 105.0 19 86

[1] Maenhaut W..Thiessen L.,Verduyin G.: Nuci. Instr. Meth. B49 
(1990) 406
[2] Jensen F. P.: Rise Report, Roskilde, Danmark (1982)
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G r o ss  a lp h a  r a d io a c t iv ity  a n d  c h e m ic a l tr a c e  
e le m e n t  c o n te n t  o f  th e r m a l w a te r s

K. Varga*, I. Hunyadi, J. Hakl, I. Uzonyi,

J. Bacsó and L. Mikó**

* Bessenyei György Teacher’s Training College, Nyíregyháza

**Hungarian Geological In stitu te , Regional Geological Service of Eastern
Hungary, Debrecen

In a jo in t research project alpha radioactivity and microelement content of 
therm al w aters originating from  different geological layers of the  G reat H ungarian 
Plane were analysed by complex nuclear analytical m ethods. The sampled wells 
are s itua ted  in  H ajdú-B ihar and Szabolcs-Szatm ár-Bereg counties in Trans T isza 
Region (see F ig .l ) and in the m ajority  they supply seasonally or perm anently

F ig . 1. Geographical location of the thermal wells investigated.

Solid s ta te  track detection and energy dispersive x-ray spectrom etry were ap 
plied for th e  determ ination  of alpha radioactivity  and chemical element concentra
tion, respectively. The same solid tab le t of 10 mm in diam eter and 1 mm thickness 
pressed from  the  dry residue of therm o-evaporated w ater samples was used for 
bo th  analysis.

Two pieces of CR-39 type track detector were closely m ounted on b o th  sides 
of the tab le ts  and  this sandwich was sealed in a tigh t radon proof bag during the
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tim e of exposure which was about 100 days. The gross alpha activity concentration 
of the  w ater sample was deduced from the num ber of accum ulated alpha tracks.

Fe-55 and 1-125 sources were used for the x-ray fluorescence analysis, th e  
characteristic lines of the excited elements were m easured by a Si(Li) x-ray spec
trom eter having typically 170 eV energy resolution. The macro and  m icro element 
(Z>14) concentrations present in the  solid tablets were determ ined by sensitivity 
calculation m ethod of the QXAS (AXIL) programme. For the determ ination  of 
trace elem ents (I, Mo, Fe, Cu, Zn, As, Br, Sr, Hg, Ba) in ppm  quantities 16-20 
hours m easuring tim e was necessary.

From the first evaluation of the m easured da ta  it appeared th a t the dry m in
eral residue of half of the samples falls in the range of 1-3 g/1 independently  of 
the  dep th  of the aquifer. In the case of w ater samples originating from  900-1200 m 
depth  the  m ineral content shows a very wide distribution (1-12 g/1). The m easured 
alpha radioactivity  weakly correlates to  the dry residue content b u t the  correlation 
is m ore evident for Ca and Sr (Fig.2.). As bo th  Ca and Sr are chemically homo- 
logue of the  radium , this is a strong indication th a t the gross a lpha radioactiv ity  
corresponds most probably to Ra-226. Evaluation of the  m easured d a ta  concerning 
o ther elements and the geological environment of the therm al wells is in progress.

This work was partly  supported by the H ungarian Geological In s titu te  and 
N ational Scientific Research Fund, contract No. 3005.

Fig. 2. Correspondence between alpha activity and concentrations of Ra homologues.
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T h e  O r ig in  o f  G r o u n d w a te r  a n d  D is s o lv e d  
A m m o n iu m  in  S E -H u n g a r y  b y  

E n v ir o n m e n ta l I s o to p e  D a ta

J. Deák 1, I.Fórizs 2, É. Deseő \  E. Hertelendi, M. Veres

The Regional W ater Supply of Újkígyós (RW SU), providing 18000 m 3/d ay  of 
drinking w ater, was established in 1960’s on the alluvial fan of the  River M aros, 
SE-Hungary. T h e  system atic w ater quality control always resulted high content of 
N H 4 (average: 2 mg/1) and some chemical com ponents (As, CH4) exceeding the  
allowed limit for drinking w ater.

The stable n itrogen isotope ra tio  (<515N) of the am m onium  dissolved in the  
supplied w ater w as m easured to  determ ine the origin of the NH4. There are several 
potential sources, which could pollute the supplied w ater by NH4:

-agricultural activity  using artificial fertilizer 
-livestock farm s

/

-the w aste w a ter of the villages Újkígyós and  Szabadkígyós 
T he natural orig in  of NH4 (abyssal or layer) is also possible. The stable nitrogen 
isotope com position of any nitrogen-bearing m aterial is characteristic for its origin. 
Based on the  lite ra tu re  [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] :

-<U5N value of the groundw ater is about +7.5% 0 in natu ra l sta te  
-615N value of nitrogen in the  shallow groundw ater derived from  artificial fer
tilizer is in  th e  range 0 — + 2% 0
-<515N value of nitrogen derived from livestock farm s is in the range
TlO — -f 20%o
-the 615N value of nitrogen of the shallow groundw ater under settlem ents 

varies greatly, because th a t w ater is a m ixture of precipitation and waste w ater, 
and  both  w aters m ay contain nitrogen from different sources (household, livestock, 
artificial fertilizer, etc.), and the  ra tio  of mixing determ ines the nitrogen isotope 
composition.

-the n itrogen  isotope com position of surface w ater m atches well w ith  th a t of 
th e  shallow groundw ater of th is  surroundings.

The groundw ater of the s tra ta  deeper th an  80 m is very old. It derives from 
the  p recip itation  fallen at foreland of m ountains 25—30 thousand years ago. This 
w ater is p ro tec ted , therefore we can exclude the surface origin of the  am m onium . 
T he mean of 015N values is + 5 % 0, which confirms the  layer origin of NH4 w ith  a 
possible con tribu tion  of some abyssal NH2 or N2.

The g roundw ater from the  m ain aquifer (18-80 m) is also very old, bu t p roba
bly because of th e  exploitation, some shallow, uncontam inated groundw ater m ixed 
to  it. The <515N value in the m ain  aquifer is +7±1% „, which differs from the  val
ues measured in  the  shallow groundw ater of areas, where artificial fertilizers have
been used ( + 1 ---- b4%0), and of areas, which are contam inated by waste w ater of
villages or of livestock farm s ( + 1 0 ---- 1-25%0).
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The tritiu m  content of w ater from the wells exploiting the  18-80 m dep th  
region is under the detection limit (1 TU ) with two exceptions (W S-6 and W S-7), 
where they are 1.9 TU  and 2.8 TU. Hence the 1 TU  detection lim it corresponds 
to about 40 year w ater age, the precipitation fallen during the la te s t 40 years is 
not detectable in most of the wells. The agriculture has been using the  artificial 
fertilizers for 30 years only. By this way the dissolved NH4 could not originate 
from artificial fertilizers.

In the  two wells, where tritium  content is detectable, the 615N is + 7 .8% 0, 
which is a  little  b it more positive than  in the o ther wells (+7% 0) an d  m ay indicate  
a contribution of organic nitrogen of little  am ount (F ig .l.) . This could be dem on
stra ted  by system atic tritiu m  and stable nitrogen m easurem ent. In these two wells 
the electric conductivity  is also higher (730 цБ/ст)  th an  in the  o th e r wells (av
erage 624 /iS /cm ). In accordance w ith the stable isotopes, this positive shift can 
also indicate a contribution of some surface water, where the electric conductivity  
is m ore th an  thousand /j,S/cm .

2 J. Deák, I Fórizs, É. Deseö, E. Hertelendi, M. Veres

A ' A

F ig .l. Cross section through the wells of RWSU and  some isotopic an d  chemical 
com position of the  supplied water.
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T h e  v u ln e r a b ility  to  p o llu t io n  o f  t h e  
D e b r e c e n  W a te r w o r k s

E. Hertelendi, M. Veres, L. Mikó l , L. Marton

The Debrecen W aterworks has four fields (see F ig .l.)  using groundw ater from  
Lover P leistocene aquifers. It has been generally accepted th a t the  w ater resources 
in the Lower Pleistocene aquifers at the  depth  of 160 —180 m are p ro tec ted  against 
contam inants being overlain by thick layers of silt and  silty clay aquitaxds of low 
perm eability. However, radiocarbon m easurem ents of groundw aters in the Field
II. show th a t the  m ajor aquifer of this field is not pro tected  against pollution from  
the  surface. T he radiocarbon ages along the cross section (see F ig .l .)  are decreas
ing in the direction of the  m ain flow. 14C  activities of samples from  aquifer 3 and  
taken from wells num ber 22a, 8 and 30 are 28.15 pmc, 28.10 pm c an d  24.13 pm c 
respectively (code 664, 668 and 663). The com puted ages are 7500, 8100 and 8600 
years respectively. This may be in terpreted  as a result of a leakage from  aquifer 
2 to  aquifer 3. Radiocarbon activities in aquifer 2 are 42.3 and 39.58 pmc which 
result in ages of 3700 and 4200 years (code 667 and  673). T he w ater p roduc
tion  in the Field II. s ta rted  in 1953. Radiocarbon results show th a t w ater masses 
from  aquifer 2 moving vertically could have reached aquifer 3 during  the  last 40 
years. Considering this fact carried out hydrodinam ical calculations which show 
th a t contam ination from the surface can reach the m ajor aquifer w ith in  100 years. 
The situation  is even more hazardous in the case of shallower wells drilled in th e  
territo ry  of the  Pharm aceutical Factory BIOGAL in Field II. These wells were 
deepened into the  aquifers 1 and 2, where vertical travel times are m uch shorter 
th an  discussed above [1].

F ig .l. Location of the Debrecen W aterworks w ith four fields and  the  position  
of the C-D section.
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2 E. Hertelendi, M. Veres, L. Mikó, L. Marton

Fig.2. Geological profile (C-D section) set trough Field-II w ith  the location of 
w ater p roduction  wells.
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P ro d u ctio n  and R ad iochem ical S ep ara tio n  o f ^ i  
fo r B iom edical S tudies

I. Mahunka, P. M ikecz, T. Ido*, M. Kawamura*, L. A ndó, Z . Kovács 
* Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan

T he role o f  the trace e lem en ts especially o f  the essen tia l e lem en ts  is very  
im portant from  different aspects o f  hum an life [1]. T he num ber o f  the essen tia l 
e lem en ts is growing, because the b iological im portance o f  som e new  trace e lem en ts  
is verified . N ow adays it is uncertain w eather titanium  is an essen tia l trace e lem en t. 
T he titanium  has a 45T i positron em itter radioisotope, which can b e  produced  w ith  
sm all cyclotrons and it has proper nuclear data for the application o f  nuclear tracer 
technique in the hum an PET studies too.

Taking into consideration the im portance and producibility  o f  45T i w e  
d ecid ed  to elaborate an im proved m ethod for its production and rad iochem ical 
separation  at our cyclotron laboratory. This w ork has b een  perform ed  in  
cooperation  with the T ohoku U niversity (Sendai, Japan), w hich  has already  
experiences in  this field  [2 ].

T he 45Ti was produced via the 4 5 Sc(p,n)45T i reaction. A t the irradiation o f  
thin scandium  foil (thickness: 250 /лп, purity: 99.9% ) with 11.5 M eV  proton  b eam  
the m easured yield  was (9.3 +  0 .9)m C i/uA h in good  agreem ent w ith  the results o f  
Ishiwata et. al. [2]. In our later experim ents w e increased  the bom barding energy  
up to E p =  14.5 M eV  to produce sim ultaneously the ^ S c via the ^ S c ^ p n ^ S c  
(Q  = -11.3 M eV ) reaction. T he ^ S c radioisotope was used for the quality control o f  
the radiochem ical separation. T he m easured yield  at this energy w as (10.0  +  
1.0)mCi/juAh.

A n im proved m ethod was also elaborated for the rad iochem ical separation  
o f  45T i from  the target material. T he separation took  p lace on  a fresh ly prepared  
D O W E X  50 W X  2 ionexchange colum n (100 - 200  m esh, 1 cm  i.d. x 16 cm ). T he  
irradiated target ( -5 0 0  m g) was dissolved in 6  M  HC1 and after oxidation  it was 
load ed  onto the colum n. T he titanium  was then e lu ted  with 6  M  HC1, w hile the  
scandium  was rem oved with 4 M HC1 containing 0.1 M H F . T his procedure  
required less than 2 hours and had a yield o f (75 _±_ 10) %. T he scandium  content 
o f  the no carrier added 45Ti fraction was lower than 0.1 mg. O n th e  basis o f  our 
prelim inary results this m ethod is giving a higher purity at the separation , w hich  
is controlled  by gam m a-line m easurem ent o f the rad io isotopes o f  titanium  and  
scandium .
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E x c ita tio n  F u n ctio n  and T h ic k  T a rg e t Y ie ld s  
fo r 123I  P ro d u ctio n

I. M ahunka, L. A ndó, P. M ikecz, A .N . Tcheltsov*, I.A. Suvorov*
*I.V. Kurchatov Institute o f A tom ic Energy, M oscow, Russia

The cyclotron-produced  123I is regarded as on e o f  the m ost suitable  
radionuclide for S P E C T  studies. C onsidering the im portance o f  1 2 3 I, different 
m eth od s have b e e n  investigated for its production [ 1 ].

In our ea r lier  work [2] a m eth od  was elaborated  to obtain  highly enriched  
123T e  (95.6% ). U s in g  this target m aterial the optim um  conditions for production  
have b een  in vestiga ted  and som e d isagreem ent w as found b etw een  the m easured  
and calculated y ie ld  values. In th ese  calculations, the cross section  data o f  Schölten  
et al. [3] were u se d . T o clear th e  discrepancy, w e rem easured  the excitation  
fu n ction  of 1 2 3T e (p ,n )123I reaction  up to 18 M eV  proton  energy by using the  
conventional s tack ed -fo il technique. T he m easured cross section  data in  com parison  
w ith  the data o f  S h o lten  et al. [3] are shown in Fig. 1.

To evaluate th e  m ost practical and econ om ica l 123I production  param eters, 
th ick  target y ie ld s o n  1 2 3T e 0 2  targets (100 %  123T e enrichem ent) w ere  calculated  
at d ifferent target th icknesses as a function o f  the bom barding proton  energy. T he  
resu lts are show n in  Fig. 2.

F ig .l.:  Excitation fun ction s of 123T e (p ,n )123I 
reaction

Fig.2.: Y ields for 123I production on 123T e 0 2 
thick targets

Com paring ou r  cross sectio n  data to the results o f  Schölten  e t al. [3], there  
is a  good agreem en t as for the m axim um  value o f  the cross section , but our 
excitation  function  is shifted to th e  low er energy d irection  about 1 M eV  (F ig .l.) .  
T h is shift explains th e  discrepancy b etw een  the m easured  and calcu lated  yields o f  
1 2 3 I, and makes e v e n  m ore favourable the use o f  d irect production  m eth od  at sm all 
cyclotrons.
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G a s I n je c t io n  w ith  S w itc h in g  M o d e  
C o n tr o lle d  M e m b r a n e  V a lv e

L. Bartha, I. Nyilas *

*Bessenyei Teacher’s College, P.O.Box 166. H-4401 Nyíregyháza, Hungary

In the  experim ents on ion-source development the excellent reproducibility 
of gas-flow is essential. A trad itional combination of needle valve and  a gas-flow 
m eter as a  solution assures very slow regulation, and  it requires m anual adjustm ent.

Instead of m anual control, we applied a Balzers-m ade m em brán  valve, and  
m ade it operate in switching mode, unlike usual analogous regulation [1]. We have 
designed two versions. In the first one we influence the gas-flow by the  frequency 
and w idth  of a pulse train . This can be useful in a very wide range. T he other case 
is offered for lower gas-flows, controlling the valve by the w idth of a  single pulse. 
The fluctuation of gas-flow due to  the switching mode operation, is sm oothed by 
a capillary, connected in series w ith the valve and  a  dead zone of a  P iran i-p robe.

The electronic circuits regulating the valve, consist of a single CMOS IC 
(CD 4093) and a  couple of transistors. They are conrolled by TTL-level of 
SW ITCH I. ou tpu t of a PIRANI VACUUM GAUGE NX-10, m ade by our in
stitu te .
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B u ild in g  th e  I n s t i t u t e ’s lo c a l  E th e r n e t
n e tw o r k

Zs. Dombrádi and G. Székely

The dem and for a local a rea  network (LAN) in the  Institu te  has been arisen 
in  the  end of th e  80-ies. The old PD P-11/40 host com puter becam e obsolete, more 
a n d  more PC -s w ere installed, a n d  the users w anted to  com m unicate w ith their 
colleagues th ro u g h o u t the world. They wanted also to  reach powerful com puters 
a n d  other services, like scientific libraries and databases or high quality  printing.

The first h is to rica l step happened in the spring of 1991, w hen a  single th in  
E thernet segm ent was installed in  building VIII. L ater on it was extended w ith two 
o th er segments connected th rough  a 4-port repeate r and a separate  new segment 
was installed in  building I. To provide funds for the  extension of the  network 
we have played a n  active role in  preparing an application and la te r a  bid for a 
m etropolitan a re a  network (M A N ), connecting th e  members of th e  Universitas of 
Debrecen, and for building th e  backbones of LAN-s of the m em ber institutions. 
Now, after the  b idd ing  procedure, we have a ra th e r clear plan for ou r LAN.

The optical backbone of th e  In stitu te  will have a star topology, shown in the  
figure. It will b e  connected to  th e  mono-mode FD D I ring of the  Universitas in 
room  001 of bu ild in g  I. A Cisco AGS+  router will be the com m unication server, 
placed in the C yclo tron  Laboratory. From the E therne t ports of the  rou ter 6-fibres 
optical cables w ill ru n  to each building. The sharing of the ports will be solved w ith 
Cabletron op to-repeaters. At th e  end of the optical cables generally a  Cabletron 
repeater will be  p laced , which is ab le to connect the  optical cable to  several coaxial 
segments. We p la n  to  use their p o rts  on a one segm ent per level basis. The network 
will be m anageable down to re p e a te r  port level using SunNet m anager.

The repeaters  will be placed in the  following rooms: 107/1, 019/11, 001 /V III, 
123/IX , 110/V I, 114/X II. Separate  optical cables will go to the room  114 of De
partm ent of E xperim enta l Physics, to  the reading room  of D epartm ent of Medical 
Chem istry and to  the  Cryophysics Laboratory. T he last endpoint will contain an 
opto-transciever in stead  of rep ea te r, which allows to  connect one coaxial segment. 
Possibility for connecting the positron  tom ograph (P E T ) to the network will also 
be provided. T h e  coaxial cabling will be carried out by the In s titu te ’s workers, the  
optical cabling, th e  purchase an d  installation of th e  network devices will be m ade 
by Optotrans Ltd. They will help to  do a first setup  and  tuning of our LAN.

A Sun SPARCserver 10, to  b e  placed in the Cyclotron Laboratory, will provide 
network services such as rem ote login, file transfer, electronic m ail in addition to  
NFS. The basic p ro toco l supported  on the backbone will be the T C P /IP . D ECN ET 
will be available th rough  the M icro VAX in building VIII. The Novell network in 
building I will be  able to access th e  server through an IP X -T C P /IP  gateway. The 
international services of In ternet will be used th rough  the national IP  backbone. 
U ntil the rea liza tion  of the U niversitas ring, it will be accessed th rough  our X.25 
line. The In te rne t dom ain nam e of the  Institu te  is: a to m k i.u n i-d eb .h u .
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A  N e w  T y p e  o f  E le c t r o s ta t ic  E le c tr o n  
A n a ly z e r  w ith  C y lin d r ic a l S y m m e tr y

I. Rajta, К. Tőkési and D. Varga

The calculated electron optical properties of a  new m irror type analyzer w ith 
d istorted cylindrical field are presented here. The aim  of the  design of the analyzer 
was to  provide a device to  m easure the  energy d istribu tion  of electrons sim ulta
neously at different angles, in the  full azim uthal angular range (like the ESA-21 
electron spectrom eter [1].)

The analyzer consists of two cylindrical sym m etric parts , the  house of the 
analyzer and the inner cylinder are a t ground po ten tia l while the  focussing outer 
cylinders w ith conical ends are a t negative po ten tia ls  (see the  Fig. 1).

F ig .1. Schematic cross section of the calculated electrostatic analyzer with several elec
tron trajectories around 90° entrance angle

In Fig. 1. L is the  d istance betw een the point source and the  focal ring. L 
is dependent on the en trance angle (a )  of the electrons w ith respect to  the spec
trom eter axis (the m edium  value of a  was chosen to  be c*o =  90°). The L(a)  curve 
characterizes the focussing properties. The results of the  num erical potential and 
trajectories calculations are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1.

Figure 2. shows th a t the  new system  has a second order focus near c*o =  90° 
(see the curve w ith n=0.905, where n is the spectrom eter constant, n = U/ E  w ith 
U as the focussing voltage and E  as the  electron energy).
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Fig. 2. The focal length (L;point source - ring focus) as a function of the entrance angle 
of the electron trajectories at different spectrometer constant, n =  U/ E  where U is the 
focussing voltage and E  is the electron energy.

The calculated relative energy dispersion of the new analyzer is considerably 
higher than  th a t of the  several type of analyzers designed previously, as it can be 
seen from the d a ta  in Table 1.

Table 1. Relative energy dispersion of the different type electrostatic spectrometers

Type of the spectrom eter n  E A L  
U r  — L A E

Classical СМАЙ 0.914
D istorted field DCMA (ESA-13)M 1.202
SM-DCMA (ESA-21)W 0.983
present analyzer 1.505

We have m anaged to  design a  double pass electron spectrom eter w ith a ring 
focus, appropriate for measuring energy and angular d istribution  of the  electrons 
simultaneously. Its dispersion is higher and the mechanical construction  is simpler, 
th an  in the case of previous designs.
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I n s ta l la t io n  o f  a  S p lit -P o le  M a g n e t ic  S p e c tr o g r a p h
in  D e b r e c e n

A. Krasznahorkay, S. Török and L. Félegyházi

It is well known th a t  a m agnetic spectrograph is a basic tool in cyclotron laboratories. 
At th e  end of 1991 P ro f. M.N. H arakeh (Vrije U niversiteit, A m sterdam , The N etherlands) 
offered us a Scanditronix  Split-Pole m agnetic spectrograph as a present. The m ain charac
te ris tics  of the spectrograph  are the  following:

T he К  value ( E Ma x  =  K Z 2/ A ) : 

M axim al solid angle:

U sed solid angle:

Angle o f the focal plane:

L eng th  of the focal plane: 

B ending  radius:

E nergy  region:

H orizontal magnification:

V ertical magnification: 

D ispersion:

Energy resolution:

K =80

A Q  — 5.4 m sr 

AÍ2  =  2 m sr 

45°

120 cm 

40-90 cm

E max! Emin — 4.8

0.34

1.7-3.3

10mm/%

A E /E  = 6 x l0 ~ 4

According to  th e  above param eters and the possibilities available a t our in s titu te , we 
have got a green light for the insta llation  of the spectrograph. The cost of dism antling and 
tran sp o rta tio n  was covered by the D utch M inistry of Education w ith the  kind help of Dr.
S.Y. van der Werf (K .V .I. Groningen, The N etherlands). The installation in Debrecen was 
su p p o rted  by the H ungarian  N ational Science and Research Foundation (O TKA ).

T he  spectrograph arrived at our in stitu te  on Septem ber 23 1992. T he mechanical insta l
la tion  a t our cyclotron was finished in November 1992 w ith an extensive help of Prof. H.P. 
Blok and  L. Mars (V rije U niversiteit, A m sterdam , T he N etherlands). A schem atic lay-out 
of th e  spectrograph a n d  beam  channels can be seen in Fig. 1.

T he  power supply, NM R m agnetic field m eter, vacuum  system, ta rg e t cham ber w ith  the 
sliding-seel, the Si p o sitio n  sensitive detectors and related  electronics were already checked. 
T he first test m easurem ents w ith th e  spectrograph will be carried out a t the beginning of 
1993.
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the split-pole spectrograph at the 45° analyzed beam line of the 103 
cm cyclotron; switching magnet (SM), power supply of the spectrograph (PS), quadrupole doublets 
(Q), scattering chamber (SC).
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Irrad iation  stud ies on integrated  c ircu its  
for the FE R M I m icrosystem

G . Dajkó, A . Fenyvesi, A . K erek3, J. M olnár  

aMarme Siegbahn Institute of Physics, Frescativägen 24, S-104 05 Stockholm, Sweden

The F E R M I digital Front-E nd and R ead out M icrosystem  for detectors for 
the future L H C  experim ents at C E R N  is under d evelopm ent w ith in  the fram ework  
o f the R D -16 p roject [1]. The m icrosystem  w ill b e  fabricated using the S ilicon  on  
S ilicon  technique w ith  bipolar type process for the analog and 1 д т  C M O S  
technology for th e  digital part. T he system  m ust withstand the radiation expected  
over its life tim e.

The n eu tron  flux and gam m a dose calculations by Ferrari et al. [2] for the  
calorim eter reg ion  o f  the LH C  detector E A G L E  (now  A T L A S) show , that the m ost 
exposed  region  is th e  end cap zon e. In th ese calculations the exp ected  annual 
gam m a dose is 103  G y and the neutron  flux is assum ed to be 101 4  n /cm 2,year with  
an exposure tim e o f  107  sec/year. T he energy spectrum  o f  th e neutrons peaks 
around 1 M eV . T h e  in tense environm ental gam m a and neutron radiation fie ld  as 
w ell as the gam m a radiation o f the neutron  activated package itse lf  m ight resu lt in 
radiation dam age o f  the FER M I chip.

T hese p ro cesses  can be stud ied  using 1.173 M eV  and 1.332 M eV  photons  
em itted  by a “ C o gam m a source and neutrons from  a 9B e target bom barded by 18 
M eV  protons. T h e  neutron  spectrum  has its m axim um  intensity around 1 M eV , it 
is extended  up to  18 M eV  and the average neutron energy is 3 .7  M eV .

CM OS p rod u ction  test circuits (m anufactured by A M S, A ustria) containing  
a set o f  FE T  transistors with d ifferent characteristics and a ring oscilla tor w ith  a 
fixed frequency o f  28 .869  M H z w ere irradiated at the intense 60C o gam m a source  
and at the p(18 M e V ) +  9B e cyclotron neutron source at A T O M K I.

The gam m a d o se  dependence o f  the frequency o f the ring oscilla tor is show n  
in fig. 1. E ffects o f  recom bination  p rocesses at room  tem perature and at 120 °C  
after the irradiation are also presen ted  in fig. 1. A  test irradiation w ith 2 .4 x l0 13 

n/cm 2  was also m ad e on  3 p ieces o f  th ese  type o f  IC ’s for a period  o f  approxim ately  
3 hours. The osc illa tor  frequency dropped by 5 % at these neutron  doses. [3]

T he neutron  activation o f  th ese  integrated circuits as w ell as 6  d ifferent 
packages with th eir  silicone chips (tab le  I) (p lanned  to use for the F E R M I IC, 
obtained  from  IM M  Linköping, Sw eden) w ere also investigated. T h e found  iso top es  
and their estim ated  activities after on e year (continuous run o f  1 0 7  sec/year) 
irradiation with 10 1 4  n /cm 2  for the 6  d ifferent packages and a bare chip o f  IC5 are 
show n in table II. A s  a sim ple estim ation  for IC5 , if  one assum es that on e third o f  
the energy o f each  decay  (with m ean  energy o f  6  M eV ) is absorbed in  the silicon e  
chip (10  gram m s), th e  contribution from  the activation o f  the IC  to  the above  
m en tion ed  yearly environm ental gam m a dose is about 10 % [4].
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Figure 1 G am m a dose dependence o f  frequency o f  the ringoscilla tor o f  the  
C M O S test IC (obtained  from  A M S, A ustria) and post irradiation effects at 
room  tem perature and at 120 °C.

Table I M ain characteristic data o f the irradiated packages o b ta in ed  from  
IM M  Linköping (Sw eden).

Sam ple
code

Size
(m m 2)

N o. and type 
o f connections

M ain construction  
m aterials

IC1 31 X 31 84 connectors epoxy case  
Si, Sn, Cu

IC2 31 X 31 84 connectors
epoxy, A u , Si 

silica gel coatin gs  
glass fibre PC  board

IC3 31 X 31 84 connectors
epoxy, A u , Si 

epoxy soft coatin gs  
glass fibre PC  board

IC2-3 31 X 31 84 connectors
sam e as IC2 and IC3  

without coatin g  
glass fibre PC  board

IC4 3 7 x 3 7 92 pins polyam id, K ovar, A u, 
Si, A1

IC5 53 X 53 144 pins ceram ic case, K ovar, 
A u

C H IP 31 x 3 1 bare chip o f  IC5
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A utom ated Production  

o f Sterile 67G a-citrate and N a123I
Z . Kovács, P. M ikecz, Z. Szűcs, I. D om bi

The purpose o f  this work was to d evelop  autom atic com p u ter controlled  
system s for the production o f  m edium  lived rad ioisotopes and the fo llow ing  
preparation o f  radiopharm aceuticals, for laboratories having sm all cyclotrons. T h ese  
m ethods fulfil the dem ands o f  the local m edical com m unity in w hich  a regular  
supply is required in a few  G B q/w eek. Both the 67G a and 123I are p rod u ced  by (p ,n )  
reaction  from  enriched  67Z n and 123Te.

T he apparatuses are based on im proved procedure o f  our previously  
described m ethods [1]. The 67G a was separated from  the target by cation  exchange  
m ethod, w hile the 123I by dry distillation. T he block diagram  o f  the 67G aC l3 
interm edier and 67G a-citrate pharm aceutical production  is show n in F ig .l and th e  
sh em e o f  the apparatus for 123I production is show n in Fig. 2.

T he autom ated  system s are equipped with different sen sors and d etectors  
w hich perm anently control the correct functions during the w hole proced u re. A ll th e  
param eters ( radioactivities, flow  rates, tem peratures, fraction v o lu m es etc. ) are  
stored  for later control. N ew  autom atic system  was also d eve lop ed  for the sterile  
dispensing o f  67G a-citrate and N a123I, according to the GM P.

T hese system s are able to handle all sim ilar procedures based  on  io n  
exchange and dry distillation m ethods.

This w ork w as supported by N ational T echnical D evelop m en t Fund ( O M F B  
N o 9197-07-0932 ).

______________ I_______________ I
D isso lu tio n  a n d  

filtration
W a sh in g  to  

e lim in a t th e  M e2+
S e p a r a t io n  fro m  F e3+

67
a n d  e lu tio n  of G a C I3

E v a p o ra t io n

I
P o s itio n in g  o f th e D isso lu tio n  a n d D isp e n s io n  of c itra te S te r iliz a tio n C le a n in g  o f

c o n ta in e r  with dilu tion  in c itra te p lu g g in g  a n d
a t  121 *C a p p a r a tu s

d rie d  e7G aC I3 buffer s e a l in g  of th e  v ia ls

Fig. 1. The b lock  schem e o f autom ated 67G a-citrate production
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Fig-2. A utom ated separation  o f  123I from  tellurium  dioxide and d isp en sion  o f  the  
N a123I so lu tion

( legend: V  valves; V H  vial holders; T H  targetholder; U  H eating  voltage; C V  
co llectin g  vial; D  detectors; S syringes; T  iodine traps; FM  flow m eter; P U  pump; 
P pneum atic cilinders; )

Reference:
1. Z . Kovács, P. M ikecz, I. Szabó: Nucl. M ed icin e, 26, 197 ( 1987 ).
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D evelopm ent o f m ultichannel data acq u isition  system  
for sim u ltan eou s m easurem ent of rad ia tion  and  

analytical data during syntheses o f  
radiopharm aceuticals

É. Sarkadi, Z . Kovács, J. M olnár, M. Em ri*
* M edical Cyclotron Laboratory o f  M edical U niversity , D eb recen

T he installation  o f a Positron E m ission Tom ograph (P E T ) in  our laboratory  
in  the near future requires elaboration o f syntheses o f  som e b asic  precursors and  
radiopharm aceuticals.

In this process a m ultichannel data acquisition system  o f  d ig ita l and analogue  
signals which sim ultaneously controls the radioactive and inactive com pounds at 
different phases o f  the synthesis is very inform ative. It is u sefu l especia lly  in  such  
cases w hen control o f interm ediates and products has to b e  carried out by high  
perform ance liquid chrom atography ( H P L C ) or gas chrom atography ( G C ) during  
the synthesis. T h e sim ultaneous m onitoring o f the radioactivity data  from  d ifferent 
phases o f th e process and the analysis data m akes th e op tim ization  o f  
radiopharm aceutical production easier. T he im m ediate control o f  the effect o f  
m odification  o f  the production param eters g ive valuable in form ation  about th e  
quality o f the final product during routine production runs. T his, o f  course, cannot 
rep lace the quality control but reports on the run o f  synthesis w hich  is particularly  
im portant at short lived isotopes used in PET investigations.

T he arrangem ent o f the m easurem ent is show n in F ig .l.

H11CN production Gas-chromatographic system
for analysis of Ĥ CN

IRRADIATION ROOM HOT LABORATORY

Fig 1. M ultichannel data acquisition system



The m ultichannel data acqu isition  system ,w hich w as developed  in  A T O M K I  
for m onitoring o f  th e  H n CN in term ediate  production  [1] recently, handles four 
in d ep en d en t ch an n els  ( one 32 b its counter, two 16 bits countersand on e  16 bits 
dig ita l in p u t). T h e  softw are acquires data from each  channels sim ultaneously  and 
m ak es possible th e  real tim e appearance o f the tim e depending con ten t o f  the  
ind ividual channels as curves on  th e  graphic-screen. T h e  registered data are stored  
in  N u cleu s file form  at the end o f  m easurem ent.

The radioactivity o f the n C H 4 produced, com in g  up from  target through a 
sta in less steel tube o f  35 m  length and 2,4 mm i.d., is registered  by ch annel 1. T ubes  
w ith  sm aller d iam eter , which w ou ld  give sm aller dead  volum e, sh ow ed  narrow  
reten tio n  peak ( at 0 , 9  i.d. approx. 3 m in ) which m akes the conversion  w orse over  
th e  P t catalyzer.

T h e  trapping o f  th e  H n C N  is fo llow ed  by channel 2. It helped  to  op tim ize the  
con version  and absorp tion  circum stances like gas flow  rates, tem perature, form  o f  
the v esse l, height o f  absorber so lu tion  etc.

Channel 3. and 4. receive the signals from  H P L C  or G C . C hannel 3. 
m easu res the rad ioactive peaks, w h ile  4. m onitors the digitalized analogu e signals 
o f  inactive com p ou n ds com ing from  ultra-violet or therm al-conductivity detectors  
through  a 10 bits A D C  ( analogue - digital converter ).

In the case o f  H n CN production  up to three gas sam ples can b e  taken and 
analyzed  with G C  w h ich  gives in form ation  about the condition  o f th e  Pt catalyzer 
during the conversion . T he softw are m akes the start o f  subsequent analysis possib le  
during the w hole run by different markers.

This set up w ill b e  extended to  m easure m ore channels sim ultaneously  which  
is required  at m ore com plicated  syntheses.
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O ptim ization  o f the Irradiation G eom etry for N u c lea r  
W ear M easurem ent o f Superhard T urning T ools

L.t Vasváry, F. Ditrói, J. Kundrák*, J. Szűcs*, Z. Szabó*, I. Mahunka 
Department of Technology in Machinery, University of Miskolc

Thin Layer A ctivation  (T L A ) technique is a useful m ethod  in th e  
m easurem ent and m onitoring o f the wear o f superhard turning too ls  [1,2]. O n  th e  
basis o f  our earlier work [3,4,5] it was concluded that the m eth od  should  b e  
im proved to  fu lfill the follow ing dem ands em erging in industrial conditions:

- higher accuracy;
- m axim al sensitivity should be adjustable to different stages o f  th e w ear  

process;
- m easuring interval should be changeable.
T o fulfill these dem ands the possible optim ization  o f  the irradiation  

geom etry was investigated. For this purpose w e studied the geom etrica l param eters  
o f the volum e o f  the cutting edge lost due to the wear. W e have found, that th e  
w ear land is not norm al to the m ain axis o f the tool, but it is s lop ed  to the norm al 
surface approxim ately under 20°. It m eans, that the boundary o f  the activated area  
m ust b e  the sam e, as the wear land at the end o f  the lifetim e o f  the tool.

T he uncertainty o f  nuclear data and the unknow n com p osition  and density  
o f the activated m aterial give considerable error to  the wear m easurem ent. It w ou ld  
be preferable to  "drop out" these sources o f error. This is p ossib le  founding an  
irradiation geom etry, w here the activity distribution is uniform  in the d irection  o f  
the wear. This condition  can be achieved, if  the direction o f  the irradiation is 
perpendicular to the wear direction.

D u e  to  th e  co n s id e r a tio n s  
described  above w e irradiated the tools  
from  the top side. The tool to be 
irradiated was p laced  behind a mask. In 
such a way w e could  expose to  the beam  
only that part o f  the cutting edge, which  
will be w orn during the turning. This mask 
allow s an adjustm ent o f  the interval o f  
w ear m easurem ent by changing the size o f  
the part o f  the tool exposed  to the ion  
beam , (h: height o f  the part o f  the cutting  
edge, not covered  by the mask; see  F ig .l.)
U sin g  this irradiation geom etry one can  
calculate the calibration (wear-activity) Fig.l.: Position of the tool behind the mask 
curve (see  Fig.2.). For this purpose the
ratio o f  the projection o f  lost volum e onto the irradiated surface to the w h o le  
irradiated surface m ust be calculated.
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In F ig.2., so m e  calculated calibration  curves for d ifferent s izes o f  irradiated  
surface (h), and a  m easured on e are shown, with a good  agreem ent b etw een  them .

Measured Sc ca lcu la ted  curves

Fig.2.: Measured and calculated calibration curves for tool made of artificial diamond 
at different h values
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M a ss  s p e c tr o m e tr ic  m o n ito r in g  
o f  P A  A  a n d  P O A A  in  p e n ic i l l in  

fe r m e n ta t io n

I.Futó, S.Bohátka, M. Simon and J. Szilágyi

Mass spectrom etry  has gained an increasing role in ferm entation m onitoring. 
For the m easurem ent of gases of low molecular weight (M <64u) a  complex system  
has been used in pilot and large-scale plants [1]. A larger range of com ponents 
( volatiles and nonvolatiles ) in ferm entation liquids can be m easured if su itab le 
sampling m ethods are invented and higher mass range is covered by the MS. Such 
a sampling unit and m ethod were developed for the m easurem ent of phenylacetic 
(PAA) and phenoxyacetic acids (POAA).

A quadrupole MS of m edium mass range ( Q300-PC, ATOM KI) was a  ne
cessity. The success of the measurement depends critically on th e  properties of 
the m em brane interfacing the aqueous solution and the QMS. T h e  interface is a 
sheet silicone rubber m em brane (type: Dow Corning Silastic M edical grade) an d  
it is located ju s t next to  the closed ion source to avoid undesired desorption of 
the  sample m aterial on the  surfaces in vacuum, the phenom enon which is respon
sible for the a ttenuation  of the signal and the increase of response tim e (F ig .l). It 
is possible to  m onitor dinamic processes by continuously flushing the  m em brane 
w ith ferm entation liquid. Heating of the sampling unit and tubes as well as th e  
acidification of the sample are substantial requiremens. O ptim al tem peratu re  was 
55-60 °C, p H = l.

vacuum housing

The Q300 PC response at 136u and 152u (molecular weights of PAA an d  
POAA) were calibrated using standard  solutions. In bo th  cases th e  relationship
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in the  range of 0.2 - 14 mMol were linear (Fig.2). W hen unknown samples were 
analysed, known quan tities  of PA A and  POAA solutions were added to  the filtered 
ferm entation b ro th  (p H = l)  and the  response was also linear. O ther com ponents 
of the  ferm entation liquid  did not d istu rb  the m easurem ent in this range. The 
detection limits were found to be 0.2 mMol of PAA and 0.7 Mmol of POAA w ith 
Faraday cup detector. The response tim e (depending on the tem peratu re  of the 
sam ple) was approxim ately  4 m inutes at 60 °C. We checked the results by HPLC 
and found good correlation  between the  two m ethodes [2].

The advantage of th is  m ethod is th a t - after filtration - ferm entation liquids 
can be continuously sam pled and analysed quantitatively.

Fig. 2. Calibration curves of PAA and POAA solutions.
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O p tim iz a t io n  o f  Q u a d r u p o le  P r e - f i l t e r s

M.Simon, Cs.Trajber, S.Bohátka, and I.Futó

In quadrupole mass spectrom eters (QMS) the mass filters can be interfaced to  
ion sources th rough RF-only prefilters (P F ) to increase sensitivity an d  reliability. 
A com puter sim ulation model of QMS has been published recently [1] and it was 
applied to study optim ization of PF-QM S systems. The model is able to  calculate 
the transm ission of QMS but it is a ra ther time consuming process. Instead, we 
suggest th a t a simple m ethod should calculate optim al prefilter length.

It was discovered th a t we can well characterize ion tra jecto ries ( and con
sequently the stability  of ions in the PF-QM S field) by the average m axim um  
displacement function of ions (1):

r r [ a p e] rr [ape]  r 2 n

D r iy l pr e)  ~  J  J  J U m a x ( l p r e i  @ ^ d 6 d X ( )d y o  ( 1 )

where r[ape] is the radius of the entrance apertu re  of PF , N is a  norm alization 
constant ( the m axim al value the integer can take), lpre is the P F  length, в is th e  
initial R F phase, Umax replaces maximum m agnitude of ion position  vector (r) or 
its coordinates (x),(y) [2],[3] (Fig. la ). Transverse components of ion velocities are 
neglected.

This function is periodic and the length of period is independent of the m ass 
num ber if we keep the ion velocity constant . This function is unequivocally con
nected w ith the  transm ission of PF-QM S systems : those ions can pass the m ass 
filter wich have sm aller radial displacement than  the  quadrupole field radius ( r0). 
It means th a t the  transm ission is maximal if D r has a m inim al value and vice 
versa.

The transm ission was calculated at several P F  lengths and it was com pared 
w ith the m easured values (F ig .lb ). Such comparisons are not known because of 
the difficulties of the  measurem ent. Schematic drawing of the experim ental setup 
is shown in Fig.2.

This setup was able to realise monoenergetic and parallel ion beam s as it had  
been supposed in calculations. The first condition was satisfied w ith  the energy 
filter which was a cylindrical condenser of 90° deflection. F iltering  gave 3-fold 
improvement resulting 10 % spread of the ion energy. The lens was responsible 
for parallelism  of the  ion beam . M easurements were completed a t an  ion energy of 
12 eV. The experim ental value of PF-QM S transm ission was given by the ra tio  of 
intensities of ions outcoming from the exit of the analyser (m easured w ith Faraday 
cup 2) and incoming to the prefilter (measured w ith the ro ta tab le  Faraday cup 1). 
Fringing fields were not taken into consideration in the model, therefore we used 
He ions in the m easurem ent. Light ions spend less time in the fringing field and  
suffer of less influence in the transient field.
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Experim ental resu lts  are in good agreement w ith  the prediction of the  pro
posed  method. M easurem ents confirm th a t the calculation of D r function can 
pred ic t optimal p refilter lengths.

W cm)

ion source analyser 1 prefilter analyser 2 Faraday

energy
filfer

RF-DC1 RF-DC2

0 QMS 2

F ig - 1. a/ The average displacement of 
the ions as a function of the PF - length, 
b / Measured and calculated transmission 
at several PF-lengths.

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the quadru 
pole assembly used to measure ion trans 
mission in the PF-QMS system.
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S ta tu s  R e p o r t  o n  th e  C y c lo tr o n

A. Valek

The planned operation of the cyclotron and the  m easuring centre were very 
similar to  those of the previous years. The utilization of the m achine was con
centrated to  9 m onths; January, Ju ly  and A ugust were reserved for m aintenance. 
Because of a dam age in the power supply of HF final stage, the  cyclotron was ou t 
of work from the  45th week. The overall working tim e of the  cyclotron was 3743 
hours and the break down periods am ounted up to  233 hours. T he cyclotron was 
available to users for 2807 hours, the  effectively used beam  tim e is sum m arized 
in Table 1. In the m aintenance period only the  regular repairs and  test runs were 
carried out.

Table 1 . Effectively used beam time

Projects Beam  tim e 
(hours)

%

Nuclear spectroscopy 672 31
Nuclear reactions 497 23
Applications 982 46

Total 2151 100
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A c t iv i t i e s  a t  th e  V a n  d e  G r a a ff  A c c e le r a to r
L a b o r a to r y

/

L. Bartha, A. Z. Kiss, E. Koltay, A. Nagy,

E. Somorjai and Gy. Szabó

D uring 1992 th e  beam  tim e of th e  VdG-1 m achine am ounted to  1137 hours. 
T he accelerator delivered p ro ton  and  helium beam s according to  the needs of 
electron spectrom etry  group working in atomic physics, as long as 1007 hours, and 
it produced carbon beam  in 118 hours for applications in surface science. In order 
to  ex tend  the lower p a rt of the usable energy range, and increase the num ber of 
available ion species, building up of a  low energy injector line w ith a hollow cathode 
ion source is in progress. A switching magnet and a second beam  transport tube  
have been developed to  govern th e  beam  of the hollow cathode ion source or the  
accelerated ions of th e  VdG-1 m achine, alternatively.

T he 5 MeV V an de Graaff m achine was operating for 1484 hours during this 
period  (Table 1).

F ield Hours %
Atom ic physics: 659 44
N uclear physics: 373 25
A nalytical studies: 163 11
M achine tests: 289 20
Total: 1484 100

T a b le  1 . Tim e d istribution  am ong different research activities a t V dG -5

In th e  experim ents protons and helium -4 ions were accelerated. A straight accel
e ra tio n  tube of ax ial gradient m odulation  using d ish-shaped electrodes was used 
from  the  beginning o f this year. T he  effect of decoupling sections on secondary elec
tro n  loading has been  investigated w ith  the help of brem sstrahlung m easurem ents 
by T L  detectors.
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21. Fülöp Zs., Kiss A.Z., Koltay E., Somorjai E., Keinonen J., Tikkanen P., A 38Ar 
rezonanciaállapotainak vizsgálata (Abstr.:p.l4) XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. 
Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug. 17-19. (1992)

22. Varga K., Nehéz mag alfa-bomlása egy hibrid modellben, XI.Magyar Magfizikus 
Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.17-19. (1992)

23. Dombrádi Zs., Gácsi Z., Gulyás J., Fényes T., Brant S., Paar V., A kollektiv ger
jesztések szerepe a 116_124Sb atommagok szerkezetében (Abstr.: p.12), XI.Magyar 
Magfizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.17-19. (1992)
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24. Vertse T., Óriásrezonanciák megszökési szélességének számítása, XI.Magyar Mag
fizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.17-19. (1992)

25. Cseh J., Lévai G., Molekulaszerü magállapotok félmikroszkopikus algebrai leírása:
I. A modellről (Abstr.: p.10), XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Mag
yarország. 1992.aug.l7-19. (1992)

26. Lévai G, Cseh J., Molekulaszerü magállapotok félmikroszkopikus algebrai leírása: 
II. Az alkalmazásokról (Abstr.: p.25), XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. Szeged, 
Magyarország. 1992.aug.17-19. (1992)

27. Algora A., Sohler D., Quang T.X., Gácsi Z., Magszerkezeti vizsgálatok az As ta r
tományban (Abstr.: p.6), XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 
1992.aug.17-19. (1992)

28. Fülöp Zs., Kiss A.Z., Somorjai E., Rolfs C., A p-folyamat az asztrofizikában (ab
str.: p.15), XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.17- 
19.(1992)

29. Tímár J., Quang T.X., Fényes T., Dombrádi Zs., Krasznahorkay A., Kumpulainen
J . , Julin R., Brant S., Paar V., Simicic Lj., A 66Ga és 68Ga atommagok szerkezete 
(abst.: p.35), XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.17- 
19.(1992)

30. Krasznahorkay A., Nyakó B.M., Tímár J., Bacelar J., Balanda A., Bordewijk J.A., 
Brandenburg S., Van der Werf S.Y., Van der Woude A., Harakeh M.N., Kalantar- 
Nayestanaki M., Az atommagok neutronbőrének vastagsága (abstr.: p.21), XI.Ma
gyar Magfizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.17-19. (1992)

31. Bredbacka A., Brenner M., Kallman K.-М., Manngard P., Máté Z., Szilágyi S., 
Zolnai L., Rugalmas alfa-szórás alacsony energiákon (abstr.: p.9), XI.Magyar Mag
fizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.l7-19. (1992)

32. Török L, Hullámhossz diszperziv PIXE (Abstr.: p.36), XI.Magyar Magfizikus 
Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.l7-19. (1992)

33. Borbély-Kiss L, Koltay E., Szabó Gy., Légköri aeroszolok PIXE analízise (ab
str.: p.8), XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.17-19. 
(1992)

34. Szilágyi S., A CP sértés mérése a LEAR-nél, XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. 
Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.17-19. (1992)

35. Ricz S., K ádár L, Végh J., Takács E., Fülöp Zs., Wakiya K., Tóth L., Sulik B., 
Szabó Gy., Sarkadi L., Elektron befogás a lövedék folytonos állapotában (Azonos- 
e ezen elektronok sebessége a lövedékével?), XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. 
Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.17-19. (1992)

36. Papp Z., A töltött háromrészecske feladat az orthogonalizált csatolt csatornás 
közelítésben, XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.17- 
19.(1992)

37. Nyakó B.M., Gál J., Józsa M., Kalinka G., Máté Z., Neutronhiányos magok 
vizsgálata az A=100 tartományban XI.Magyar Magfizikus Találkozó. Szeged, Mag
yarország. 1992.aug.17-19. (1992)

38. Dombrádi Zs., Collective and polarization effects in the tin region, Niels Bohr 
Institute, Riso, Danmark. 1992.jun.18. (1992)

39. Tímár J., Quang T.X., Fényes T., Dombrádi Zs., Krasznahorkay A., Kumpulainen 
J., Julin R., Structure of 68Ga and 66Ga nuclei, Spring Meeting of Nuclear Physics 
Sections. Salzburg, Austria, 24-28 Febr.,1992 (1992)
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40. Csótó A., Lovas R.G., Kruppa A.T., Pole structure of the 3/2-f resonance of 5 He 
(Book of Abstracts p. 1.4.2), International Nuclear Physics Conference. Wiesbaden, 
Germany. July 26 - Aug.l, 1992. (1992)

41. Csótó A., Lovas R.G., Triton + 3He admixture in the ground state of 6Li (Book 
ofAbstracts p. 1.4.8), International Nuclear Physics Conference. Wiesbaden, Ger
many. July 26 - Aug.l, 1992. (1992)

42. Csótó A., Lovas R.G. Dynamical microscopic three-cluster description of 6 Li (Book 
of Abstracts p. 1.4.9) International Nuclear Physics Conference. Wiesbaden, Ger
many. July 26 - Aug.l, 1992. (1992)

43. Varga K., Lovas R.G., Liotta R. J., Absolute alpha decay width of 212Po in a 
mixed shell-and-cluster model. (Abstr.:p. 1.1.30), International Nuclear Physics 
Conference. Wiesbaden, Germany. July 26 - Aug.l, 1992. (1992)

44. Zolnai L., Experimental basic nuclear research in Hungary, Department of Physics, 
University of Liverpool. Liverpool, England, O ct.12, 1992. (1992)

45. Genevey J., Nyakó B.M., Zolnai L., et al., A new 5.7s isomer in 131 Pr and low- 
energy intrinsic states in A=131,129,127 Pr and Ce isotopes, 6th International 
Conference on Nuclei far from Stability -f 9th International Conference on Atomic 
Masses and Fundamental Constants. Bernkastel-Kues, Germany. July 19-24, 1992. 
(1992)

46. Kovács Z., Tárkányi F., Production of cyclotron isotopes for medical diagnostics 
in the frome of Jülich-Debrecen cooperation, KLTE Kísérleti Fizika Tanszék, De
brecen, Magyarország, 1992.ápr.l3. (1992)

47. Qaim S.M., Tárkányi F., Kovács Z., Stöcklin G., Production of 38K at a low energy 
cyclotron (Abstr. p.478), IXth International Symposium on Radiopharmaceutical 
Chemistry, Paris, France, 6-10 April, 1992. (1992)

48. Ditrói F., Untersuchung von Si(p,p/) Rezonanz-reaktion in j 110̂ , Channeling Rich
tung, Institut für Kernphysik der J.W.Goethe Universität, Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany. 1992.nov.26. (1992)

49. Buda A., Bacelar J., Balanda A., Iacob V.E., Jongman J., Krasznahorkay A., Van 
der Ploeg H., Sujkowski Z., Van der Woude A., Dilepton decay of giant resonances 
built on excited nuclear states, XXX.International Meeting on Nuclear Physics. 
Bormino, Italy. Jan .1992. (1992)

50. Tímár J., Quang T.X., Fényes T., Dombrádi Zs., Krasznahorkay A., Kumpulainen 
J., Julin, R., Brandt S., Paar V., Simicic G., Structure of 68Ga and 66Ga nuclei 
(Book of Abstracts. Ed.:V.Grundinger. Darmstadt, GSI. p.1.1.11) 1992 Interna
tional Nuclear Physics Conference. Wiesbaden, Germany. July 26 - Aug.l, 1992. 
(1992)

51. Lovas R.G., Microscopic three-cluster description of 6Li Institute for Technical 
Physics, Ukranian Academy of Sciences. Kiev, The Ukraine. Nov.3, 1992. (1992)

52. Gyarmati В., Complex scaling in computing resonances, Institute for Theoretical 
Physics, Ukranian Academy of Sciences, Kiel', The Ukraine. Nov.4, 1992. (1992)

53. Papp Z., Orthogonalized coupled channel approach to the three-body problem 
with Coulomb interaction, Karl Frances Universität Graz, Institut für Theoretische 
Physik. Graz, Austria, March 3, 1992. (1992)

54. Varga К., Alpha decay of 212Po in a hybrid model, Niigata University, Niigata, 
Japan, Oct.30, 1992. (1992)

55. Varga K., Alpha decay of 212Po in a hybrid model, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, 
Dec.15, 1992. (1992)
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56. Varga K., Alpha decay of 212Po in a hybrid model, INR, Tokyo, Japan, Nov.15, 
1992. (1992)

57. Varga K., Multicluster model of light neutron rich nuclei, Niigata University, Ni
igata, Japan, Dec.11, 1992. (1992)

58. Varga K., Multicluster model of light neutron rich nuclei, Workshop on Exotic 
Nuclei. Yukawa Institute, Kyoto, Japan. Dec.16, 1992. (1992)

59. Maas J., Cseh J., Schmidt J ., Scheid W., Molecular structure in the scattering of 
deformed nuclei, examples: 24Mg+24Mg and 12C + 12C, International Conference 
on Nuclear Structure and Nuclear Reactions at Low and Intermediate Energies. 
Dubna, Russia, Jun.,1992. (1992)

60. Cseh J., Rotation and vibration in a two-dimensional interacting boson model 
versus group deformation (Abstr. p.46), XIXth International Coll.on Group The
oretical Methods in Physics. Salamanca, Spain. June 29 - July 4, 1992. (1992)

61. Cseh J., Lévai G, Gupta R.K., Scheid W., Semimicroscopic algebraic approach to 
nuclear clusterization (Abstr.: p.34), XIXth International Coll.on Group Theoret
ical Methods in Physics. Salamanca, Spain. June 29 - July 4, 1992. (1992)

62. Somorjai E., A nukleáris asztrofizika ma, Eötvös Loránd Fizikai Társulat Vándor
gyűlése, Szeged, Magyarország, 1992. aug. 21-23. (1992)

63. Zahnov D., Angulo C., Engstier S., Greife U., Quathamer G., Rolfs C., Schröder 
U., Somorjai E., Trautwetter H.P., Study of the nuclear reactions d(d,p)t and 
d(d,n)3He at low energies (Verhandlungen der Deutschen Physikalischen Gesell
schaft 1/992 p.129), Spring Meeting of Nuclear Physics Sections, Salzburg, Austria, 
24-28 Febr.,1992. (1992)

64. Nyakó B.M., Study of neutron defficient A=100 nuclei, Department of Physics, 
University of Liverpool. Liverpool, England, O ct.12, 1992. (1992)

A tom ic P h ysics

1. Kövér Á., Laricchia G., Charlton M., An electrostatic system for investigating 
positron-atom collisions, Positron Annihilation : Proceedings of the 9th Interna
tional Conference on Positron Annihilation (ICPA-9). Pt.3. Guest ed.:Zs.Kajcsos, 
Cs.Szeles. Materials Science Forum. Aedermannsdorf, Trans Tech Publ.Ltd. 105 
(1992) 1919

2. Berényi D., Recent results on atomic collision processes in which the continuum 
states of the projectile play a role, Inst.für Kernphysik, Frankfurt am Main, Ger
many. June 30, 1992.(1992)

3. Berényi D., Actual topics and main trends in atomic physics, Waseda Univ., Tokyo, 
Japan. June 8, 1992.(1992)

3. Berényi D., Actual topics and main trends in atomic physics, Sophia Univ., Tokyo, 
Japan. June 6, 1992. (1992)

4. Berényi D., Actual topics and main trends in atomic physics, Electrocommunica
tion Univ., Osaka, Japan. June 4, 1992. (1992)

5. Berényi D., Actual topics and main trends in atomic physics, Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, 
Japan. June 3, 1992.(1992)

6. Berényi D., Research results on the cusp in the spectrum of electron emitted in 
ion-atom collision, RIKEN, Tokyo, Japan. June 5, 1992. (1992)
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7. Berényi D., The scientific approach to the knowlege of our world, Inst.of Physics, 
Academia Sciencia. Taipei, Taiwan. May 29, 1992. (1992)

8. Berényi D., Scientists/ responsibility for our present and future world, National 
Tsing Hua Univ. Hsinchi, Taiwan. May 28, 1992. (1992)

9. Berényi D., Actual topics and main trends in physics research, Nucl.Energy 
Res.Inst., Chungli, Taiwan. May 27, 1992. (1992)

10. Elston S.B., Gibbons J., De Serio R., Keller N., Sellin I.A., Ricz S., Vegh 
J., Berényi D., Measurement of projectile ELC emission distribution produced 
in intermediate velocity collisions of 05+  with He and Ar gas targets (Ab
str.:Bull.Amer.Phys.Soc.,37,1992,1073), DAOMP meeting of APS. Chichago, USA. 
May 20-22, 1992. (1992)

11. Takács E., Sarkadi L., Ricz S., Sulik В., Tóth L., Valóban Lorenz alakú-e az Auger 
elektronok energiaeloszlása? - avagy az ütközés utáni kölcsönhatás jelensége atomi 
ütközésekben, Magyar Fizikus Vándorgyűlés. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.21-
23. (1992)

12. Hock G., CTMC approximation in atomic collisions, Institute for Chemical Re
search, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan. June 8, 1992. (1992)

13. Kövér L., Némethy A., Cserny I., Varga D., К-shell Auger transitions induced 
by Mo X-rays (Abstr.:P-27), Quantitative Surface Analysis. Seventh International 
Conference. (QSA-7). Guildford, England. 8-11 Sept., 1992. (1992)

14. Végh J., Kövér L., Némethy A., A new approach to inelastic background correction 
procedures (Abstr.: 0-11), Quantitative Surface Analysis. Seventh International 
Conference. (QSA-7). Guildford, England. 8-11 Sept., 1992. (1992)

15. Sarkadi L., Ionization of atomic inner shell by energetic ions, (Comunicazioni, A l) 
XVII.Congresso Annuele del Settore di Fisica Atomica e Moleculare del GNSM- 
CNR. Nápoly, Italy. 16-18 Sept., 1992. (1992)

16. Berényi D., Main trends in physics research, Inst.for Appl.Phys., Kisinov, March 
3, 1992.(1992)

17. Jones G.O., Charlton M., Slevin J.A., Laricchia G., Kövér A., Poulsen M.R., Chor- 
maic S.N., Ionization of atomic hydrogen by positrons, 5th International Workshop 
on Slow-Positron Beam Tech, for Solid and Surfaces (SL0P0S5). Jackson Hole, 
Wyoming, USA, 6-10 Aug.,1992. (1992)

18. Kövér A., Kisenergiájú pozitron-atom ütközések, Magyar Fizikus Vándorgyűlés. 
Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.21-23. (1992)

19. Wang J., Olson R.E., Tökési K., Double scattering involving correlation in pro
jectile ionization in H+H,He collision, 1992 Meeting of the Division of Atomic, 
Molecular and Optical Physics (DANOP). Chicago, USA. 18-22 May, 1992. (1992)

20. Terasawa M., Török I., Petukhov V.P., High resolution PIXE instrumentation sur
vey. Part.I. (Progr.and Abstr. p.58), The 6th International Conference on Particle 
Induced X-Ray Emission and Its Analytical Applications. Tokyo, Japan. July 20-
24, 1992. (1992)

21. Petukhov V.P., Török I., Závodszky P.A., Pálinkás J., Sarkadi L., Blokhin S.M., 
Al К alpha satellite polarization measurements in metal and in sapphire (АЬОз) 
(Progr.and Abstr. p.135), The 6th International Conference on Particle Induced 
X-Ray Emission and Its Analytical Applications. Tokyo, Japan. July 20-24, 1992. 
(1992)

22. Török I., Petukhov V.P., Závodszky P.A., Pálinkás J., Sarkadi L., Blokhin S.M., 
Al К alpha/ satellite polarization measurements in metal and in sapphire ( A I 2 O 3 ) ,
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3rd Debrecen-Uzhgorod-Miskolc Triangle Seminar on Atomic Collision Processes. 
Uzhgorod, Ukraina, 26 Oct., 1992. (1992)

23. Závodszky P.A., Sarkadi L., Vajnai T, Pálinkás J., Gulyás L., Berényi D., Projectile 
energy dependence of the ECC cusp shape and exact determination of the cusp 
energy in H + - He collisions (abstr.: p.34), 12th International Conference of the 
Application of Accelerators in Research and Industry. Denton, Texas, USA, 2-5 
Nov.,1992. (1992)

24. Maier R., Sarkadi L., Trabold H., Kuzel M., Jagutzki 0 ., Berényi D., Schmidt- 
Böcking H., Groeneveld K.O., The conversion of scattering angles and recoil en
ergies into impact-parameters for strongly screend collision partners, GSTESR- 
Workshop. Darmstadt, Germany. 14-17 Sept., 1992. (1992)

25. Sarkadi L., Závodszky P.A., Tanis J.A., Berényi D., Pálinkás J., Plano V., Gulyás 
L., Takács E., Tóth L., Projectile energy dependence of the contributions of differ
ent mechanisms in cusp electron production in He+ - Ar collisions (abstr.: p.34), 
12th International Conference of the Application of Accelerators in Research and 
Industry. Denton, Texas, USA, 2-5 Nov.,1992. (1992)

26. Kuzel M., Maier R., Sarkadi L., Trabold H., Jagutzki 0 ., Berényi D., Schmidt- 
Böcking H., Groeneveld K.O., Szabó Gy., Impact parameter dependence of the 
electron capture to continuum (ECC) for neutral ejectiles (abstr.: p.37), 12th In
ternational Conference of the Application of Accelerators in Research and Industry. 
Denton, Texas, USA, 2-5 Nov.,1992. (1992)

27. Závodszky P.A., Sarkadi L., Kuzel M., Pálinkás J., Gulyás L., Takács E., Tóth L., 
Berényi D., Groeneveld K.O., Projectile energy dependence of the ECC electron 
cusp in He 0 ,+  on Ar collisions. (Invited paper. Abstr.: p.152), 12th International 
Conference of the Application of Accelerators in Research and Industry. Denton, 
Texas, USA, 2-5 Nov.,1992. (1992)

28. Závodszky P.A., Sarkadi L., Berényi D., Tanis J.A., Pálinkás J., Plano V., Gulyás 
L., Takács E., Tóth L., Cusp electron production mechanisms in He+,0 on Ar 
collisions, Institu t für Kernphysik, J.W.-Goethe Universität, Frankfurt, Germany. 
Oct.8, 1992. (1992)

29. Závodszky P.A., Sarkadi L., Berényi D., Pálinkás J., Gulyás L., Takács E., Tóth 
L., Tanis J.A ., Plano V., Kuzel M., Groeneveld K.O., Cusp electron production 
mechanisms in He+,0 on Ar collisions, Western Michigan University, Department 
of Physics, Kalamazoo, USA. Oct.30, 1992. (1992)

30. Závodszky P.A., Sarkadi L., Tanis J.A., Pálinkás J., Plano V., Berényi D., Gulyás 
L., Takács E., Tóth L., Transzfer ionizáció He+ - Ar ütközésekben, Magyar Fizikus 
Vándorgyűlés. Szeged, Magyarország. 1992.aug.21-23. (1992)

31. Ditrói F., Untersuchung von Si(p,p/) Rezonanz-reaktion in jllOi, Channeling Rich
tung, Institu t für Kernphysik der J.W.Goethe Universität, Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany. Nov.26, 1992. (1992)

32. Végh J., Background subtraction strategies in XPS, Universitá degli Studi della 
Basilicata, Dipartimento di Chimica. Potenza, Italy, Oct.29, 1992. (1992)

33. Végh J., A new approach to  inelastic scattering in XPS: inelastic line shapes, 
Istituto Teória e Struttura Elettronica, CNR. Roma, Italy, Oct.23, 1992. (1992)

34. Kövér L., High energy, high resolution photon induced Auger spectroscopy, De
partment of Nuclear Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, Nov.13, 1992. 
(1992)
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35. Kövér L., Bremsstrahlung induced, high energy, high resolution Auger spec
troscopy and its applications, Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 
Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan, Nov.24, 1992. (1992)

36. Kövér L., Studies of local electronic structure in solids by photoinduced Auger 
spectroscopy, Department of Chemistry, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Tokyo, 
Japan, Nov.27, 1992. (1992)

37. Kövér L., Chemical and solid state effects on Auger transitions, Department of 
Solid-state Electronics, Osaka Electrocommunication University, Osaka, Japan, 
Dec.10, 1992. (1992)

38. Wang J., Olson R.E., Tőkési К., Burgdörfer J., Reinhold С.О., Ionization by struc
tured particle impact (Abstr.: I-15), VI.International Conference on the Physics 
of High-Charged Ions. Kansas State University, Kansas, USA, 28 Sept. - 2 Oct., 
1992.(1992)

39. Végh J., The role and removal of inelastic background in XPS, Centra di Studio 
del CNR ”SACSO”, Dipartimento di Chimica. Roma, Italy, Oct.21, 1992. (1992)

40. Ricz S., Takács E., Kádár I., Sarkadi L., Végh J., Tóth L., Sulik В., Berényi D., 
Resonant post collision interaction in p-Ne collision, ORNL. Oak Ridge, USA, 
Oct.10, 1992. (1992)

41. Pálinkás J., Electron emission in fast ion-atom collisions, Manne Siegbahn Insti
tute! för Fysik. Stockholm, Sweden, Sept.5, 1992. (1992)

42. Pálinkás J., Electron emission in fast ion-atom collisions, Institut für Kernphysik, 
J.W.Goethe Universität, Frankfurt, Germany, Oct.15, 1992. (1992)

43. Pálinkás J., Elektronkorreláció ion-atom ütközési folyamatokban, Magyar Tu
dományos Akadémia, Budapest, Magyarország, 1992. május 6. (1992)

M aterials Science and Analysis 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Kundrák J., Mahunka I., Szabó Z., Szűcs J., ’’IN-PROCESS” izotópos kopásmérés 
preciziós forgácsoláshoz, micro-CAD-SYSTEM/ 92 Nemzetközi Számítástechnikai 
Találkozó Számitógéppel Segitett Technológiai Tervezés Szekció. Miskolc, Mag
yarország, 1992.február 25-27. (1992)

2. Vad K., Mészáros S., Hegman N., Halász G., The role of intergrain junctions in 
transport critical current irreversibility, Critical Currents in High Tc Supercon
ductors. Wien, Austria, 22-24 April, 1992. (1992)

3. Mészáros S., Hegman N., Vad К., Complex AC susceptibility of high Tc super
conductors in the RF range, Critical Currents in High Tc Superconductors. Wien, 
Austria, 22-24 April, 1992. (1992)

4. Vad К., Mészáros S., Hegman N., Thermally activated flux motion in Bi(Pb)SrCa- 
CuO screen printed films, Critical Currents in High Tc Superconductors. Wien, 
Austria, 22-24 April, 1992. (1992)

5. Uzonyi I., Bacsó J., Vérszérum Se-koncentrációjának meghatározása röntgenemisz- 
sziós analitikai (REÁ) módszerrel, Veszprém, Magyarország. VEAB, 1992.április 
16.(1992)

6. Futó I., Bohátka S., Simon M., Szilágyi J., Ágoston A., Mass spectrometric moni
toring of PAA and POAA in penicillin fermentations (Book of Abstracts p.71), 
Biotechnology in Central European Initiative Countries, Graz, Austria, 13-15 
April, 1992. (1992)
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7. Mahunka I., Cyclotron in the applied research and practice, Institute of Atomic 
Energy, Pyongyang, Korea, Apr. 21, 1992. (1992)

8. Futó I., Bohátka S., Simon M., Fermentlevek FES és FEOS koncentrációjának 
meghatározása tömegspektrométerrel, XXXV.Magyar Színképelemző Vándorgyű
lés. VIII.Magyar Molekulaspektroszkópiai Konferencia, Székesfehérvár, Magyaror
szág, 1992.junius 9-11.(1992)

9. Kövér L., Varga D., Cserny I., Tóth J., Tökési K, Némethy A., Nagyenergiájú 
röntgenkeltéses Auger spektroszkópia (XAES), 25 éves az Auger spektroszkópia. 
Tungsram Bródy I. Kutató Központ. Bp., Magyarország. 1992, április 28. (1992)

10. Bacsó J., A röntgenemissziós analitikai módszer (REA)jelene és a jövő fejlesztési 
irányai (Abstr.: RA-0-6), Vegyészkonferencia. Szombathely, Magyarország. 1992. 
julius 6-8. (1992)

11. Mikecz P., T óth  J ., Andó L., Spett B., Orvosi célokta előállított Nal23I analitikai 
vizsgálata (A bstr. RA-0-23), Vegyészkonferencia. Szombathely, Magyarország. 
1992. julius 6-8. (1992)

12. Mikecz P., Tóth Gy., Kovács Z., Szűcs Z., Szelecsényi F., Környei J., 111 In és 67Ga 
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